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We all want progress . .. [but] if you're on the wrong road, progress means doing 

an about-turn and walking back to the right road; and in that case, the man who 

turns back soonest is the most progressive man . ... We are on the wrong road. 

And if that is so, we must go back. Going back is the quickest way on. 

-C.S.LEWIS 
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F[]REW[]RD 

[by Bruce Sterling] 

Everybody has a role in the RFIO industry, because, as this remarkable book 

makes clear, we're not offered any choice about it. If you've never heard 'of 

RFIOs or "spychips:' it would be quite a good idea to read this book pretty soon. 

It's very topical. 

If you have any direct role within the RFIO industry, then you need to read 

this book instantly. Hurry. Waste not another precious moment. You won't like 

this book. Spychips will hurt your feelings. You will blush, and itch, and sweat, 

and drum your heels, and perhaps tear entire chapters out with squalls of rage, 

to see a work about your Industry that is so jaundiced, and uncharitable, and 

unflinchingly suspicious, and that makes so much effective, highly damaging, 

public fun at your expense. So read it, and make all your coworkers read it. You 

will learn a host of painful, valuable things in a hurry. For you, it may not yet be 

too late. 

There have been many tech manuals and white papers written about RFIOs. 

They're mostly quite technical, all about transponders and supply chains and 

, megahertz, with maybe a few bits about value-adding and stakeholder value. 

I'm a tech journalist, so I read a lot of dry, boring crap like that. 

IX 
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But RFID is not high-tech or hard to understand. It is not confusing, sophis

ticated, or arcane. RFID is very dumb computer tech, the kind of computer tech 

that even grocers can understand. There's no need to get intimidated by the 

technology-because the issues here are all about money and power. 

This book is the most exciting book about RFID ever written. This is the one 

RFID book that every RFID enthusiast must own. Not because the book is 

enthusiastic about the new technology-but because it's full of passionate, 

stinging contempt. It's like watching Big Brother come home and get a rolling 

pin broken over his head by Mrs. Big Brother, who knows that, even though he 

thinks he's everybody's daddy, he's a stalker, and a voyeur, and a crook, and a 

cheat, and drunk on his own ego, and a handwashing, sniveling deadbeat who 

ought to be ashamed of himself. 

This is the Devil's Dictionary for RFID, and in its own dainty, feminine, 

rapier-tongued way, this.is a masterpiece of technocriticism. The nascent RFID 

industry is not Big Br~ther. Not yet, anyhow. Instead, it is a giant toddler whose 

supermarket diapers are already richly soiled. It's sure got a mighty ton of dirty 

laundry for a baby still that small, and in Katherine Albrecht and Liz McIntyre, 

the RFID industry has found a hardworking pair who'll willingly scrub that 

laundry, name and number every stain, and then pin it out to dry. 

These two unique individuals, the Lone Ranger and Tonto of the RFID 

frontier, are the nightmare scenario for the computerized retail superstore of 

tomorrow, because they're the computerized super female consumer advocates 

of tomorrow. And boy have they ever got their industry's number. They've got 

all two-to-the-ninety-sixth-power digits of it. 

To understand what species of book this is, let me offer a historical analogy. 

Imagine yourself cruising along in the 1950s chemical industry, happily 

patenting and spreading potent toxins. Then, this searching, thoughtful female 

journalist, Rachel Carson, who doesn't even have a chemistry degree, comes out 

of nowhere. A classic popular muckraker, Ms. Carson points out to a shocked 

public that you're killing not 'juSt the mosquitoes but all the pretty butterflies 

and birds. She writes Silent Spring, and it's so influential and damning that even 

your own kids decide you must be nuts. That's also what's happening here. 
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To its. credit, the RFID industry is very twenty-first century, and therefore a 

little cagier than the pesticide biz in the 1950s. Realizing that they had a world

shattering technical breakthrough at hand, they hired a top-notch public 

relations firm first to go fish in the waters of public acceptance. Acceptance of 

what, exactly? Basically, acceptance of what this book describes in detail: an 

amazingly ambitious scheme to infest the entire physical infrastructure of the 

planet with a spray-on global blanket of Internet interactivity. This is truly a 

fabulous, earth-shaking scheme. It is awes~me. 

The hired PR firm, the gifted Fleishman-Hillard outfit, poked around some, 

trying to tell everyday people what this huge revolution might mean to them. 

Having briefed a few focus groups, the PR guys returned and told the 

industry's founders that normal consumers would surely react with supersti

tious horror and unfeigned Luddite dread. That wasn't good news. But the 

promised rewards were colossal, so the techies waded in anyway. They decided 

that the public should be told as little as possible about their project. Whatever 

the public learned should be obfuscated as much as possible, until the installa

tion of RFID worldwide had become a fait accompli. So, first it would be 

obscure; then it would be old hat; and, with any luck, it would never quite 

become a public issue at all. But, well, there's a big hitch. That's the so-called 

"secrecy:' The Internet of Things is supposed to be invisible to all but its corpo

rate and military masters. But the Internet itself is hugely obvious and 

famous-because, even though the Internet is also corporate and military in its 

origins, for about a decade the Internet was all anybody ever talked about. You 

can't possibly have a hugely famous Internet made of pixels and an ultra-quiet 

Internet made of actual consumer objects. So we're seeing a violent collision of 

two models here: two loud, flamboyant, irrepressible Internet activists, 

researching and publicizing the secretive, business-confidential Internet of 

Things. 

Anybody who can create that link between the worlds is gonna get justly 

famous, and Katherine Albrecht (judging by Google and the hundreds of 

journalists she has briefed) is already, by far, the most famous RFID expert in 

the whole wide world. She thinks RFID is an evil crock, but she's sure got a lot 
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to say about it-all of it is fascinating, some is gross and revolting, and most of 

it is hilarious. This is the first, and maybe the loudest, popular book on a crucial 

technology of our times. Irs not the full or final story-it's a futurist book, in 

anticipation of the story-but history will treat this book kindly. 

& this book demonstrates irrefutably, the RFID industry has patented some 

fantastically sinister, sci-fi style business notions. The authors are not making 

these things up-the industry is. Patents are public documents, not trade 

secrets. Anybody can go look at patents. It'sjust, well, somehow, nobody was 

ever supposed to notice them or care. 

Why? Because this is an industry with some deeply schizoid doublethink 

problems, which come directly from its ~acky origins in the spy and security 

communities. 

The people of the RFID biz are very covert, spooky, and security-conscious, 

with deep, profitat>le ties into Homeland Security and the Pentagon.' And yet, 

they're also very large, everyday public companies: Wal-Mart, Procter & 

Gamble, Tesco, Benetton, Philips, IBM, Cisco, Exxon-Mobil-dozens of 

familiar, everyday, publicly-traded companies with big, soft, squishy, publicity

conscious brands. 

It's really hard to be a big, public, for-profit spy with tons of shareholders, 

zillions of customers, and even employees who don't like you very much. That 

scheme doesn't hang together. Riddle me this: How do you profit by telling your 

own shareholders that you've bugged their own clothes and shoes with tiny 

radio transponders from your stores? How can you have a board meeting when 

the clothes and shoes of your own board members might be full of a 

competitor's spychips? These eager pioneers have failed to think these issues 

through, mostly because they never expected or planned to face a reality check. 

But their situation is inherently unstable. 

Enter Katherine Albrecht with her red suit, red hair, a TV talking head's 

makeover, and mirrored sunglasses. Still a university stude~t, she places the new 

surveillance industry under some mild doctoral-dissertation surveillance of her 

own, and is astounded. She finds in. short order that she can win awestruck, 

worldwide press attention just by repeating the industry's own private pep talks 
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in public. She becomes the instant, planetary, go-to expert on RFID-mostly 

because the real experts on RFID are so anxious to keep mum. 

There's no need to unravel a Watergate break-in here; the so-called "secret" 

is literally and physically scattered allover the landscape. RFID bugs are 

attached to diaper boxes, shampoo bottles, and women's underwear, and they 

cost a few cents each and are supposed to become ubiquitous. Only nobody is 

supposed to notice or care. Huh? All you have to do is point at the emperor's 

RFIDs; it's like revealing lice in the royal gown. 

This book is a comprehensive, detailed, and footnoted work of corporate 

futurism. But, unlike most such futurist works, it's not .saccharine industry 

boosterism. Spychips is something new in the corporate world: it's the work of 

Early Dys-Adopters, of Power-Unusers, of online activists who fully understand 

promotion, marketing, and effective PR and then use new media tools to beat 

unwise companies into pulps instead of serving as their paid handmaidens. 

The authors of this bQok lack big budgets, a power base, or an agenda. They 

are, however, energetic, clever, highly motivated, highly wired, and chock-full of 

feminine wiles. Thanks mostly due to legwork, Google, and chatty e-mail from 

many like-minded souls, they have become a retailer's worst nightmare. They 

are as uncontainable and global as the industry they decry, for they are the 

Digitized Suburban Mom Shoppers from Hell: perceptive, well-connected, 

entirely self-educated, very American, highly skilled industry gurus; quotable, 

word-of-mouth branding killers with viral marketing voodoo; digital 

Cassandras who are second to none in downsides, dirty laundry, and 

doomsaying. Plus, they are witty and good-looking. 

I expect to spend the next ten years watching the next Internet Revolution

but the New Grocers of the Internet of Things have already gotten the 

customers-they deserve. 
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TRACKING EVERYTHING 
EVERYWHERE 

~. THE RFI DTHRE;AT .~ 
-"_ .. 

RFID will have a pervasive impact on every aspect of civilization, much 

the same way the printing press, the industrial revolution and the 

Internet and personal computers have transformed society .... RFID is 

a big deal. Its impact will be pervasive, personal and profound. It will 

be the biggest deal since Edison gave us the light bulb. 

-Rick Duris, 

Frontline Solutions Magazine, December 20031 

Technology ... is a queer thing. It brings you great gifts with one hand, 

and it stabs you in the back with the other. 

-c.P. Snow, New York Times, 19712 

I magine a world of no more privacy. 

Where your every purchase is monitored and recorded in a database and 

your every belonging is numbered. Where someone many states away or 

perhaps in another country has a record of everything you have ever bought, of 

everything you have ever owned, of every item of clothing in your closet-every 

pair of shoes. What's more, these items can even be tracked remotely. 

Once your every possession is recorded in a database and can be tracked, 

you can also be tracked and monitored remotely through the things you wear, 

carry, and interact with every day. 

We may be standing on the brink of that terrifying world if global corpora

tions and government agencies have their way. It's the world that Wal-Mart, . 
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Target, Gillette, Proc~er & Gamble, Kraft, IBM, and even the United States Postal 

Service want to usher in within the next ten years. 

It's the world of radio frequency identification. 

Radio frequency identification, RFID for short, is a technology that uses tiny 

computer chips-some smaller than a grain of sand-to track items at a 

distance. If the master planners have their way, every object-from shoes to 

cars-will carry one of these tiny computer chips that can be used to spy on you 

without your knowledge or consent. We've nicknamed these tiny devices 

"spychips" because of their surveillance potential. 

If you've been staying in touch with the news about RFID, you may already 

know who we are and something of the public battles we have fought to try to 

keep this technology off of consumer productS and out of our homes. In case 

you don't know who we are and why we can make such chums with conviction, 

an introduction is in order. 

We are Katherine Albrecht, founder and director of CASPIAN (Consumers 

Against Supermarket Privacy Invasion and Numbering), and Liz McIntyre, the 

organization's communications director. CASPIAN is a grass-roots organiza

tion that has been tackling consumer privacy issues since 1999.* In the pages 

that follow, we'll give you a ringside seat to some of the battles we've fought with 

companies like Benetton, Gillette, and retail giant Tesco. You'll see why 

.. With close to ten thousand members in all fifty u.s. states and over thirty countries world
wide, CASPIAN seeks to educate consumers about marketing strategies that invade their 
privacy and to encourage privacy-conscious shopping habits across the retail spectrum. 
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Advertising Age says our presence has been felt from Berlin to Bentonville 

(corporate home of Wal-Mart) , and you'll also learn how we uncovered plans 

by companies to track consumers around stores, use RFID to spam consumers 

with personalized advertising, and even monitor what people do in their own 

homes. 

We're also suburban moms who've taken on some of the largest corpora

tions in the world because we care about the future our children will inherit if 

this dangerous technology is unopposed. We believe consumers should know 

what's in store so we can work together to protect our privacy and civil liberties 

before it's too late. 

We know that a Big Brother vision of the future sounds farfetched. We didn't 

believe it ourselves until we saw with our own eyes and heard with our own ears 

companies detailing their mind-boggling plans. We assure you that this 

seemingly impossible future is on the drawing board, and we promise that by 

the time you finish this book, you will be convinced, too. 

For nearly three years, we have devoted ourselves full-time to combing every 

article, reading every white paper, pursuing every insider tip, and sc;anning 

through thousands of patent documents to piece together a picture of this 

planned RFID future. We've attended trade shows, sat in on top level meetings, 

and had long talks with the people implementing these plans. 

What we learned will shock you. 

If anything you read in the following pages strikes you as improbable, please 

refer to the endnotes at the back of the book.. We've included hundreds of refer

ences to original source materials that should satisfy even the most skeptical 

reader. 

In a future world laced with_ RFID spychips, cards in your wallet could 

"squeal" on you as you enter malls, retail outlets, and grocery stores, 

announcing your presence and value to businesses. Reader devices hidden in 

the doors, walls, displays, and floors could frisk the RFID chips in your clothes 

and other items on your person to determine your age, sex, and preferences. 

Since spychip information travels through clothing, they could even get a peek 

at the color and size of your underwear. 
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We're not joking. A major worldwide clothing manufacturer named 

Benetton has already tried to embed RfID chips into women's undergarments. 

And they would have gotten away with it, too, had it not been for an interna

tional outcry,when we exposed their plan. Details of the "I'd Rather Go Naked" 

campaign come later in the book. 

While consumers might be able to avoid spychipped 'clothing brands for 

now, they could be forced to wear RFID-enabled work clothes to earn a living. 

Already uniform companies like AmeriPride .and Cintas are embedding RFID 

tracking tags into their clothes that can withstand high temperature commer

cial washings. 

Don't have to wear a chipped uniform to work? Your RFID-enabled 

employee badge could do the spying instead. One day, these devices could tell 

management whom you're chatting with at the water cooler aIld how long 

you've spent in the restroom-even whether or not you've washed your hands. 

Our next generation of workers could be conditioned to obediently accept 

this degrading surveillance through forced early exposure. Some schools are 

already requiring students to wear spychipped identification badges around 

their necks to keep closer tabs on their daily activities. If Johnny is one minute 

late for math class, the system knows. It's always watching. 

Retailers eire thrilled at the idea of being able to price products according to 

your purchase history and value to the store. RFID will allow them to assess 

your worth as you pick up products and flash you a corresponding customer

specific price. Prime customers might pay three dollars for a staple like peanut 

butter while "bargain shoppers" or the economically challenged could be 

charged twice as much. The goal is to encourage the loyalty of shoppers who 

contribute to the profit margins while discouraging those who don't. After all, 

stores justify, why have unprofitable customers cluttering the store and 

breathing their air? 

RFID chips embedded in passbooks and ATM cards will identify and profile 

customers as they enter bank lobbies, beaming bank balances to employees who 

will snicker at the customer with a mere thirty-seven dollars in the bank while 

offering white glove treatment to the high-rollers. 
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RFID could also be used to infringe upon civil liberties. The technology 

could give government officials the ability to electronically frisk citizens without 

their knowledge and set up invisible checkpoints on roads and in pedestrian 

zones to monitor their movements. 

While RFID proponents claim they would never use RFID to track people, 

we will prove they are not only considering it, they've done it. The United States 

government has already controlled people with RFID-Iacedbracelets-and not 

just criminals. And now they're planning to embed spychips.in U.S. passports so 

citizens can be tracked as they move about airport terminals and cross interna

tional borders. 

Hitting the open road will no longer be the "get away from it all" experience 

many ·of us crave. You may already be under surveillance, courtesy of your 

RFID-enabled highway toll transponder. Some highways, like those in the 

Houston area, have set up readers that probe the tag's information every few 

miles. But that's child's play compared to what they've got planned. The Federal 

Highway Administration is joining with states and vehicle manufacturers to 

promote "intelligent vehicles" that can be monitored and tracked through built

in RFID devices (Minority Report-style). 

RFID spychips in your shoes and car tires will make it possible for strangers 

to track you as you walk and drive through public and private spaces, betraying 

your habits and the deepest secrets even your own mother has no right 

knowing. Pair RFID devices with global positioning (GPS) technology, and you 

coul~ literally be pinpointed on the globe in real time, creating a borderless 

tracking system that already has law enforcement, governments, stalkers, and 

voyeurs salivating. 

There will be no more secret love letters in the RFID world, either-not if 

the U.S. Postal Service has its way. They would like to embed every postage 

stamp with an RFID chip that would enable point-to-point tracking. Even more 

disturbingly, RFID could remove the anonymity of cash. Already, the European 

Union has discussed chipping Euro banknotes, and the Bank of Japan is 

contemplating a siniilar program for high-value currency. Your every purchase 

could be under the microscope. 
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So could your trash. In the RFID world, garbage will become a snoop's and 

criminal's best friend. Today, it's a dirty job sifting ¢.rough diapers and table 

scraps to get a,t tell-tale signs of a household's market value, habits, and 

purchases. In the RFID world, scanning trash· could be as siinple as driving 

down the street with a car-mounted reader on trash day. 

How about the "smart" house? Researchers have developed prototype 

"homes of the future" to showcase RFID-enabled household gadgets like refrig

erators that know what's in them (and can tattletale to marketers), medicine 

cabinets that talk (to your doctor, government, and HMO), and floors that keep 

track of where you are at each moment. The P9tential is staggering. Your insur

ance company could remotely monitor your food consumption and set rates 

accordingly, health officials could track the prescription drugs you're taking, 

and attorneys could subpoena your home activity records for use against you in 

court. 

Home RFID networks will allow family members to remotely track you 

during your "golden years:' or times of incompetence, real or otherwise. Doors 

can remain bolted to keep you from wandering, toilets can monitor your bowel 

habits and transmit data to distant physicians, and databases can sense your 

state of mind. It's all under development and headed your way. 

But chipping inanimate objects is just the start. The endpoint is a form of 

RFID that can be injected into flesh. Pets and livestock are already being 

chipped, and there are those who believe humans should be next. Incredibly, 

bars have begun implanting their patrons with glass-encapsulated RFID tags 

that can be. used to pay for drinks. This application startles many Christians 

who have likened payment applications of RFID to biblical predictions about 

the Mark of the Beast, a number the book of Revelation says will be needed to 

buy or sell in the "end times:' 

While some of these applications are slated for our future, others are already 

here, right now-and they're spreading. Wal-Mart has mandated that its top 

one hundred suppliers affix RFID tags to crates and pallets being shipped to 

selected warehouses. Analysts estimate this one initiative alone has already 

driven close to $250 million worth of investment into the technology.4 Other 
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retailers such as Albertsons, Target, and Best Buy have followed suit with 

mandates of their own. According to one industry analyst, there are now sixty 

thousand companies operating under RFID mandates and scrambling to get 

with the spychip program as quickly as possible. 5 

Adding fuel to the fire, the Department of Defense is also requiring suppliers 

to use RFID. In fact, government cheerleaders can't fall over themselves fast 

enough to support the technology. The Department of Homeland Security is 

testing the use of RFID in visas, and the Social Security Administration is using 

spychips to track citizen files. Not to be outdone, the Food and Drug 

Administration wants RFID on all prescriptiondrligs, and the makers of 

Oxycontin and Viagra have 'already begun to comply. The FDA has also 

approved the use of subc1:ltaneous RFID implants for managing patient medical 

records-the same implants being used to track bar patrons. 

You may have already brought a spychip home with you. If you own a Mobil 

Speedpass, you're interacting with RFID every time you use it. And if you bought 

Procter & Gamble's Lipfinity lipstick at a Wal-Mart in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, 

between March and June of 2003, you could have brought home a live RFID chip 

in the product packaging-and unknowingly starred in a video, too! 

P&G is not the only company that's tested spychips on unwitting 

consumers. Gillette was also caught tagging packages of Mach3 razor blades 

with some of the 500 million (that's half a billion!) RFID chips it put on order 

in early 2003. There's also evidence to suggest that other everyday products like 

Pantene Shampoo, Purina Dog Chow, and Huggies baby wipes may have been 

tagged with RFID chips and sold to unsuspecting consumers. 

Why would anyone want to keep such close track on everyday objects? The 

answer is simple. Businesses want the technology to give them complete 

visibility of their products at all times. Having this real-time knowledge would " 

allow them to keep products on store shelves and know precisely what's in their 

warehouses. They also believe it could help them fight theft and counterfeiting. 

Theoretically, it could even eliminate the checkout stand~ since doorways could 

scan your purchases automatically when you leave the store and charge them to 

an RFID-based account. 
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While some of these goals may sound appealing, the problem is that 

spychipped products can do. a whole lot more, espedally once they leave the 

store with us-and find their way into other areas of our lives. 

We've read every pro-RFIO argument the industry can make, and we'll be 

the first to admit the technology could make things more convenient. RFIO

enabled refrigerators really could keep track of containers of food, warn about 

expired milk, and generate weekly shopping lists. High-tech washing machines 

really could automatically choose appropriate water temperatures based on 

instructions encoded in RFIO-enabled clothing labels. RFIO really could help 

. families recover lost pets-and stolen possessions, too. 

But when we look at that future, we don't see a twenty-first century 

Mayberry minus a few entry-level cashiering jobs. The seamy details we've 

uncovered and will lay out in this book make the spychipped future look more 

like the ending scene of a gut-wrenching Outer Limits episode. The RFIO vision 

that technology companies are selling looks too good to be true-and it is. 

Buckle up, readers. We're going to take you on a high-speed, high-tech tour 

of the past, present, and future of RFIO, with plenty of stops along the way at the 

dirty little secrets they don't want you to know. 
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SPYCHIPS 101 

Power to Change the World: It's hard to imagine that a tiny microchip 

attached to an antenna heralds such enormous change. 

-Auto-ID Center promotional brochure, 

circa 20021 

"THE THING" 

N ew York's Metropolitan Opera house buzzed with anticipation as Leon 

Theremin took the stage for his sold-out American debut. The distinguished 

young Russian acknowledged the thunderous applause, then positioned himself 

behind what appeared to be a wooden podium with four legs, a radio antenna, 

and a metal loop that jutted from the side. After some tuning adjustments, the 

physicist-turned-musician gently waved his hands in midair near the antennas 

of his musical invention, conjuring up haunting wails and moans from an 

unseen orchestra of ' radio waves. The ghostly ooooooooo-weeeeeeee vibrato 

sounds were much like the ones that would later become fixtures of 1950s 

9 
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science fiction classics like It Came from Outer Space and The Day the Earth 

Stood Still. 

The crowds that thronged to Theremin's live performances at the tail end of 

the Roaring Twenties hadn't had the benefit of watching reruns of B-grade sc~

fi movies., So instead of recognizing from the musical cues that something evil 

or otherworldly was afoot, they did what tragic figures in thrillers often do: 

They unwittingly welcomed the enemy into their midst. 

America's intellectual elite embraced Theremin and even sponsored his 

ongoing research into radio waves. They never suspected that the Rus~ian-born 

emigre, nee Lev Sergeivitch Termen, led a double life as a Soviet spy. In addition 

to marketing his namesake musical invention, the theremin, and wooing 

audiences with his eerie concerts, Lev was secretly relaying intelligence infor

mation about the United States' military technology to Stalin in anticipation of 

a world war. The details of his covert activities and his sudden return to Russia 

in 1938 are steeped in mystery and speculation. 

Whether Lev left New York voluntarily or by force is unknown, but it's likely 

the KGB was involved. One day, he was carrying out his duplicitous life as usual; 

the next, he was back in Mother Russia, breaking all ties with his American wife, 

friends, arid benefactors. Some reports indicated that the repatriated Lev later 

fell out of favor with the Kremlin, was sent to the Gulag, and executed. He was 

written off as another casualty of Stalin's brutal regime until 1967 , when a New 

York .reporter visiting Russia spotted the inventor and sent word home that 

Theremin was alive and well.2 

So what was Lev up to all that time? He was developing what some believe to 

be one of the very first radio frequency identification (RFID) devices. Can you 

hear the shrill oooooo-weeeeeee in the background? . ' 

Evidence of his handiwork can be found in a notorious plaque. In the 

stunriler of 1945, a group of Russian school children honored U.S. Ambassador 

Averell Harriman with a beautiful carved wooden replica of the Great Seal of the 

United States. Harriman's parents must not have passed on the adage "Beware of 

Greeks bearing gifts" because he proudly displayed the plaque in his embassy . 

residential office, where it hung within earshot of America's Cold War secrets. 
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The plaque remained in its place of honor until 1952 when the State 

Department did a precautionary bug sweep of the embassy residence after a 

redecoration. Nothing was found in an initial pass, but in a secondary sweep, 

technicians zeroed in on a surveillance device hidden within the plaque. It 

consisted of an eavesdropping apparatus activated by what Was described at the 

time as a "fantastically advanced bit of applied electronics:'3 

We now know that those "applied electronics" were nothing less than an 

early form of RFID in its debut performance as a spying technology. Like the 

spy-chips raising so much concern today, the Trojan plaque's device was powered 

by invisible radio waves-in this case, by high-frequency waves beamed at it 

from a van parked outside the ambassador's t.:esidence. Operating the device 

was as simple as flipping a switch. Because the "Great Seal Bug" lay dormant 

until stimulated by these invisible waves, it was virtually undetectable. This 

helps explain why it operated for over six years before being found.4 

At the time of its discovery, the inner workings of the wireless device were a 

mystery to American intelligence agencies who were so flummoxed they 

nicknamed it "The Thing:' In a classic case of "spy versus spy:' the CIA began its 

Great Seal Bug. 
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own top secret project, codenamed "EASY CHAIR;' to learn the secrets of The 

Thing and unlock its power for themselves.5 
/ 

In 1960, U.S. ambassador to the United Nations Henry Cabot Lodge 

revealed the true nature of the device, thereby exposing Russia's spying agenda 

to the world. But it wasn't until years later that the rest of the bizarre picture 

unfolded. It led back to Leon Theremin, the Russian who had decades earlier 

thrilled audiences with his musical wizardry. With the advent of Glasnost in the 

mid-1980s, the formerly repressed Lev revealed details of his years behind the 

Iron Curtain, including the creation of clandestine spying devices like the Great 

Seal Bug. We also learned that because of his contributions to covert surveil

lance, the Soviet Union had honored Lev with a secret First Class Stalin Prize

what was then the Russian equivalent of a Nobel Prize in science.6 

Though Theremin passed away in 1993 at the ripe old age of ninety-seven, 

we would like to acknowledge his ingenuity as well. In recognition of his work 

to develop and promulgate covert radio wave surveillancel we posthumously 

bestow upon Leon ("Lev") Theremin the title "Father of Spychips;' lest the 

world forget the stealthy legacy of RFID technology. 

RFIDToDAY 

. While its past use for surreptitious audio eavesdropping is troubling, RFID's 

modern incarnation is downright bone-chilling. Radio frequenCy identification 

could put us and our information at the mercy of global corporations and 

government bureaucracies and strip away the last shreds of privacy we have left. 

Ultimately, its power to reveal, track, and transmit could enslave us. 

These are bold statements to make about a technology that's been promoted 

as merely a cost-efficient way to keep track of items in retail stores like Wal

Mart. Could modern-day RFID really be a wolf in sheep~s clothing? 

Take a look at how the technology works in this chapter. Then, read ~ their 

own' words how companies like IBM, Gillette, Intel, and others are planning to 

fully'exploit RFID's potential to track us through retail stores, monitor our use 

of products in our own homes, and even deliver personalized "spam" -like 

advertising in places where we can't ignore it 
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WHAT Is RFID? 

RFID makes it possible to identify and track just about any physical object you 

can think of-books, car tires, shoes, medicine bottles, clothing, pets, and even 

human beings. 

The "RF" part of RFID stands for "radio frequency" and explains how RFID 

does its tracking: It uses electromagnetic energy in the form of radio waves to 

communicate information at a distance. These silent, invisible waves are similar 

to the radio waves that allow you to listen to your favorite FM radio statjon. And 

like other radio waves, they can travel right through windows, wood, and even 

walls. Of course, radio waves that can go through walls have no problem passing 

through other items we consider private-like our purses, wallets, backpacks, 

and clothing. 

One industry insider defines RFID as "any device that can be sensed at a 

distance by radio frequencies with few problems of obstruction or misorienta- . 

tion:'7 This ability to transmit information through solid objects makes RFID 

far more invasive than the now-familiar bar code with its vertical black and 

white stripes. Bar code technology uses a laser beam to convey information, so 

an unobstructed path known as an "optical line of sight" is needed between the 

bar code and its reader. Since the bar code must be visible to the reader and its 

pattern must be clean and clear, it's hard to read a bar code someone's carrying 

without the person knowing about it. In contrast, items equipped withRFID 

can be located and identified even when other things-like locked doors or 

sealed envelopes-are in the way. 

TAGS AND READERS 

RFID technology can take many forms. It can be incorporated into nails, beads, 

wires, fibers, or even painted pictures or words.8 But for the sake of simplicity, 

let's look at the typical RFID tag that companies want to put on consumer 

products within the next few years. 

There are two main components to an RFID tag. The first component is the 

. tiny silicon computer chip that cont~ns a unique identification number. This 
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Typical Passive RFID Tag. 

This tiny vial contains 150 RFID chips 
manufactured by Alien Technology 
Corporation. Each tiny chip measures 
. just 0.35 mm square. 

chip is often referred to as an "integrated circuit" in scientific circles. The chip 

can be as small as a speck of dust. In fact, one of the smallest RFID chips in the 

-world is just 0.25 mm square, which is smaller than the period at the end of this 

sentence.9 

The second component of the RFID tag is an antenna that's hooked up to 

the miniature chip. But it's not like the obvious protruding antenna on a 

transistor radio. An RFID antenna is typically a flat, metallic coil that looks very 

much like a miniature maze or a tiny racetrack. The antenna coil radiates out 

from the chip and goes around it in a flat, rectangular configuration, or it may 

form a long strip, a circle, or an X-shape. The chip and antenna combination, 

called a "tag" or "transponder;' is typically affixed to a PJastic surface like an 

adhesive label or a credit card blaDk. 

Today's RFID tags are generally the size of a thumbnail or larger. The largest 

ones we have encountered are a little bigger than an index card, and the smallest are 

about the size of a dime. However, there is a commercially available RFID tag, the 

. Hitachi "mu chip;' that measures just 0.4 mm square-antenna and all.10 This is 
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Handheld RFID reader. 

half the size of a grain of sand. Though the read range on such tiny tags is quite 

limited today, as technology progresses, we expect tags will get eVen smaller and 

gain new functionality. They are likely tq follow the same trerid as computers, 
-

which have packed more functionality into smaller and smaller footprints over 

time. To put this in perspective, consider that the computing power that used to 

take an entire room in an office building can now fit into a hand-held program

mable calculator. 

Now let's talk about the RFID "reader." Its job is to emit radio waves in a kind 

of fishing expedition for RFID tags. 

(ILLUSTRATION: GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE) 

other 
databases 

Main components of an RFID system include a tag, reader, and database. RFID 

proponents plan to share data via the Internet. 
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Here's how a typical tag and reader work together: When an RFID tag gets 

within range of a reader, the tag's antenna picks up the reader's energy, ampli

fies it, and directs it to the chip. This energy stimulates the chip to beam back its 

unique identification number, say 345678, along with whatever other informa

tion it was programmed to relay. The reader device captures this information 

and processes it. " 

PASSIVE vs. ACTIVE TAGS 

What we just described is called a "passive" RFID system, where th~ tags contain 

no internal power source of their own. You can think of a passive tag as one that 

lies around all day doing nothing except waiting for a reader to come along and " 

energize it~ A passive tag can't communicate anything unless a reader solicits a 

signal from it. But don't let the name fool you; since it doesn't need batteries, a 

passive tag can operate indefinitely, just like Theremin's Great Seal Bug. What's 

more, you can never tell when someone or something will power it up. 

The fact that you only have to power up a single reader device to activate 

countless little tags makes passive RFID very appealing to RFID engineers, since 

they can "invest in a few readers and buy lots of cheap, disposable tags for the 

multitude of items they want to track around the planet. Because passive tags 

are small and lightweight, they can be woven into our clothing labels, sewn into 

the seams of our undergarments, and even embedded in products inserted into 

our bodies, like dentures. a And that's just the beginning. We'll talk more about 

these and other disturbing applications later in our saga. 

While the passive RFID tag is entirely dependent upon an RFID reader 

device as a po~er source, it's also possible to attach a battery to an RFID tag, 

changing it from "passive" to "active:' An active tag, containing its own source of 

energy, can thereby actively transmit its information payload rather than just lie 

dormant waiting for a reader. It can also transmit its information further and 

can transmit more data than the typical passive tag. 

Electronic toll collection systems like FasT rack, EZ-Pass, and others use 

active RFID tags to identify your car as you drive through a tollbooth and 

automatically charge your account. (We:ll discuss this later in Chapter Eleven 
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.. TAGS IN LIBRARY BOOKS: 

WHAT WOULD MR. THEREMIN THINK? ~~ 

How ironic. As we Were researching the opening for this' chaptet,Uz , 

'i purchased a used nook about Leon Therenrln-'-Aibert Glinsky's Thetimin:, 

Ether Musical1dEspionage. To her surpriSe,~e got much more than she 

bargainedfC)r:'~~~roundan RFID tag ftq~~+;~ois public librat;y'Qi1:~e 

~n:~I&:~b""·Wi~~:t:~"bUt~; 

"Outside of~II>' tag 
on back flap. 'T~g;Witb:" 

·Coret~~~.~~:.I~".~: •. ,.,. 
"'>Libnitl~.~~:~~in~,~fthe earliestad()Ptl~5~ot.RfilU, wl:UCl:lis trQ;UblJitig 

, because those; instiWti~ns have helped topres~e the right of , '," 

to learn and thlnkfreely. Given that librarY reCords have already been target.ed 
, " , ,'.-

by overly zealous USA 'pATRIOT Act Pro~i(ms which give FBI agents the 

ability to sei~er~co~ds ,of "suspicious" patrons1the library would se,ema' 
, particularly ri~I9tpi~ce to open the dOot toiFID. Whilesomelibrari~s,~' 

<"\'.;'".,~ .,,' ,". :i;:" .. '::/"~;:":~;:*::'~~:::"'>~'. ,. "\':.;'., "<\~:"'~~<:r.:~>,~' .,.',,> ',' '" .",.,,~ , . .,::<.,';·,;:".:c"<".;?<: 
, ", 'Warren N"eWPQ~,AAy~a,doPted RFID wit4qqt17~bliqinput,t4~ls~'~r~; 
"chorusofdiS~d,;~rivacy advocates lik~ Pefef'W'a'rfield~f the tib~arYhj~~s'? 
ASSociation and Lee Tien of the Electronic Frontier Foundation are workitig 

to'point out not only the privacy threatsbut~o the faulty statistics a~
. trat(jrs use to'justlfy spending millions of taxa-QUais on new library sySteiDs.' 
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, 
where we discuss transportation. We'll ,tell you about how the government 

uses these toll tags to monitor cars miles from the toll booth, unbeknownst to 

most drivers.) Keyless remote systems for cars and garage door openers also· 

use active RFID tags. 

TypicaUy, having a battery on board an RFID tag makes it bigger, heavier, 

and more costly, restricting its use to places where bulk and price are not 

issues. Active RFID tags are popular for use on reusable warehouse pallets and 

shipping containers, for example, but probably wouldn't work so well on 

ladies' lingerie. Read range for· a passive RFID tag can be anywhere from a 

couple of centimeters to twenty or thirty feet, depending on the frequency 

used, the· size of the antenna, the amount of power transmitted by the reader, 

and the environmental conditions. An active tag with a battery can send a 

signal up to a mile or more. Some very high-powered active tags, like those 

used to track creatures in the world's oceans, can even transmit information 

to low orbiting satellites. 12 

As you might expect, passive RFID tags are much cheaper than active tags, 

so, for the moment, they are the technology of choice for tracking inexpensive 

items. But engineers are working around the clock to develop inexpensive 

disposable batteries. The latest breakthrough in battery technology is a flat, 

printed battery less than a millimeter thick that can be used to power RFID tags. 

Precisia, the North American company.that is developing the conductive 

ink for these batteries, characterizes them as "ideal for smart labels, radio 
\ . 

frequency identification (RFID) tags and active packaging applications that 

require an external power source. They serve as an affordable replacement for 

button batteries in such diverse applications as greetings cards, cereal box 

giveaways, printed board games, point-of-purchase "displays and credit 

cards:'13 Can you imagine the RFID tag in your cornflake box beaming infor

mation down the block? 

SPOTTING TAGS 

While you can spot many of today's RFID tags if they are sitting in plain sight, 

RFID tags are easy to hide. Because the tags are usually paper-thin, they can be 
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~ ARE You My TYPE? ~~ 

~H~'s some information for the engineersandteclrles in the croWliIf.tdkpf ~ , 

kUohertz.;wdmegahertz makes you dizzy, f~free to skip this box. .. . '. 

JUlIO. rea4~o:perate on the sameprincip1e you use to tune 

~l~,p:ttc~~ptap8.rticular radio, , 'lWID reader to 

;~~~~t~'~;~ttn~"s,a melrreCl1lel 

used on animals, including hUmans. where \Vater content o~ the body must be 

taken into account 

'HWh:~3.S6MHz. Mainly used for ~i#cturing.warehouseap(Jj,~ 
< •• E '> '.'~, ;','~ ". • 'j' ~. 

>S~.t:~~~.~~:t~ll" 
~dto:useS,and'other"supply chain"applicati~ns, 

". 'MicrOwave: ab~ve 1 GHz. primarily2~45 ape 5.S GHz bands, EasUy . 

obstiu~works best with line of sightThe,2.45GHz.tags were ~ka' 
. ·"h.9SPitaItriaI ~':wm ~uss later. 

'E~:wltei1theirfrequ~ncies are. compa~~l~rilgs'and readers~9t;;~,~: ' 
'tnUes~tl1qhavetherightprotocol or staJjdard;thls means theymusi~ie:~~ ',' . 

sandwiched between the layers of cardboard in boxes so they are visually 

undetectable. Manufacturers can embed the tags into everyday items during 

manufacturing by heat-sealing them into plastic, incorporating them into 

rubber, or even embedding them in a shirt label. Amazingly, the industry has 

even invented flexible RFID tags for clothing. Fine metallic threads sewn into 

the fabric act as the antenna.14 

RFID tags could appear on the surface of products, yet still be visually 

undetectable. While most RFID antennas use a metallic coil or strip, a company 
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called Flint Ink has developed a spray-on conductive ink that can serve as an 

RFID antenna. They can put the tiny chip on top of this gray matte-looking 

surface, then cover it with regular packaging ink so the consumer would never 

see it.IS 

Even the RFID chip itself could be printed one day. Scientists have discov

ered conductive organic polymers that can be dissolved in ink. Siemens, the 

global technology giant, hopes this will open the door to printed electronic 

circuits that will replace today's silicon circuits. Not only would these spychips 

be far less expensive, they would be flexible. According to Siemens, a futuristic 

chip "woven into a sweater could, for exampl~, inform the washing machine of 

the water temperature it needs to provide:'16 

Tags can even be "chipless:' Currently, they don't perform as well as their 

chipped counterparts, but time and research are narrowing that divide. Even 

without a chip, these tags can still be read through a brick wall. 17 

If you're getting the sense that RFID tags could be stealthy and hard to spot, 

you're correct. That's why CASPIAN developed sample consumer labeling legis

lation, the RFID Right to Know Act, that requires disclosure if a product contains 

an RFID tag. We believe consumers have a right to know if the products they 

interact with and buy could relay information about them or their shopping 

habits without their knowledge or consent. We w,ill discuss this legislation in 

more depth in Chapter Seventeen. 

SPOTTING READERS 

Just as tags can be well hidden, so can the reader devices that interrogate them. In 

fact, readers can be even harder to find because they don't have to fit in small 

packages or conform to various product designs. Since optical line of sight isn't 

needed for radio wave transmission, RFID readers can be embedded in doorways, 

woven into carpeting and floor mats, hidden under floor tiles, embedded in 

ceiling tiles, incorporated into shelves, and placed behind store displays. 

We've already gotten a taste of what's in store. The RFID "smart shelf" reader 

device made infamous by Gillette (we'll cover this photo-snapping spy shelf 

later in the book) looks a lot like a medium-sized pager. While early versions 
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~~ NOT EVERYTHING THAT LOOKS LIKE 

AN RFID TAG IS ONE ~ 

21 

ComIIl0nly.used anti-theft devices resemble,RPID tags but lack thecon1putet:~ti' 
that can store information (at least for now). More on this in Chapter Four: " 

1YPica1 RF BAS (anti-theft) tag. This is not an RFID tag. 

1YPica1 acousto-magnetic BAS tag fotind in DVDs-not an RFID tag. ': 
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had rigged the reader under existing shelving, leaving evidence of wiring 

exposed, the newer versions incorporate the reader directly into the shelf itself, 

as part of the shelf design. More conventional R,FID readers designed for use in 

retail stores and supermarkets can look very much like the current equipment 

that reads bar codes, so a transition to RFID might not be apparent at the cash 

register. In fact, the handheld bar code price verifiers that retail employees carry 

around while completing inventory and the bar code scanners (handheld and 

stationary) at the point of sale couJ.d read both bar codes and RFID tags if 

upgraded. Outside the store, the location of reader devices would only be 

limited by the imagination. Why not incorporate readers in vending machines 

or benches just outside the store? Readers could be blended into the landscape, 

perhaps hidden in artificial landscape boulders or signs. 

There is already a bevy of handheld, portable RFID reader devices available 

,that are not hidden but look very much like other wireless devices. There are 

also t;eaders that are made to be incorporated into handheld PDAs like Palm 

Pilots and cell phones like the Nokia 5140.' 

RFID readers may even invade our homes if proponents have their way

presumably with the knowledge and consent of consumers. There are prototype 

appliances with RFID readers on board in anticipation of the day when every 

product manufactured on earth will have an RFID tag. For example, in its 

"Home of the Future:' Microsoft demonstrates a microwave oven that talks 

with spychipped frozen entrees to assure correct power settings and cook times. 

The reader in the family refrigerator keeps track of its contents. 

Before you si6n up for one of these whiz-bang futuristic appliances, you 

need to understarid the implications. Coming up in the next chapter, we'll be 

laying out the industry plan for all this technology. We'll forewarn you that it 

isn't pretty! 
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THE MASTER PLAN 

The Auto-ID Center has a clear vision-to create a world where every 

object-from jumbo jets to sewing needles-is linked to the internet. 

Compelling as this vision is, it is only achievable if the center's system 

is adopted by everyone everywhere. Success will be nothing less than 

global adoption. 

-Helen Duce, 

an Auto-ID Center associate director! 

The ability to surreptitiously collect a variety of data all related to the 

same person; track individuals as they walk in public places (airports, 

train stations, stores); enhance profiles through the monitoring of 

consumer behaviour in stores; read the details of clothes and acces

sories worn and medicines carried by customers are all examples of 

uses of RFID technology that give rise to privacy concerns. 

-EU working document on RFID, January 20052 

SHADES OF THE FUTURE 

You can blame it on lipstick. Specifically, Oil of Olay's ColorMoist Hazelnut 

No. 650, a Procter & Gamble product. Kevin Ashton was a young brand 

manager in charge of launching the new shade back in 1997, and he couldn't 

keep it in stock. It was far too popular. But while it was selling out on the store 

shelves, there was plenty of it ready to ship back at the warehouse. What to do? 

23 
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Ashton searched high and low for ways to solve his supply chain problen:t. A 

year later, he learned about a technology called RFID that was already being 

used for toll collection and building access. It occurred to him that this 

technology might help solve his problem. 

He sought out the advice of two researchers from MIT who had been toying 

with ways to miniaturize RFID technology, Professor Sanjay Sarma and Dr. 

David Brock. The three huddled over the lipstick, problem and emerged with 

the idea of putting a computer chip bearing a unique identification number on 

each tube of lipstick. Tracking each specific tube of lipstick would allow them to 

keep better tabs on the inventory than would be possible with a bar code that 

merely identified, types of products. 

Computer' chips were fairly large and. expensive at the time, so there was 

probably plenty of laughter over the idea at Procter & Gamble'~ Cincinnati 

headquarters-at least at first. But the plan soon won favor in the boardroom. 

With funding from Procter & Gamble, Gillette, and the Uniform Code Council 

(the bar code people), the trio founded the MIT Auto-ID Center in October 

1999, and Kevin Ashton took the helm as its director. 

With corporate heavyweights on board, the center's plan quickly expanded 

beyond keeping the worid's women in hazelnut lipstick. They realized that 

this powerful new technology could make it possible to track everything. They 

had a vision: 

The Auto-ID Center's vision is a world in which low-cost RPID tags are put 

on every manufactured item and tracked using a single, global network as 

they move from one company to another and one country to another. 

Indeed, we envision individual items-cans of Coke, pairs of jeans and car 

tires-being tracked from the moment they are made until the time they are 

recycled. This will give manufacturers and retailers near-perfect supply 

chain visibility. It will eliminate human error from data collection and 

enable companies to reduce inventory, make sure product is always on the 

store shelves, and reduce lost, stolen or misdirected goods. It will open a new 
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world of convenience for consumers, who one day may be able to check 

themselves out at a supermarket in seconds. In short, it will transform the 

way we do business and the way we live.3 

25 

Of course, implementing this vision would require an infrastructure for 

tracking everyday objects. Not only would RFID tags have to be affixed to 

everything, but RFID tag readers would have to be everywhere-i~ factories, 

in warehouses, on trucks, in storerooms, in retail spaces, in homes, and even 

in garbage trucks. To make the information actionable, the Auto-ID Center 

would also need to develop a way for those RFID tag readers to communicate 

tag information in real time, all the time, to those managing the supply chain. 

Thus was born the "Internet of Things:' 

This proposed "Internet of Things" wasn't to be a new network; it was to be 

built on top of the existing Internet. But what was earth-shatteringly new was 

the revolutionary idea that inanimate objects would be endowed with the ability 

to talk to manufacturers, retailers, and even each other. 

A NUMBER FOR EVERYTHING 

So what would an object like a shoe, a shirt, a box of cereal, or a can of Coke have 

to say? Quite a bit. It's all about numbers .. 

The plan called for each item's computer chip to contain a.unique number, 

known as an EPC or "Electronic Product Code:' (In contrast, our present bar 

code numbering system is called the UPC or "Universal Product Code:') 

Like the bar code, this new system would contain information about the 

manufacturer (say, Coca-Cola) and the product (say, twelve-ounce can) but 

ELECTRONIC PRODUCT CODE TYPE 1 

01.0000A89.00016F.000169DCO 
Header 
8-bits 

EPe Manager 
28-bits 

Object Class 
24-bits 

Serial Number 
36-bits 

SOURCE: DAVID BROCK, "WHITE PAPER: THE ELECTRONIC PRODUCT CODE," AUTOID CENTER, Win p.6. 
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with a crucial new twist: It would also contain a unique serial number not 

shared by any of the other trillion items on the planet-not even its fellow 

cans of Coke. , 

So enamored was the Auto-ID Center with the idea of uniquely identi-

fying all objects, they developed a system that could number every item 

produced on earth for the next thousand years--each with its own unique ID 

number and no repeats. 

To see what a monstrous undertaking this is, consider the size of the world 

and the overwhelmingly vast number of objects in it. Then, consider what a 

daunting challenge it would be to uniquely number them all. While many 

numbering schemes were considered, the EPC developers finally settled on a 

ninety-six-bit code. (That's a string of ninety-six zeroes and ones, or, said a 

different way, two to the ninety-sixth power.) The developers tell us this code is 

adequate to uniquely number a mind-blowing "80 thousand trillion trillion 

objects-more than sufficient for man-made physical products:'4 

Note from their chart below that the Auto-ID Center made provisions for 

, numbering not only grains of rice and razorblades but also every human being 

on the planet, too~ (We've devoted a whole chapter to people-tracking later in 

the book.) 

BITS UNIQUE NUMBER OBJECTS 

This chart shows that thirty-three bits are all it would take to assign a unique number to 
six billion (6.OxI09) human beings. (SOURCE: Auro-ID CENTER WHITE PAPER: "THE ELECTRONIC PRoDUcr CoDE 

(EPC): A NAMING Sc!IEME FOR l'HYsICAL OBJECI'S" BY DAVID BROCK5) 
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Of course, it's possible for a computer chip to store a lot more than just a 

number. But since the Auto-ID Center's goal was for companies to put one of 

these tags on every item in their inventory, the price had to be low-low enough 

that no one would think twice about using them to track even packs of gum and 

sewing needles. When they said everything, they meant everything. 

WHAT'S IN A NUMBER? 

Kevin Ashton once characterized the low-priced chip envisioned by the Auto

ID Center as "the amoeba of the wireless computing world"6-and in a strange 

way, he was right. Like an amoeba that can wreak havoc far out of proportion to 

its size, the simple number on an RPID chip is far more powerful than it appears 

to the casual observer. 

Assigning a unique serial number to everyday objects is like giving them 

Social Security numbers. It makes it possible for businesses to create a unique 

data file for each item that can store virtually unlimited amounts of informa

tion about it. Or, as MIT Media Lab Researcher Joseph Kaye described it, it's like 

giving every can of beans its own webpage: 

The next step will come when you purchase a product which has its own 

individual webpage. A can of beans will come with its own individual 

webpage detailing such information as production date, transport history, 

and time spent on the shelf, all entered automatically as it moves along the 

retail chain. Two apparently identical packets of rice you purchased on two 

trips to the supermarket can have entirely different histories of transport, 

storage, and origin~ 7 

Since each can of beans would be connected to the "Internet of Things:' 

through its RPID tags, it literally could have its own webpage. That is the goal, and 

it's very real. Verisign, the company that manages webpage addressing for the entire 

Internet, has already agreed to oversee addressing for the Internet ofThings.8 

Glance around the room you're in and pick a random object. What might a 

webpage connected to the Internet of Things for that item look like? We'll offer 
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up Liz's scarf as an eXample. Fortunately, it does not have an RFID tag in it. But 

if it did, the serial number on the tag might link to a data file (or a series of data 

files) set up by the manufacturer containing the scarf's production and shipment 

history, style, fabric content, and washing instructions. If the retailer who sold 

the scarf participated in the Internet of Things, it might record the sales receipt 

information noting the date, place, and price at which it was sold, and perhaps 

even the name and credit card number of the person who bought it. 

Whenever Liz wore the scarf and came within range of a reader device 

connected to the Internet of Things, its chip could communicate directly to its 

Internet data file. It could check in to update its status and log information 

about its surroundings and activities. Updates could include the date and time 

it was seen, the location of the reader, other clothing items detected nearby, 

purchases Liz might have been making at the time, and who was standing near 

her when the scan occurred. 

Thanks to advances in computer technology and bargain-basement prices of 

data storage, there would be "virtually no limit to the amount of information that 

, could be stored in this way. If this seems hard to believe, consider that by 2004 

Wal-Mart's database already contained twice as much data as the Internet.9 

The scarf example illustrates how RFID tags make the bar code look 

downright primitive by comparison. This extraordinary potential was not lost 

on Ashton's group. The light bulb went on: Imagine what would be possible if 

these tags became as widespread as bar codes. Heck, why not replace the bar 

code altogether? So the Auto-ID Center nicknamed its RFID initiative "The 

" Journey to Discover What Will Follow the Bar Code:'lO 

BUT IT ISN'T A BAR CODE! 

The problem with calling RFID an "improved bar code" is that it's not true. 

RFID differs from bar codes in three important ways: 

Unique [D. With bar codes, every twelve-ounce can of Coke has the same 

UPC number (i.e., bar code), but proposed RFID tags would assign each 

individual can of Coke its own unique serial number. These serial numbers 

could be captured at the point of sale and recorded with the identity of the 
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~ WHO WANTS TO KNOW? ~ 

-~i~~~- ~~>::.""~., 

Wh6~ want to scan s6meonee1se'sRFID tags?Wtwebig business willtel}' 
l.YP'!~·J(.J readJUlJR~gs after goods 
we'i~ij:lt~tifie<l',~~QUPS;~ a. . 

purchaser as gleaned from a credit card or frequent shopper card. Such linkage 

could lead to global item registration where the ownership trail of virtually 

every item on earth could be recorded in a database and used to monitor 

. peoples' travels and activities. 

Remotely readable. RFID tags can be read from a distance by anyone with 

the right reader device, right through people's clothes, wallets, backpacks, or 

purses-without their knowledge or consent. It creates a form of x-ray vision 

that could enable strangers to identify people and the things they're wearing 

and carrying. In the spychipped future, readers could be hidden in stores, public 

buildings, homes, and even outdoor spaces like parks to electronically frisk you 

as you pass by, taking notes on everything in your possession-right down to 

the size and color of your underwear. We'll talk about doorway portals and 

other devices that could make this possible in an upcoming chapter. Since the 

reading would be silent and invisible, you would never be the wiser. 

Health risks. Unlike the optical readers associated with bar codes, RFID 

readers emit electromagnetic energy over wide swaths. Since global corpora

tions hope to embed RFID readers into walls, floors, doorways, shelving

even in the refrigerators and medicine cabinets of our homes-we and our 
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children would be continually bombarded with the energy emanating from 

these devices. Medical researchers have begun to raise questions about the 

long-term health effects of this type of chronic exposure to low levels of 

electromagnetic radiation. 11 

BUYING "INTIMATE ACCESS" 

The societal downsides of making everything trackable and possibly jeopard

izing human health did not deter the Auto-ID Center. On the contrary, once 

they realized the power they could unleash, they wanted it even more. So they 

sought the support and buy-in of the world's largest manufacturers and 

retailers to make their vision of ubiquitous item identification a reality. Since 

only volume purchases would create the economies of scale needed to drive 

down the price of chips, the.A~to-ID Center pounded the pavement to find 

additional sponsor~ willing to cough up the $300,000 for "intimate access to 

groundbreaking research:'12 

And succeed they did! What started as a farfetched pipe dream in 1999 had 

mushroomed into a corporate juggernaut bY,2002, with sponsors like Wal

Mart, International Paper, HomeDepot, Intel, Pepsi, Coca-Cola, Target, Tesco, 

Phillip Morris, Unilever, Kodak, and UPS on board~ The Center even boasted 

the United States Postal Service and the Department of Defense as sponsors. By 

this time, the Auto-ID Center's research was deeply advanced, and live trials in 

stores were already underway, though very few people besides the sponsors 

themselves knew anything about it. In fact, they were counting on keeping their 

trials ~der wraps, since it wasn't in their best interest to alert the public to the 

privacy-rob"ing technology they were quietly preparing to unleash. 

Fortunately for consumers, it was around this time that Katherine stumbled 

across an article that revealed a startling glimpse of their enormous plans. In the 

article, a senior vice president of the market research firm ACNielsen (the 

people who monitor television viewing habits) boasted, "Where once we 

collected purchase information, now we can correlate multiple points of 

consumer product purchase with consumption specifics such as the how, when 

and who of product use:'13 
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Wait a minute. The "when and who of product use"? That sounded suspi

ciously like monitoring people's use of prod~cts in their homes. How could they 

possibly do this? 

Katherine discovered that the heart of this project was based at MIT, just 

down the do.wn the street from Harvard where she was working on her 

doctorate. So she slipped into a few of their strategy sessions, including the 

November 14, 2002, Auto-ID Center Board of Overseer's meeting. As the event 

unfolded, Katherine could barely believe what she heard. 

Dick Cantwell, the Auto-ID Center chairman and Gillette's vice president of 

global business management, stood up and told the crowd of executives he had 

some big news. After years of preparation, RFID had finally advanced beyond the 

laboratory phase and was ready to be released into the world. Gillette had put in 

a purchase order for half a billion RFID chips and was ready to begin using them 

on its products. The packed crowd fell completely silent as everyone processed 

the news. It was the stunning moment they had all been waiting for. Millions of 

dollars of investment and three years of development had come to fruition. 

Gillette was about to release five hundred million spychips into the real world. 

The next bombshell was the Auto-ID Center's announcement that it would 

be passing .control of the RFIDinitiative to the Uniform Code Council. If you 

recall, that's the organization that manages the bar code. An era was coming to 

. a close. Spychips had outgrown their period ofincubation at MIT and were now 

graduating to the big boys with the power to put them on everything. The EPC 

network was poised to become the new global standard for item identification, 

but average consumers knew nothing about it. How would they respond when 

they found out? 

Helen Duce, one of the Auto-ID Center's associate directors, reported on 

her consumer research. She told the crowd she had some good news and some 

bad news. The bad news was that the people they had interviewed around the 

world weren't going to like RFID. What's more, they were distrustful that 

global corporations and governments would use it responsibly. The good 

news, she said brightly, was that people felt hopeless to fight against the 

technology. She reassured the ruffled executives in the audience that 
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consumers would be unlikely to fight RFID-unless, of course, some privacy 

activist came along to stir them up. 

As if all of this weren't enough, then an executive from Intel stood up at that 

point and offered the following advice about consumer advocates: "We should 

bring them in so that they ... I don't want to use the word 'co-opt' but ... we 

should make sure we deal with their [issuesl."14 

Horrified, Ka,therine sat in the audience and took careful notes. Someone 

had to alert the public. Clearly, businesses had plans they wanted to pursue at all 

cost-plans they realized consumers would fight if they knew the details. 

PATENTS TELL THE STORY 

When word began to get out about, RFID, industry players tried to lie about 

their Machiavellian goals for the technology, saying they would never use it to 

~~ WE SWEAR IT WORKS ~~ 

that~statements made herein of my own ,knowledge 

'are Ulle and that all statements made on information and belief are 

I'}euleve~a to be true; and further that these statements were made with 

'.the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are 

punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both .... 15 

~the officiilU.S;patent application form. 

alent 'processisa~erious legal undertaking: Inventors filing ariappli~ 
':·~~B.ohlri1;lst take an oathswearing that the information they presellt is 

:ttu~ and that the invention meets the requirements to be patentable. To 

c:.J;~~ for a patent, an invention must be shown to be both "useful" and 

";'1~oPerative!' In other words, it has to work. Any machine or process which 

. i~()iperform its intended purpose cannot be called useful, and therefore 

,~fl6,i!lq,tlotbe granted a patmt.16 

'While not all patent filings are approved, and many never pan out tin,an

c.i~rfortheir inventors, theycan.still provide rich insights into how a company 
.; '" -~' ,,:- <.~" - - , 

its ethical standar~ and its long-term thinking, goals, and priori1:i¢S" 
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track people. But Liz found the noose the industry had put around its neck: 

blueprints detailing precisely the methods global corporations would use to 

make our worst. nightmares come true. Big companies like IBM, Procter & 

Gamble, NCR, and other visionaries have all filed patent documents that 

provide scandolous snapshots of how they're proposing to spy on consumers 

with this technology. 

If there's a corporation that should understand spychips and their potential, 

it's IBM. With RFID labs established in countries around the globe, the 

technology giant is one of the most heavily invested companies in RFID 

projects. So when it files for a patent involving the technology, we pay attention. 

On May 3, 2001, IBM inventors filed patent application #20020165758, 

IDENTIFICATION AND TRACKING OF PERSONS USING RFID-TAGGED ITEMSP That 

patent application spells out one of the key problems with RFID: It can all too 

easily be used to track people. How? IBM details a way to collect RFID 

numbers at the cash register and store the numbers in a database. Then, later 

on, "th,e exact identity of the person" can be determined from the tags and 

"used to monitor the movements of the person through the store or other 

areas'." IBM explains: 

Previous purchase records for each person who shops at a retail store are 

collected by [cash register] terminals and stored in a transaction database. 

When a person carrying or wearing items having RFID tags enters the ' 

store or other designated area, a RFID tag scanner located therein scans 

the RFID tags on that person and reads the RFID tag information. The 

RFID tag information collected from the person IS correlated with trans

action records stored in the transaction database according to known 

correlation algorithms. Based on the results of the correlation, the exact 

identity of the person or certain characteristics about the person can be 

determined. This information is used to monitor the movement of the 

person through the store or other areas. 

The patent application goes on to describe how RFID tags could be used to 

identify a person's age, race, gender, and income bracket: 
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... instead of determining the exact identity of the person, some charac

teristics such as demographics (e.g., age, race, sex, etc.) about the person 

may be determined based on certain predetermined statistical informa

tion. For example, if items that are carried on the person are highly expen

sive name brands, e.g., Rolex watch, then the person may be classified in 

the upper-middle class income bracket. In another example, if the items 

that are carried on the person are "female" items typically associated with 

women, e.g., a purse, scarf, pantyhose, then the . gender of the person can 

be determined as a female. 

Once IBM has the information, they could even use it to see if you're from 

out of town or how long you'v~ owned that pair of underwear: 

When the system is configured to identify the general demographical infor

mation about the person, information such as the gender, age, social 

economic status, geographic location where they probably purchased the 

products, how long the products have been in service, etc., may be deter

mined. 

IBM has even developed a device actually named the ''person tracking unit" 

that can zero in on your RFID tagged products and use them to watch you like 

a hawk: 

Once the exact identity or some demographics or other characteristics of 

the person have been determined, the person tracking unit relies on this 

information to track the person as the person moves through the roaming 

areas. The person tracking unit may assign a tracking number to each 

identified person and store the tracking number in association with the 

collection of RFID tagged product information. 

So why would IBM suggest obtaining all this information? Well, here's one 

reason: 
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Once the movement of the person can be monitored based on the RFID tags 

carried on the person, the tracking information can be used in a number of 

different ways. For example, it can be used to provide targeted advertising to 

the person as the person roams .... 
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That's enough to steam even the most tolerant consumer. But it gets worse 

than just advertising. IBM inventors suggest that the government could track 

suspicious persons in public places via the RFID tags in the things they are 

wearing and carrying. This is particularly shocking in light of the fact that IBM 

leased cutting-edge punch card technology to the Third Reich so that Hitler 

could track Jews and their property. IS Of course, if the government can track 

people deemed suspicious, it theoretically could track everyone else as well: 

Although the systems ... of the present invention ... have been described in 

context of a retail store, it can be applied to other locations having roaming 

areas, such as shopping malls, airports, train stations, bus stations, elevators, 

trains, airplanes, restrooms, sports arenas, libraries, theaters, museums, etc. 

Yikes! Has IBM really been working on ways to track us in elevators and 

libraries? 

Yes, and much more. And it's all in the public record.' 

Unfortunately, 'IBM is just one of many companies with such big ideas. We 

will share equally astounding patent documents from other well-known 

comp~ies in the chapters that follow to prove to you that there's an agenda out 

there-and apparently all of humanity is slated for the receiving end of it. 

In the coming chapters, we have much more proof of what the pro-RFID 

crQwd is up to and why it's crucial to fight back. 

* Perhaps more than any other document, this IBM patent application spells out the night
mare vision of RFID. We believe it is so important that we will revisit it again later in this 
book, and we reprint it in its entirety on our website at Spychips.com. 
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THE Spy IN YOUR SHOE 

~ .. RIGGING EVERYDAY OS.JECTS 

TO ..•. ~EPORT ON. THEIR. OWN~RS ... ~. 
, ·-.,".>:~;:tf.~;: i->".'".: 

[T]he widespread use of RPID tags on merchandise such as clothing 

would make it possible for the locations of people, animals, and objects 

to be tracked on a global scale-a privacy invasion of Orwellian 

proportions. 

-IBM U.S. patent application 200201162741 

SPYCHIPPED CLOTHING LABELS 

RFID trade shows are the go-to events for spychippers and business execu

tives thinking of joining their ranks. There, RFID industry players market their 

wares, brag about their latest developments; and give hands-on access to their 

technology. Naturally, that's where we do some of our best research. 

Last fall, we traveled to Chicago's Navy Pier conference center to scope out 

one of the biggest of the annual shows, Frontline Solutions. The Frontline 

shows always deliver plenty of insights and surprises, and the September 2004 

show was no exception. 

The shocker at that show was a brazen display of prototype Checkpoint RFID

laced clothing labels and "hang tags" bearing the names of companies like Calvin. 

Klein, Champion, Carters, and Abercrombie & Fitch. (Checkpoint is the 
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This Calvin Klein fabric label was among the 

items featured at the Checkpoint RFID booth. 

Viewed from the front, it looks like an ordinary 

clothing label that would be sewn into the collar 

of a shirt or sweater. 

Viewed from the back, it is apparent 

that the Calvin Klein clothing label 

contairis a hidden RFID device. (Note 

the metallic antennae extending from 

either side.) 

When the Calvin Klein clothing label is opened, the RFID device it contains can be 

clearly seen. Note the computer chip in the center of the tag and the metallic 

antenna extending from it. This chip contains a unique ID number that can be 

read remotely. 
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At the Frontline Expo 2004 conference, Checkpoint revealed that one of their 

major clothing clients was secretly working on plans to incorporate item-level 

RFID tags into all their merchandise. Could it be Abercrombie & Fitch? Old Navr. 

Calvin Klein? Carter's? Champion? Apparently the brand doesn't want its RFID 

involvement publicized; Checkpoint's lips were sealed. 

Interior view of a Checkpoint RFID 

clothing label. This is the same type of 

label that was sewn into the Champion 

jacket pictured above. While it doesn't 

appear clearly here, the tag contains 

woven circuitry inside. 

This label, reading "Checkpoint 

Systems RFID," was sewn into a 

Champion athletic wear jacket on 

display at the Checkpoint exhibit. 

Champion is owned by Sara Lee 

Corporation, one of the earliest 

companies to invest in the . 

development of RFID technology. 

(PHOTOS: KATHERINE ALBRECHT) 
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manufacturer of anti-theft tag systems and now RFID systems, too, as we'll 

explain later.) As you'll see in the photos below, the fabric labels looked just like the 

ones you might find in your own closet, neatly sewn into the neck of a shirt, a 

jacket, or a baby's romper. The cardboard hang tags looked just like any others you , 

might find dangling alongside the price tags on clothing at any store in the world. 

The difference was that these tags were souped up, spy chipped, and remotely 

readable. 

These were more than mere prototypes. The Checkpoint representative 

boasted that a well-known client planned to put Checkpoint RFID tags on all its 

clothing items in 2005. He wouldn't reveal the name of the ~mpany, but he 

dropped a few clues. . 

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH? 

The Checkpoint representative referred to the company as a, "well-known 

national retailer:' Other clues included two dark blue prototype hang tags-the 

only two tags in the display where there was any apparent attempt to conceal the 

company name. Though, in retrospect, the shoddy taping job that left only the 

Abercrombie & Fitch collegIate logo at the bottom could have been 

Checkpoint's way of adding drama to the presentation. 

When Liz held up the poorly obscured tags and asked if the "mystery" 

company planning to tag everything was NJercrombie & Fitch, the representa

tive couldn't hold back a telling smile. While he claimed his lips were sealed, his 

mflIlIler suggested that we'd guessed the,answer. 

Abercrombie & Fitch would be just the company to do it, too. These are the 

same guys who have peddled "soft porn" to kids, glorified teen nudity, and 

portrayed group sex parties in their advertising campaigns. Their bad behavior 

has sparked boycotts from Christian organizations, Asian-American groups, 

and even the state of West Virginia. In addition to using sexually explicit 

catalogs to market their clothing, they have printed up culturally insensitive 

shirts with slogans like "It's All Relative in West Virginia;' and "Wong Brothers 

Laundry Service: Two Wongs Can Make It White:' 

Whether or not you find their products offensive, we can probably all agree 
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that they've been willing to ignore consumer opinions in the past. Spychipping 

clothes, a key concern in consumer studies, would be completely in character 

for this organization. 

Turns out our suspicions were justified. A few months after the conference, 

Abercrombie & Fitch let the cat out of the bag. In ru;t article titled "U.S. Clothes 

Firm Comes Clean on RFID Plans:' A&F admitted to trialing RFID technology. 

"We're testing it:' a company executive told Silicon.com reporter Jo Best. "We've 

got a couple of plans, we're looking carefully at it. ... Everybody is:'2 

He's right. Major clothing manufacturers like Calvin Klein and Carter's, 

along with retailers like Wal-Mart, Target, and Tesco, are eager to tag every 

shirt, every pair of pants, and every shoe they sell-not that they want people 

to know about it yet. 

GETTING THE WORD OUT 

As soon as we returned from the trade show, we issued a press release and posted 

the shocking clothing label photos online, generating a rash of news stories. The 

industry was none too pleased. Advanstar Communications, the company that 

organized the Frontline Solutions show, sent an e-mail demanding that we ... 

. . . remove all unauthorized photos that you obtained at Frontline 

Solutions Conference· & Expo from your websites, www.spychips.com. 

www.spychips.org, www.nocards.com, www.nocards.org and any other 

websites under your management and that you refrain from making the 

photos available to anyone else. If these photos are not promptly re~oved 

from your websites, then Advanstar will not allow you access to Frontline or 

any RFID-related Advanstar exhibitions or conferences in the future. 

Despite Abercrombie's later admission, it was obvious that the RFID 

industry didn't want the rest of the world to see evidence of their secret tagging 

plans. But consumers have a right to know what's in store, so we stood fast. 

Rather than bow to censorship demands, we not only kept the photos on the 

site, but we also issued a press release indicating that we would be posting 
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additional photos from the show, including ones documenting the item-level 

tagging of Huggies bapy wipes, Kimberly-Clark diapers, Nyquil cold medicine, 

CVS vitamins, Similac baby formula, and Lanacane cream. 

Clearly, the industry is concerned about a backlash-a well-founded fear 

considering the fiasco that forced Benetton into retreat in 2003. 

THE UNITED COLORS OF BENETTON 

Benetton is the Italian clothing manufacturer that sells its pricey clothing in 

over one hundred countries around the world, marketing its brand with the 

distinctive "United Colors of Benetton" slogan in its glossy advertising. Of 

course, it's also infamous for its "United Killers of Benetton" campaign, in 

which it used death row inmates to market its colorful sweaters a few years back. 

But that was just the start of the company's troubles. 

When Katherine got wind that Benetton was planning to put spychips in its 

Sisley line of women's clothing and barely-there undergarments back in the 

spring of 2003, she led CASPIAN on the warpath against the company, calling 

for a worldwide boycott of their clothes. 

CASPIAN's "I'd Rather Go Naked" campaign was the first shot fired across 

the bow of the RFID privacy wars. Within weeks, the story had been covered by 

National Public Radio, Business Week, Reuters, and dozens of media outlets 

across the country. But the boycott didn't stop there. It was picked up by the 

Hindustan Times, The Scotsman, and featured in the Netherlands, France, 

Germany, and as far away as Tasmania. 

Reeling from a worldwi~e backlash, Benetton was forced to cancel its plans 

to spychip over fifteen million garments and reassur~ shoppers that its 

clothing would be spychip-free. The victory was cheered as a win for 

consumers everywhere. We had put a temporary stop to the industry's 

invasive spychipping plans. 

This might explain why Frontline was so anxious to suppress the evidence of 

a renewed effort to tag clothing in 2004. The Benetton boycott had bought us 

some time, but the Checkpoint labels made it clear that companies were once 

again playing with fire-this time with a bit more stealth. 
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THE SPYGHIP AGENDA: TAG EVERYTHING! 

Unless consumers put a stop to it, product manufacturers and retailers will put 

spychips into everything manufactured on earth. If and when this happens, 

your possessions could be used to identify you, profile you, and track your 

movements. But that hasn't happened yet. 

Or has it? 

Because RFID tags can communicate right through solid objects, and can be 

easily hidden, they could already be planted in the things we wear and carry 

today. We have seen prototype RFID tags concealed between layers of 

cardboard, incorporated into product labels, and encapsulated in plastic. And, 

as you've, now seen with your own eyes, there are prototypes of clothing labels 

with RFID tags hidden inside. 

This is more than just a theoretical concern. There are at least two confirmed 

cases in which items on shelves in retail stores contained hidden RFID tags that 

were used to spy on people, and we have hints that other consumer products 

have also been secretly tagged. 

First, let's look at the confirmed cases. 

GILLETTE'S PHOTO-SNAPPING SMART SHELF 

In July 2003, we helped the UK Guardian newspaper expose a scand~ involving 

Tesco, the UK's largest retail store, and Gillette, the razor blade company.3 

Gillette was quick to put its large order of spychips to use, hiding them in the 

glued cardboard packing of Mach3 razor blades. An RFID-enabled Gillette 

"smart shelf" could sense when consumers picked up the spychipped packages. 

SNAP! A camera relayed a close-up mug shot of each shopper's face to store 

security personnel. (After all, anyone could be a shoplifter, they figured, so why 

not watch 'em all?) 

A second camera snapped the shopper's photo at checkout. If someone was 

seen picking up razor blades from the shelf but wasn't seen paying for them, that 

person was flagged as a potential shoplifter. (Pity the customer who abandoned 

the pricey blades in a magazine rack at the checkout or who had a spouse pay 

the bill.) 
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All this photographing and tracking was done secretly, without the knowl

edge of customers shopping aU Tesco store in Cambridge, England. But all it 

took was a little exposure. The companies' "guilty-until-proven" innoc~nt 

approach to crime prevention didn't go over too well with consumers, who 

protested outside the store after the Guardian broke the story. Like cockroaches, 

the chips and shelves disappeared as soon as the light was shined on them. 

But, of course, while the shelves may have disappeared, Gillette and Tesco are 

still big RPID backers, promoting the concept behind the scenes. Gillette's Dick 

Cantwell publicly talks up·the technology at every opportunity, and Tesco, the 

world's third-largest. retailer with thousands of stores across Europe and Asia, 

went on an RPID "shopping spree" in early 2005, buying 20,000 readers and 

antennas to install in 1,300 of its stores.4 Since both companies have been 

unrepentant for their past deeds and have failed to address consumer concerns 

about their use of spychips, CASPIAN has launched worldwide boycotts against 

them as well. Details are available at BoycottGillette.com and BoycottTesco.com. 

Photo-snapping spy shelves were also slated for the United States. Katherine 

took pictures of one in a Brockton, Massachusetts, Wal..:Mart store. That shelf 

disappeared overnight, too, after Elaine Allegrini of the Brockton Enterprise 

called company officials for an explanation and ran a front-page story. "Shelf? 

What she1t'?" they responded.5 

Hiawatha Bray of the Boston Globe doggedly pursued an acknowledgement 

of the shelf from Gillette and Wal-Mart and confronted them with Katherine's 

photos. They suddenly re~embered the shelf but denied they ever plugged it in. 

(We bet they never inhaled, either.) 

PROCTER Ik GAMBLE TESTS ITS TECHNOLOGY ON UNWITTING SHOPPERS 

In November 2003, Chicago Sun-Times reporter Howard Wolinsky broke the 

shocking story of how Procter & Gamble conducted a secret RPID trial· at a 

Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, Wal-Mart store.6 They'd taken Kevin Ashton's lipstick 

tracking plans and put .them into action. Customers who bought Lipfinity 

lipstick from that store between March and mid-July of 2003 got something 
, 

extra in the bargain: a live',RPID tag hidden inside the product packaging. 
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A Gillette razor package 

prototype with RFID tag 

concealed inside. 

Close-up of tag 

concealed in 

Gillette package. 

Procter & Gamble lipfinity lipstick package and an adhesive 

RFID tag similar to the ones that triggered a Webcam in a 

Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, Wal-Mart store. 
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A video webcam was trained on female shoppers to watch them as they 

picked up the spychipped lipsticks. The live feed of the women's images was 

beamed directly to the offices of Procter & Gamble executives 750 miles 

away. ("Please, close my door and hold my calls, Ms. Jones:') It was a perfect 

illustration of how easy it is to set up a secret RFID infrastructure and use it to 

spy on people. Had an informant not blown the whistle, they would probably 

have gotten away with it. Did they apologize? Hardly. 

When Wolinsky, the investigative reporter, contacted Procter & Gamble, 

they flatly denied the trial had ever taken place. But P&G was np match for 

Wolinsky's sleuthing skills. He uncovered photos and other proof that 

reduced the company's public relations department to incoherent mutterings. 

When denials no longer worked~ they said customers sho,uldn't object to such 

a trial since Wal-Mart's standard store placards stated that the premises were 

under surveillance.7 

Under surveillance? What an understatement! 

In addition to these documented cases, we have run across photos and 

written evidence suggesting that other products have contained hidden spychips, 

too; These include Huggies baby wipes, Pantene shampoo, Caress soap, Right 

Guard deodorant, Wtsk laundry detergent, and bags of Purina dog food.8 

RFID SUPPED UNDER OUR NOSES? 

Let's say these companies succeeded in spychipping our shirts and 'underwear

what would it take to, create a worldwide network of devices to read all these 

tags? Frighteningly little. The next time you walk through the doors of a major 

retail store like Wal-Mart or Target, take a look to the left and to the right. you.ll 

see anti-theft security portals standing guard. What few people realize is that 

these gates could turn into RFID readers overnight. 

Stores have used security portals for a number of years to detect swiped 

goods. Two companies, Sensormatic, a subsidiary of Tyco, and Checkpoint 

Systems, the company we caught displaying spychipped clothing tags, are the 

leaders in anti-theft technology. Between them, they are responsible for 

installing nearly one million anti-theft systems worldwide. They also manufac-
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ture the small anti-theft devices that come glued onto packages-the ones that 

set off an ear-splitting alarm if they aren't deactivated at the checkstand. 

The technology used for those familiar security. systems is called 

"electronic" article surveillance" or EAS. Many of today's anti-theft EAS 

tags are paper-thin radio frequency tags (as opposed to radio frequency 

identification tags). They look a lot like RFID tags, but lack a computer chip 

and the associated privacy issues. 

Anti-theft tagging is huge business. Sensormatic works with Wal-Mart as 

well as 93 of the world's top 100 retailers.9 It boasts anti-theft systems installed 

in a staggering 445,000 locations worldwide, making it the biggest player in the 

EAS industry.lo Its rival, Checkpoint Systems, runs a close second, with equip-

~ DISABLE My HEMORRHOID CREAM, PLEASE! ~ 
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ment installed in 350,000 locations.ll Their clients include well-known retailers 

like Target, .Barnes & Noble, Circuit City, and the United States Postal Service, to 

name just a few. 12 

SOURCE TAGGING 

In recent years, shoplifters have wised up to the presence of obvious anti-theft 

tags and begun simply peeling the EAS tags off before walking through the 

security portals. In response, security companies have deployed a new tactic: 

making the tags invisible by hiding them, a practice called "source tagging." 

Source tagging involves going directly to the product manufacturer (the 

"source") and getting them to embed anti-theft tags into an item's packaging or 

even directly into the item itself. 

Source-tagged anti-theft devices are invisible by design. Checkpoint's 

website explains that "invisible EAS is more effective" since it is "hidden from 

shoplifters and employees alike."14 So how do the companies hide the tags? By 

gluing them inside of sealed packages or placing ¢.em into cardboard, for 

example. Or they can take a more direct approach and sew the anti-theft tags 

into the seams of clothing or sandwich them into.the soles of shoes. 

FROM SOURCE TAGGING TO Spy TAGGING 

Shrewdly, Checkpoint offers its customers a migration path from the low

cost, narrow pay back EAS [anti-theft] tag at a few cents to the basic ten ~nt 

RFID device. 

-ID Tech Ex1s 

Now for the part that keeps us awake at night: Sensormatic and Checkpoint, 

the masters of hidden security, have begun. "upgrading" their anti-theft tags to 

incorporate RFID. This move could spawn the creation of a broad-scale spychip 

infrastructure, invisible and hidden by design, emerging right under our noses. We 

could wake up one morning to discover that our homes are filled with spy chipped 

items and that a ubiquitous network ofRFID readers has been installed into count

less commercial doorways to silently scan us everywhere we go. 
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This threat is very real. Checkpoint's newly-minted line of dual-use anti

theftlRFID portals (ironically named "Liberty" readers) can already read both 

anti-theft and RFID tags, and the company recently announced plans to 

purchase one hundred million RFID tags from vendor Matrics to meet its 

customer needs. 16 Where are those one .hundred million tags? We'd sure like to 

know. Wouldn't you? They're obviously being used,somehow. 

While Checkpoint represented that the tags will be used for warehouse 

operations, the company touts itself as "the world's largest integrator of RFID 

technology into consumer product packaging:'17 Egads! Could Checkpoint 

already be hiding these things in our belongings? Might we be wearing RFID 

tags now and not even know it? Checkpoint and Sensormatic (which has said it 

is working on the same RFID schemes) aren't telling. 

But as far back as 2003, Checkpoint bragged that it was "working with 

forward-thinking consumer product goods manufacturers and retail clients on 

pilots:'18 Who were the unnamed retaile~s that tried sending spychips home 

with consumers? Have their pilots now become full-scale rollouts? Were Target, 

Staples, or Circuit City involved? After all, they are Checkpoint clients. Perhaps 

it was the nation's third largest grocery chain, Albertson's, which recently 

announced plans to install Checkpoint's Liberty readers in its doorways.19 Or 

was it CVS pharmacy, one of the nation's largest drug chains? 

CVS is not only upgrading to Liberty anti-theft portals, they're hooking the 

readers up to phone lines so they can transmit data to CVS headquarters. This 

will "enable CVS to view alarm data by regiori, by store, or by date and time:' 20 

The reason? Management apparently wants to know exactly what products are 

going out the door. 

Since there is no legal requirement for companies to tell consumers when 

products they buy contain RFID tags, it could be happening today at anyone of 

these stores. That's why we've called for mandatory labeling legislation that 

would require companies to tell consumers w:hen items contain an RFID tag 

and what such a tag could mean for their privacy. (More on this topic in 

Chapter Seventeen.) 

You're not likely to carry things like Martha Stewart flannel sheets, a coffee 
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maker, or the Clapper around with you, so you might wonder what difference it 

would make if these were someday laced with RFID. But what about something 

like your shoes? 

IF YOUR SHOES COULD TALK 

RFIp tagging of any consumer item poses a threat to your privacy, but nowhere 

is that threat more obvious than in the things we wear. And you really wouldn't 

want to have a spychip in your shoe. The reason is simple. To understand why, 

ask yourself. When was the last time someone else wore your shoes? If you're 

like most people, the answer is probably never. For comfort, hygiene, and 

cultural reasons, people typically don't exchange shoes with each other. Plus, 

unless we're Imelda Marcos, most of us only wear a limited number of shoes. So 

if someone could scan a shoe and read its ID number, they might have a pretty 

good idea of who was standing in it. 

An RFID tag in a shoe could function as a tiny spy, relaying information 

about your presence and movements to the readers embedded in the surfaces 

you walk on every day, like door mats, store floors, and the carpeting in your 

home. The challenge would be to find a way to slip an RFID tag mto people's 

shoes and link their unique ID numbers with their identity. Then, a network of 

reader devices- placed in strategic locations could make it possible to monitor 

the movements of vast numbers of people. 

CREATING THE PURCHASE DATABASES' 

To Understand how RFID numbers on shoes and other consumer items could 

be linked with you, it's necessary to understand what happens today when you 

shop at a national retail chain. While many people still think of cash registers 

simply as adding machines with cash drawers, they have become sophisticated, 

ubiquitously networked, high-speed computer terminals; feeding purchaser 

data directly into massive databases. 

Unless you make a point of paying with cash (which is currentlyanony

mous), you communicate your identity with every transaction you make. If you 

shop at a major chain with a frequent shopper card, credit card, or ATM card, a 
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list of each item purchased will likely be _stored in the retailer's database in a 

record with your name and card number at the top. Depending on the retail 

chain, these recotds can stretch back ten years or more. This means that the 

store can view an itemized list of purchases you've made over time. 

Information aggregators like Chicago-based Information Resources, Inc. 

(IRI), collect the sales information from cash register~ around the country 

and consolidate it into centralized databases. IRI has been doing it since 1987 

and now claims it collects ~nd consolidates data from over thirty-two 

thousand U.S. food, drug, and mass merchandise retail stores.21 Never heard 

of IRI? That's exactly the problem. While some privacy-conscious consumers 

may wince when they hand their card to the cashier, most people give little 

thought to where the data goes after that. The multibillion-dollar infrastruc

ture that captures people's personal information and traffics it to others is 

largely invisible. 

Of course, your purchase records can then be linked up with other informa

tion about you, such as your name, address, occupation, vehicles driven, credit 

rating, and so on. Because of advances in geospatial satellite imaging, there 

could even be aerial photos of your home and neighborhood in a database 

somewhere.22 So whenever you make a purchase with anything but anonymous 

cash, you are likely adding another brush stroke to a very intimate portrait of 

your life and that of your family. 

Since today's cash registers, known in the industry as "point of sale" or 

"POS" terminals, automatically capture bar code data and record it iIi the 

purchaser's data record, we can assume that the same thing will happen with 

RFID tag data. The difference, however, is that the RFID tag data will include 

unique ID numbers. Just as today's invisible POS databases record what we buy, 

tomorrow's POS databases will record exactly which ones we purchase, identi

fying them by the unique EPC numbers encoded on their RFID tags. 

Once those databases are consolidated, anyone able to obtain them would 

have the ability to identify people secretly, at any point where they step within 

range of an RFID reader. What's more, tagged shoes would make it possible to 

keep a record of where people have been, baseq on tag sightings. Not only would 
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someone with access to such a database know, for example, that you were 

spotted at a retail store on a particular date at a particular time, that person 

might also be able to tell exactly where you were standing in the store and for 

how long. For example, a reader in the store floor in front of the self-help books 

or pregnancy test kits could record your presence, and by association, your 

interest in such things. 

SOURCE TAGGING SHOES 

So, is anyone putting RFID into shoes today? Well, we know they're putting 

anti-theft tags (like the ones that can be equipped with RFID) into shoes. 

Checkpoint slips them between the layers of the sole. Here's an excerPt from a 

promotional piece describing the process: "One shoe in every pair has an EAS 

circuit placed between the layers of the sole at the point of manufacture," 

explains Charlie Mills of shoe retailer Mills Fleet Farm. "Customers and 

employees don't know the tag even exists in the shoe:'23 

Philips Electronics, a major RFID chip manufacturer and the global corpo

ration behind the Benetton clothes tagging project, is already thinking about 

tagging shoes with RFID. In a patent application filed by the coinpany in 2003, 

Philips describes the need to keep an RFID device small and powerful, yet soft 

enough for footwear and clothing. Philips devised a fabric antenna that is 

"flexible and pliant, thereby lending itself to taking on and conforming to the 

[item's] shape:' 

One form of the fabric antenna is a line of "conductive threads interwoven 

with the fabric:' To the untrained eye, the fabric antenna could look like any 

other stitching and it could feel just like the rest of the material of a shoe or 

garment. Talk about hidden! 

Philips has clearly thought about reading these shoe tags while the shoes are 

on people's feet. The inventor observes that "the placement of[ the RFID tag] in 

[the] shoe may be particularly advantageous where the [RFID] interrogator is 

located in a floor:'24 

Why would Philips want shoes to be interrogated by a reader in the floor? 

The next chapter may provide some clues. 
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THERE'S A 
TARGET eN YOUR BACK 

If I talk to companies and ask them if they want to replace the bar code 

with these tags, the answer can't be anything but yes. It's like giving 

them an opportunity to rule the world. 

-Steve Halliday, vice president of technology at AIM Global1 

C an you see him? Not if he can help it. 

Bob is careful to avoid being noticed as you exit your parked car. He jots 

down detailed notes including your vehicle's make, model, color, and license 

plate number. This information will be critical to his mission. He grabs a 

shopping cart from the corral and follows you into the supermarket, keeping 

just the right distance. Not too close. 

First turn, the fruit and vegetable aisle. Bob feigns an interest in peaches 

while you pick the perfect bananas and place them in your shopping cart. He 

duly notes your selection in his inconspicuous mini notebook. "Bananas, two 

pounds. Cost: 99 cents per pound:' 

You head towards the bakery. Bob follows a few paces behind, noting that 

you pause at a Cinco de Mayo display and look over the Mexican Bimbo bread. 

55 
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When you add a loaf to your shopping cart, Bob imagines that you could be 

Hispanic-though it's not clear from yo~r outward appearance. Bimbo brand 

bread is a pretty good indicator that you have roots south of the border. He 

keeps his eyes peeled for other telltale signs as you roll down the cereal aisle. 

Since you add high-fiber cereal to your cart, Bob figures you're either (a) 

health conscious, (b) trying to lose weight, or. (c) constipated. Bob rules out the 

first two options when you add Metamucil and hemorrhoid suppositories to 

your cart, discreetly hiding them under a copy of the Sunday newspaper you 

picked up before heading to the health aides aisle. 

In anticipation of greeting the cheery checkout clerk, your cheeks burn 

though you try to compose yourself. Bob pretends not to look and updates your 

profile. "Clearly embarrassed. Pays cash. Total: $21.57:~ 

Bob quickly pays for his bag of peaches and abandons his cart full of cereal 

and health aids near the checkout stand. He rushes to catch up with you to make 

last minute notes-the way you walk, your clothing, and any other details that 

could help him understand you, his prey. 

Your eyes meet Bob's as you glance behind you before backing out of your 

parking space. You smile, unaware of Bob's motives. You recognize him as that 

young guy from the store. Bob forces a smile in return, wondering how you'd 

feel if you knew. 

THE SUPER SLEUTH SUPERMARKET SURVEY 

Though it sounds unbelievable, for dozens of shoppers in middle America, this 

scenario really happened. The guy we called Bob could have been anyone of a 

number of undergraduate students of Marketing 304, a retailing course offered 

at Eastern Kentucky University. These students were instructed to literally 

follow shoppers around a store, while secretly recording details about them and 

their shopping habits. 

The assignment was called the "Super Sleuth Supermarket Survey:' and its 

purpose was to teach budding marketing students the tricks of their chosen 

tradq!. The students were instructed to head to a store, randomly select "a 
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stranger who is not.aware that they are being watched" and develop a "profile" 

by secretly following that individual through his or her entire shopping trip. 

While most people would expect such behavior, if discovered, to land its 

perpetrator in hot water, marketers don't think like most people. In fact, 

marketing educators saw this assignment as such an exemplary way to condi

tion new arrivals to their ranks that this lesson plan was featured at one learning 

venue under the heading, "Great Ideas for Teaching Marketing:'2 

And why not? This is exactly the kind of consumer spying performed today 

by professionals like Paco Underhill and his company Envirosell. Underhill 

employs onsite researchers called "trackers" to follow shoppers around the 

store, listening in on them and recording their conversations.3 Envirosell has 

even stooped to closely scrutinizing the behavior of customers seated at restau

rants, without their knowledge or consent.4 

Apparently, Envirosell has no shortage of clients. Fred Meyer, CVS, Trader 

Joe's,and Wal-Mart are among nearly fifty major retailers that have used 

Envirosell's surveillance services to spy on their customers.5 

What kind of people could think that stalking strangers is not only accept

able but laudable? Who are these marketers and who gave them the right to spy 

on us? 

To answer that question, we need to understand the mind of the modem 

marketer. Katherine is in a good position to say how the profession has changed 

since she received her undergraduate degree in international marketing in the 

mid-1980s. Back then, marketing education focused on the four Ps: product, 

price, placement, and promotion. The idea was fairly simple: Make a good 

product, price it right, put it where people can find it, and tell them how good it 

is. That's good, clean, honest free-market business sense. However, in the last 

fifteen years or so, a new P has overshadowed all the others: People. 

The new P emphasizes the importance of knowing everything about 

customers in order to influence their decisions. It's also about discriminating 

against the bargain shoppers or the economically disadvantaged while catering 

to the profitable. 
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This isn't a bed of roses for the customers at the top, either. Their every move 

is under the marketers' microscope, and their valuable shopping data is 

analyzed for internal purposes or trafficked to the highest bidder. 

Of course, the retailers, manufacturers, and marketers are savvy sorts who 

aren't stupid enough to say this outright in public. No, instead of riling the 

masses or spooking their prime customers, they discuss their plans in "market 

speak." One of their insider terms for spying on customers is customer relation

ship management (CRM). You can think of this term as a euphemism for 

<;:onsumer espionage. Bob and his classmates are learning the low-tech version 

of this increasingly high-stakes game. 

There are many ways marketers justify CRM. They tell the public that it's for 

their own good-that knowing who they are and what they like to buy will help 

to serve them better. And, of course, since 9/11, they can p~n some of their 

snooping on security measures that are supposed to keep us all safer. But the 

real objective is finding more efficient ways to separate us from our money. 

University marketing students are being schooled in CRM, and thousands 

graduate each year to help perpetuate the new technologies that enable 

businesses to learn more about their customers than anyone, including your 

own mother, haS a right to know. 

DIGITAL BOB 

WARNING: If Bob's supermarket spying spree upset you, brace yourself. It's mild 

compared to what's coming: supercharged marketers enhanced with spychip 

capabilities. Every RFID-enabled item will have its own digital version of Bob 

on standby, 2417, waiting for an opportunity to share its unique information. 

The computerized versions of Bob can hide in your shoes, ride in your car, and 

even go to bed with you undetected. 

These digital Bobs can secretly relay information using invisible radio waves 

whenever they're in range of a reader device. They could be bouncing mside a 

briefcase, cruising down the highway at sixty miles an hour, or standing on their 

heads and still issue their stealthy reports successfully. 
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the marketfugprofession. 

So who or what is on the receiving end of these reports? The consortium of 

businesses and government entities developing the RFID infrastructure plans to 

send them to massive Internet databases. Once all the billions of items on the 

planet contain digital Bobs, theoretically, the whereabouts of everything and 

everyone will be known at all times and accessible to anyone with access to the 

databases, authorized or otherwise. 

Imagine the power of being able to log onto a Google-like Internet search 

engine and find out all the items associated with a particular person, organiza

tion, or government entity. Then, imagine being able to find out where all those 

items are in real time, where they have been, and their historical relationships 

with other items, people, and events. 

Combine that power with information from the millions of databases 

already in existence and you can glimpse how RFID could become the most 

powerful marketing-and surveillance-tool in history. 
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PROCTER & GAMBLE TRACKS CONSUMERS WITH RFID 

Many companies have contributed to the RFID menace headed our way, but 

if we had to pinpoint a single company that bears the brunt" of responsibility, 

it's Procter & Gamble-makers of such ubiquitous household items as Tide 

laundry detergent, Crest toothpaste, and Cascade dishwashing soap. As you 

will recall, P&G was one of the original founders of the MIT Auto-ID Center 

back in 1999 and should be held accountable for helping to launch the 

spychip revolution. 

In those early years, P&G spent a lot of time and money promoting its vision 

to other companies, knowing that it would not be possible to create a standard

ized, worldwide system for tagging everything unless other major players got on 

board. They eventually -attracted over a hundred companies to invest in the 

Auto-ID Center. How? By showing them, among other things, the technology's 

marketing potential. 

Since those initial days, P&G has erased virtually every trace of its early 

public statements about RFID, replacing them with bland gobbledygook about 

"improved supply chain efficiencies" and "streamlined operational costs:' But 

with some careful digging, we were able to snag a few of their juicier communi

cations from circa 2000-back before the company realized it had a major 

consumer acceptance problem on its hands. After reading these documents, it's 

pretty clear why P&G might want to keep a lid on them. 

The documents reveal that in 2000, P&G and MIT built a prototype "Store 

of the Future" and "House of the Future" in Cambridge, England, to showcase 

RFID's potential. They cooed about the power of RFID in a promotional piece 

titled "Imagine the House and Store of the Future": 

The "Store of the Future" features ... 

Shelves that know what they contain; .. 

Shopping carts that know what they contain ... 

Floor tiles that track products and carts around the store ... 7 

As for the "House of the Future;' it features a "TV that shows you adver-
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tising based on what you buy and what you are about to run out of, using infor

mation from your refrigerator:' 

If you're mortified at the thought of floor tiles tracking you or your fridge 

serving up content for television ads, we understand completely. Surely the 

"programmers of our future" (an actual quote from one of the documents8) 

weren't actually serious, were they? On the contrary, apparently they meant 

every word, reassuring skeptical readers that "this is science, not science 

fiction:'9 They even provided details about their television advertising scheme 

in a document titled ''A Chip in the Shopping Cart": 

Let's say [an RFID tag is] positioned on the bottom of a bottle of Coca Cola. 

As soon as we take it out of the refrigerator, the fridge will know that the 

Coke supply has run out and it will inform the supermarket via Internet that 

they need to re-supply your home. Or, if you prefer to do things on your 

own, the Coke will be automatically added to the shopping list displayed on 

the electronic blackboard in the kitchen. At this instant, as if by magic, the 

publicity of Pepsi Cola will appear on the home TV screens. Because your 

intelligent refrigerator has commUnicated with your intelligent TV set. 10 

The piece wraps up with a section titled "What's in It for P&G?" Call us 

cynical, but we weren't surprised to see that P&G identified improving target 

marketing as one of its key objectives. 

P&G's STORE OF THE FUTURE 

It didn't take Procter & Gamble long to work out the technical details of 

tracking customers around its envisioned spychipped future store. In August 

2001, the company applied for a patent titled SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR 

TRACKING CONSUMERS IN A STORE ENVIRONMENT.ll Subtle; huh? 

In that patent application, Procter & Gamble lamented the shortcomings of 

existing methods of consumer espionage. Capturing people's data at the cash 

register and following them around the store with video cameras and human 

observers just wasn't cutting it: 
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Unfortunately, this kind of low tech approach cannot generate sufficient 

data .... [T]here is a need for empirical tools which can allow detailed 

. analysis of what consumers experience in stor~s; where they go, how long 

they stay there, and what influences the paths they choose. 

Noting the "tremendous economic incentive for both retailers of goods and 

the providers of such goods to understand what motivates consumers to 

purchase:' they developed a plan to use sensors anywhere in the store, including 

the ceiling, floor, shelving, and store displays, to read RFID tags on shopping 

carts and on items shoppers pick up: 

The basic parameters measured by [the] system include where an individual 

goes ... and for how long. This may then be tied in with what that individual 

purchases based on the individual's corresponding check out or point-of

sale data gathered at check ou~ stands .... [A]ctual tracking of consumers in 

the store environment ... generat[es] much more substantial information 

... [that] may be used to effectively direct consumers to higher profit margin 

items .... 

Using RFID to track people in the store? No, say it ain't so! After all, hasn't 

Sandy Hughes, P&G's "global privacy executive:' repeatedly assured us that 

P&G has never even considered tracking consumers with RFID?12 

NCR: MORE THAN JUST CASH REGiSTERS 

NCR is the nearly six-billion-dollar company that makes the world's cash regis

ters. Founded in 1884 as the National Cash Register Company, NCR was one of 

the first global businesses, with offices today in over one hundred countries. The 

company now makes all sorts of other things, too, including bar code scanners, 

self-checkout units, and ATMs. 

NCR's decisions imP<l:ct a lot of people. The company proclaims on its 

website that "we enable companies the world over to touch millions of 

customers, millions of times each day:' NCR's influence is felt around the globe. 
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They boast that wherever a transaction takes place, whether "across the counter, 

by telephone, at a kiosk or ATM machine, or over the Internet, NCR is there:' 15 

You may have even bought something at an NCR cash register today-their 

client list includes such heavy hitters as Wal-Mart, Bank of America, KFC, and 

major supermarkets. 

But in addition to selling cash registers, NCR peddles an invisible and far 

more insidious product: data capture. Strategically positioned throughout the 

world at what the industry calls the "point of sale:' NCR can capture virtually 

limitless quantities of valuable marketing information about people and the 

things they buy. The company brags about how intimately it can observe 

customers and tells corporate clients it specializes in "giving you and your 
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company the tools you need to gather critical data about their individual prefer

ences, needs and requirements:'16 

It's no exaggeration. NCR is up to its eyebrows in data, telling website visitors 

that its Teradata division is "the market leader in data-warehousing solutions:' 

These warehouses of data are so big they require entire buildings to house them.17 

Their size boggles the mind. The New York Times recently reported that Wal-Mart 

alone has stored 460 terabytes of data on NCR Teradata mainframes. "To put that 

in perspective, the Internet has less than halfas much data;' said the Times. Is 

Sitting in the catbird seat with regard to both sales and data collection, it's little 

wonder NCR has turned its interest to RFID-so much so that it has a full-time 

"RFID Evangelist" on its staff.19 He'll tell you the company has plans. Very big plans. 

CORNOGRAPHY: NCR VOYEURS WATCH WHILE You SHOP 

In December 2003, NCR was granted a patent for an invention they call 

AUTOMATED MONITORING OF ACTMTY OF SHOPPERS IN A MARKET.20 Reminiscent of 

Procter & Gamble's plans, here NCR describes an unbelievably detailed strategy 

to watch shoppers' every move in the store aisle, recording their activities on a 

moment-by-moment basis and making a record of everything they do-down . 

to the split second. 

NCR's scheme starts with RFID tags on every product in the store and 

reader devices hidden in every shelf and grocery cart. These are in turn 

connected to a vast, silently watching computerized spy network that waits for 

a shopper to lift an item from a shelf, rather like a spider waits for a tug on its 

web to indicate that its next meal has arrived. 

When an unsuspecting customer does lift an item from a shelf, say a can of 

corn, the system kicks into surveillance gear, timing precisely how many 

seconds the shopper holds the item before either putting it back on the shelf or 

placing it in her shopping basket: 

The invention monitors the items. The invention determines whether each 

item is located in one of three positions, namely, (1) in. the basket, (2) on 

shelves, or (3) neither in the basket nor on the shelves. 
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For example, an item may take the form of Brand X canned corn. If the 

shopper removes a can of Brand X corn from a shelf, and holds the can in 

the hand, the invention will detect that a can of Brand X corn has been 

removed from the shelf, and also that the can is not in the basket. The infer

ence may be raised that the can is held in the hand of the shopper at that 

time .... The data just obtained is recorded . 

. . . [A] detailed record of the successive occupations of positions [basket, 

shelf, or neither] ... can be recorded, together with the time-of-day for each 

position. 

Based on the recorded positions of the can of corn and the time at each 

position, the system makes inferences about shopper activity. For example, if 

the can is removed from the shelf but not immediately placed in the basket, the 

system could interpret that the customer was reading the label before deciding 

to purchase it. Likewise, if the can was put back on the shelf and a competing 

brand was later selected and put into the cart, the system could infer that the 

consumer preferred the competing brand. 

This real-time shopper surveillance gives the system the ammunition it 

needs to sell you other brands, related products, and, preferably, higher-margin 

items. For example, if the system catches you buying Brand X corn, it might 

prompt you to try Brand Y in the future by spitting out a Brand Y corn coupon 

at the checkout. 

NCR's system can make even more advanced inferences. For example, if a 

shopper places a high-end pasta in her shopping cart, it might decide she's a 

candidate for an expensive brand of sauce and suggest the purchase. If a 

shopper places a can of pumpkin in the shopping cart, "the invention may 

prompt the customer to purchase whipped cream, or eggs, based on the 

assumption that the customer intends to prepare pumpkin pie:' 

System inventors say the purpose of all this espionage is to "collect data on 

customer behavior, for the benefit of the owner of the market, and the 

manufacturer of the items:' 

Note the total absence of any consumer benefit. They must figure there's no 
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need to even pay lip service to consumers. Why should they bother? Consumers 

need never even know the system is in place since all the spying is done via invis

ible radio waves. 

ARE You A "BOTTOM FEEDER"? How ABOUT A "BARNACLE"? 

"Barnacle"? "Bottom feeder"? These are just two of the derogatory terms 

marketers use to describe bargain shoppers.21, 22 If you've ever been a starving 

college student, single parent, or laid-off worker who seeks out the cheapest 

deals to make ends meet, marketers might have called you one of these names 

behind your back. 

If you're not dropping big money, stores don't want you breathing their air, 

pushing a grocery cart, or taking up the cashier's valuable time with your measly 

purchases. And if you do, they're looking for ways to make you pay. 

Marty Abrams, a senior policy advisor at the influential Hunton & Williams 

law finn, discusses ways marketers do just that: 

At the most macro level, CRM is the process of using information 

technology and statistics to. maximize a company's relationship with every 

current and potential customer. Maximization in some cases means 

providing white-glove service and pricing that expands the firm's share of 

that consumer's wallet. In other cases, it means marginal service and high 

prices designed to drive the unattractive consumer somewhere else. A critic 

of targeting - which I am not - might refer to this as digital redlining.23 

They've got it all mapped out. The retailer's problem, however, is figuring· 

out how to. identify people so they know whom to reward and whom to treat 

poorly. Enter RFID. 

If a store can get shoppers to carry RFID-Iaced loyalty cards, like those 

offered by Texas Instruments, the problem is solved. 

TI is encouraging retailers to install doorway RFID readers for "keeping 

track of the customers walking in the door:' Its website touts an RFID-enabled 

frequent shopper card that can be read right through a shopper's purse and 
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Texas Instruments plastic card blank with RFID tag inside. 

describes how consumers "with a TI -RFID tag in their purse, pocket, or wallet 

can be detected by reader systems at doorways. Readout alltennas can also be in 

counters, walls, and in floors:' It also details how "the technology can. tell 

retailers exactly who's in their store at any given moment while offering full 

purchase histories f6r each shopper. In addition, stores will know what the 

customer bought at their last visit and what they might need for accessories:'24 

Are spychipped loyalty cards really headed our way? Possibly. One of the 

world's largest manufacturers of plastic membership and payment cards, Arthur 

Blank. & Co. Inc., has announced it is adding RFID capability to its product 

line.25 This move has huge implications for consumer privacy, since the company 

makes 1.3 billion cards every year. You may already have a card made by Arthur 

Blank in your wallet, since their client list includes Holiday Inn, Barnes & Noble, 

American Airlines, OfficeMax, AAA, and Blue Cross/Blue Shield. They also 

manufacture ATM cards for major banks. Though Arthur Blank now offers the 

spychipped capability, their clients may be reluctant to take them up on it after 

what happened in Germany. We'll tell you more about that in Chapter Six. 

MINORITY REpORT STYLE INVASIVE ADVERTISING-Is IT IN OUR FUTURE? 

In the 2002 Steven Spielberg movie Minority Report, advertising is highly targeted 

and personalized to the presumed needs, wants, and desires of passersby. In an 

unforgettable scene, a talking display makes an apt suggestion based on the 

perceived state of the fleeing and agitated Tom Cruise, ''Why not have a Guinness?" 
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Is it possible that in a spychipped future our privacy will be compromised to 

the point that we can be served up such insightful recommendations? 

Beth Givens of the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse testified at the August 2003 

California State Senate hearings on RFID that the movie was grounded in 

frightening factual possibilities. She reported that the movie's science and 

technology advisor, John Underkoffer, was directed to ensure that the 

technology portrayed in the film was "future reality;' not science fiction.26 

Our research into patents and patent applications leaves us agreeing with 

Mr. Underkoffer's technology assessment. 

"IBM" MEANS ''rVE BEEN MONITORED" 

We gave you a taste of IBM's patent pending invention IDENTIFICATION AND 

TRACKING OF PERSONS USING RPID-TAGGED ITEMS in Chapter Three and promised 

we'd share more of their Orwellian RFID vision for the retail store. If you 

recall, the crux of their scheme is to scan consumers entering retail spaces for 

RFID tags in order to learn their exact identities and other· information about 

them. 

Armed with this tag information, IBM proposes tracking shoppers 

throughout a store and using the information "in a number of different ways;' 

includirig the delivery of targeted advertising, a la Minority Report: 

For example, if the person is carrying a baby bottle, a store advertisement 

system may be configured to advertise diapers while the person is passing a 

particular display device in the store. If the person is carrying a man's wallet, 

the store advertisement system may be configured to advertise razor blades 

and shaving cream while the person is passing through a particular display 

device in the store. Obviously, numerous examples are possible.27 

IBM's "MARGARET" PROGRAM 

IBM has also developed a product called "Margaret" which uses doorway RFID 

readers to identify Customers as they enter banks and financial institutions. 

Named after the developer's presumably wealthy mother-in-law, the idea is to 
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identify valuable clients and single them out for preferential treatment. IBM 

describes the program as follows: 

[A]n RFID tag fitted to the customer's bank card or passbook could be used 

to signal their arriyal at a branch. As they pass through the doors, the card 

would alert a customer information system. Bank staff could personally 

greet high-net-wealth customers, or customers could be greeted by name by 

tellers, who would already have their account information on-screen when 

they arrive at the counter.28 

A leading industry publication, RFID Journal, offers up other ideas for RFID 

readers at building entrances, suggesting that in addition to their use in banks, 

"the same system could be used in upscale restaurants or retail boutiques, where 

a high-degree of personal service is important:'29 

Patent Mar. 16,lOO4 Sheet 13 of 13 us 6,708,176 B2 

Bank of America's public advertising 

system "may be supported by a 
variety of free-standing devices .•. 

or attached to or suspended from a 
nearby wall or ceiling?' This figure 
illustrates how a user might interact 
with the invention. A "Focused 
Audio Device;' "Remote 

Identification Sensing Device;' and 
"Group Display Device" may all be 
incorporated into this display. 
(SOURCE: U.S. PATENT No. 6,708,176) 
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ARB You TALKING TO ME? 

Not only will you be surrounded by targeted ads at ,every turn in the spychipped 

world, they could well speak to you. Literally. Bank of America, one the world's 

largest financial institutions, tells how in its patent SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR 

INTERACTIVE ADVERTISING: 

[Tlhere is a need for a public advertising and announcement device that has 

the ability to identify specific individuals or groups of individuals who come 

into contact with the device, the ability to collect~ gather and use personal 

information about those individuals or groups to select and present more 

interesting, targeted ads and announcements .... 30 

B of lfs patent suggests scanning a transponder (that is, an RFID tag) 

embedded in items people are wearing and carrying like key fobs, cards, or 

o~er devices to identify them. But while you're watching the ads, they could be 

watching you back. The system can capture video images of consumers near the 

display, recording "physical characteristics, e.g., physical appearance, face, iriS 

and retinal characteristics[.]" That data can then "be processed by a Crowd 

Evaluation Device or a Customer Biometrics Sensing Device .. , .. " 

If you think the inventors have overlooked privacy, you're wrong. They've 

thou~tfully designed their audio device to project only to persons who are 

directly in front of the display. They claim this will allow a customer to "have 

some degree of privacy, at least with regard to the audio program of an 

Interactive Poster:' 

Gee, thanks for the consideration, Bank of America. 
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Residents of the German town of Rheinberg will find themselves 

guinea pigs in what Metro and its partners ... hope will become a 

global standard within the next five to ten years. 

-IBM News Release, April 28, 20031 

TOURING THE STORE OF THE FUTURE 

I f there's one place the RFID industry should be on its best behavior, it's the 

METRO Extra Future Store in Rheinberg, Germany--especially if CASPIAN 

and German privacy organization FoeBuD are stopping by to tour the store. 

The Future Store is the item-level RFID tagging showplace of the world. 

There, companies like IBM, Procter & Gamble, Gillette, NCR, and Kraft are 

running RFID experiments on real shoppers in a real store. Spychipped bottles 

of Pantene Shampoo, packets of Gillette razor blades, and tubs of Philadelphia 

brand cream cheese sit on RFID-enabled shelves, waiting for consumers to take . 

them home. 

71 
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Future Store executives agreed to show us around their living laboratory. 

While everything was cordial, there was no mistaking the tension in the air. 

METRO really wanted our seal of approval, but things didn't quite go their way. 

The execs assured us that the RFID tags on these products posed no risk to 

consumers since they could be disabled at a deactivation kiosk after purchase. 

While we were told the kiosk would erase information on the RFID tags, we dis

covered that even after a product had been through the so-called deactivation 

process, its serial number could still be read from up to five feet away. 

That was bad enough, but the real find came when Katherine went to get a 

METRO "Payback" frequent shopper card for her collection. She has been fight

ing shopper card schemes for years, and they're the subject of her doctoral the

sis at Harvard.· But getting the card wasn't easy. The store employees weren't 

authorized to simply hand out the cards and had to wait for approval from 

upper management. While this struck us as strange at the time, we didn't find 

out the real reason for their reluctance until the following afternoon during 

Katherine's talk on privacy in Bielefeld, Germany. 

When she finished the slide portion of her lectUre on the dangers of RFID, 

FoeBuD's co-director hooked up a 13.56 MHz RFID reader to the laptop she 

was using and projected it onto a screen behind her. One by one, she and a col

league held spychipped products they'd purchased from the FutUre Store up to 

the reader device so the audience could see the data encoded on the chips. 

Then came the extraordinary moment when someone picked up the Metro 

Payback loyalty card and held it to the reader. Nothing was supposed to happen. 

But then a string of numbers appeared on the screen! Our jaws hit the .tloor. 

There was a spychip in there. We'd been tagged! 

SPYCHIPPED LOYALTY CARDS 

In retrospect, we shouldn't have been shocked to find a hidden RFID tag in 

Metro's loyalty card, considering who was behind the Future Store. 

IBM, with its extensive plans to track people with RFID, was a key player in 

the store, "providing the overall systems integration, [and] the RFID middle

ware:'2 We should have known something was up when IBM referred to the 
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people of Rheinberg, Germany, as "guinea pigs" for their Future Store experi

ment.3 Then, there was the involvement of Procter & Gamble and Gillette, the 

patron saints of the spychip, with their shared history of watching unsuspecting 

shoppers with hidden RFID tags. No good could come of that alliance. 

But the real tip-off should have been the starring role played by the retail 

snoops at NCR. Just a few months earlier, we had obtained a copy of an NCR 

promotional piece called "50 Ideas for Revolutionizing the Store through 

RFID;' a forty-six-page, full-color extravaganza that laid out a store full of inva

sive plans to identify shoppers, track their movements, manipulate prices, and 

more.4 Many of these plans hinged on embedding spychips into loyalty cards. 

Some of NCR's fifty ideas were technical, such as No.7: "Merchandise level

ing across stores" (yawn), while others could make shopping more efficient, like 

No. 23: "RFID enables checkout without removing items from the shopping 

basketlcait" (the "killer ap" they hope will convince you to embrace RFID). But 

mixed in with these practical and whiz-bang applications were others so dis

turbing they gave us the creeps. 

Sometimes you have to laugh to keep from crying. So rather than report 

NCR's plans with a straight face, we thought we would give these ridiculous 

ideas the send-off they deserve. You may remember the 1970s Paul Simon 

hit "50 Ways to Leave Your Lover." We've updated a few of the lyrics and 

rededicated the song to the resourceful NCR spychippers working overtime 

on ways to watch us all. 

They said it's now become 

their habit to intrude, 

nonetheless they hope their snooping 

won't be seen or misconstrued . ... 

jl "JUST USE IT TO SPY, SLY" jl 
NCR foundational idea: "[I}ndividual shopper movements through the store 

could be precisely tracked in real time." 

NCR devotes ~ whole section of their fifty ideas document to "people track

ing;' a way to turn consumers into exhibits in a bizarre retail zoo. Thanks to 
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RFID, their surveillance tools can be blended invisibly into the environment so 

consumers will behave naturally, never knowing they're being watched or 

manipulated by their hidden keepers. 

NCR knows the easiest way to track customers is to get them to carry an 

RFID-enabled device that can be read silently at the door and then used to pin

point their locations as they shop. A loyalty card would be ideal-and; as we've 

seen~ RFID prQPonents have already tried using them to experiment on unwit

ting shoppers. 

Once the store has the tracking device safely tucked into your wallet, NCR 

suggests they work their way up to full-scale observation by gradually adding 

reader devices to the store envi!onment. "As readers show up in more store loca

tions for one function (e.g., employee identification), they can potentially be used 

for other functions (e.g., shopper identification and merchandise tracking):' 

NCR's document even has a chart listing all the prime places for "people 

tracking:' It includes the parking lot, entrance, exit, snack bar, aisles, point -of

sale, customer service area, pharmacy, photo desk, deli, bakery, video area, lay

away, fitting room, auto center, and-well, just about everywhere. 

jJ "MESS WITH THE PRICE, BRYCE" jJ 

NCR Idea No. 34:" With RFIDs on loyalty cards to identify the customer and a cus

tomer shopping history database, items could be priced differently depending on 

characteristics of the person who was buying them." 

Imagine approaching a shelf and seeing the price tag change before your 

very eyes, flashing you a personalized price tailored to your shopping history 

and profitability to the store. It's called "customer specific pricing;' and spychips 

could make it a reality. 

You know that awful feeling you get when you sit next to a guy who paid 

$100 for the same flight that cost you $600'to board? In NCR's retail zoo, yoU: 

could have the same experience with food, clothing, and even children's toys, 

every time you shop. 

If you're thinking stores plC1J1 to charitably offer lower prices to the poor, 

we've got bad news for you: They intend to do just the opposite. Stores want to 
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reward their best (that is, most profitable) customers with discounts and special 

perks to encourage their loyalty, while forcing low-profit shoppers to cough up 

more dough by charging them higher prices. 

Online bookseller Amazon.com tried charging consumers different prices for 

the same items-that is, until they were caught in the act. One savvy customer 

noticed that when he deleted the cookies from his computer (those small bits of 

software code that can ID website visitors), the price of the DVD he wanted to buy 

dropped from $26.24 to $22.74. Amazon had apparently used the cookie to iden

tify him as someone willing to pay higher prices than others, based on his past 

behavior. Public outrage over the personalized pri<;ing scheme forced Amazon to 

discontinue the test and offer refunds to the customers they'd fleeced.s 

Though Amazon got caught, other online merchants today continue this 

practice in secrecy. Traditional brick and mortar retailers would like to do the 

same thing, but there has been no physical equivalent to the cookies-until 

now. NCR knows that putting spychips into loyalty cards would supply just the 

tool retailers need to· make price-changing shelves a reality. By embedding an 

RFID tag in your loyalty card, the store can ID you from the moment you walk 

through the door and set prices for your entire shopping trip. 

)J "GET 'EM TO WAVE, DAVE" .h 

NCR Idea No. 26: "Credit/debit card and customer loyalty information could be 

placed on a single card, allowing shoppers to take advantage of promotions and 

provide payment with a single card reading." 

Don't leave home without it-your RFID chip, that is. American Express, 

Visa, and MasterCard have begun embedding RFID tags into their credit cards, 

in a move that will enable even more detailed information to be gleaned from 

consumers widding them. With just a wave of their wrists, shoppers can trans

mit payment information just like they currently do with the now familiar 

Mobil Speedpass. 

In NCR's dream world, customers would also be transmitting information 

about their purchase history and value to the store that is programmed into the 

card's microchip. 
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Front of Metro Payback loyalty 

card. There is no mention of the 

RFID tag embedded inside, nor 

did METRO provide notice to 

customers about the RFID tag 

on the card application, store 

signage, or elsewhere. 

-

SPYCHIPS 

Katherine Albrecht examines shelves 

containing tagged bottles of Procter 

&: Gamble's Pantene shampoo. 

An RFID tag is affixed to the bottom 

of each bottle. 

(PHOTO: KATHERINE ALBRECHT) 

Back of Metro Payback card. 

There is no mention of the 

embedded RFID tag here, either. 
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X-ray of the Payback loyalty card confirms the RFID chip embedded within it. 

NCR must have done cartwheels when the Real 10 Act passed in the spring 

of 2005, federalizing control over driver's licenses. The act gave the Department 

of Homeland· Security the power to set technology standards for licenses

including the potential to require them to carry RFID chips. Requiring spychips 

in licenses would mean consumers could not leave home without a tracking 

device, at least not if they're driving. (This bill has been widely denounced by 

civil libertarians !u, creating a de facto national ID card.) 

Credit card companies probably celebrated right along with NCR since con

solidating identification and tracking documents has been on their wish list for 

a long time. As far back as 1998, Alan GI~ss, a senior vice president at 

MasterCard, looked forward to the day when "[a] senior citizen could have 

securely protected medical information, supermarket loyalty programs, social 

club membership and access, discount programs, a municipal transportation 

pass, and a library card all stored on a single chip:'6 

Transmitting data with a wave? More like a tidal wave if you ask us. 
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)J "WATCH 'EM WALK, HAWK" )J 

NCR Idea No.9: "Store cameras could be programmed to automatically pan and 

tilt to follow the customer with {RFID-taggedl merchandise until it is paid for." 

Yes, you read that right. Unless you'd like your every move closely watched 

by "pan and tilt cameras;' you'll want to stay away from thirty-dollar bottles of 

perfume. You'll want to avoid buying more than one pack of razor blades, too, 

because as soon as these items 'carry spychips, NCR wants them used as homing 

beacons to guide surveillance cameras to watch your every step. 

Already those cameras have become more sophisticated than you might 

think. No longer 1imi~ed to merely watching the fifteen or so feet in front of 

them, the cameras can now follow individuals by handing off their images from 

camera to camera to obtain a seamless, video of their entire shopping trip.7 

NCR describes how RFID tags would enable store employees to closely "fol

low the movement of the merchandise" (of course, by extension, this means 

you) with a network of cameras that would tail you from the moment you pick 

the items up through the remainder of your shopping trip. If you recall, Gillette 

has already used a similar type of photo surveillance triggered by hid~en spy

chips at a Tesco store in Cambridge, England. This plan works with or without 

a tagged loyalty card. 

The problem with watching every person who picks up a given product is 

that it relies on a "guilty until proven innocent" anti-theft strategy. Under NCR's 

plan, everyone is presumed to be a shoplifter until they prove otherwise by pay

ing for the goods. We believe that people buying high-ticket items should 

receive the store's thanks, not its Sherlock Holmes routine. Save the scrutiny for 

the bad guys-and leave the rest of us alone. 

)J "DUMP THE RECEIPT, PETE" )J 

NCR Idea No. 25: "The receipt would be 'on the tag' in the sense that the 

information usually appearing on a paper receipt (and probably more 

information) would be associated with t~e RFID code for the item." And No. 29: 

"Returns and exchanges with digital receipts. If an item had been purchased 

using RFID, returns and exchanges could be done without paper receipts, because 
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the information usually needed from the receipt would be associated with the 

RFID [tag] .... " 

Under NCR's "digital receipt" plan, shoppers will have to leave live RFID tags 

attached to their purchases. Not only does this mean that stores won't kill the 

tags at the checkstand, but if privacy concerns prompt you to remove or disable 

a tag once you get home, you could be destroying your proof of purchase and 

possibly voiding your warranty, too. 

As for returns, stores can't wait to encode purchaser information directly 

onto products so they can limit the number of items a customer can return or 

exchange. Several national retailers including KB Toys, Sports Authority, 

Staples, and trendy clothing store Express have already begun monitoring cus

tomers' return and exchange activity through sophisticated databases.8, 9 

If a shopper surpasses her so-called "return allowance" in a given time peri

od, these stores may prohibit any futUre returns, even if the merchandise is 

defective. Industry numbers suggest that Express, for example, may now hand 1 

to 2 percent of its shoppers a slip of paper reading "RETURN DECLINED" instead of 

giving them cash or credit slips. 10 While shoppers can get around these restric

tions by asking friends to make an exchange for them, in the spychipped future, 

the item's RFID tag could be encoded with a "do not return me message:' 

regardless of who brings it back. And that's just how the stores want it. If you 

exchanged the lime green bath towels your Aunt Clotilda gave you for your 

birthday (and everyone else did, too), you can forget about returning the fur pil

low shams she buys you at Christmas. By then, your aunt woUld have exceeded 

her purchasing "error allowance:' 

Return Declined. 

» "PUT THE SQUEEZE ON ST. NICK, RICK" » 
NCR Idea No. 32: "Dynamic pricing. RFID can be used in conjunction with elec

tronic shelf labels to automate pricing based on the number of items on the shelf. ... 

For example . .. when certain popular items were in short supply (e.g., at Christmas 

time), the price can be automatically raised." 

Bah, humbug! Who thinks these things up? The next time someone in the 
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industry tries to tell you retailers only want RFID "to improve your shopping 

experience:' you can ask when they hired the Grinch and Ebenezer Scrooge as 

strategy consultants. With this scheme in place, of course, you'll always wonder 

if that Tickle-Me-Elmo's price tag reads $589 because it's Christmastime or 

because they jacked up the price when they saw you coming. 

)J "REMIND HER TO PAY, JAY" )J 

NCR Idea No. 37: "If a shopper had outstanding business to settle with the store 

(e.g., overdue. or soon due video return or upcoming payment on a layaway item), 

the shopper could receive an automatic reminder upon entering the store. This 

could be done via cell phone . .. if that device had an RFID tag that identified the 

shopper or if the shopper carried an RFID-tagged loyalty card and the store had the 

customer's mobile contact information available." 

If we understand correctly, this means whenever a shopper walks through 

the door, the store could start calling her RFID-laced cell phone to nag her. We 

can just hear the annoying computer system now: "Hello, Mrs. Mac-In-Tire. 

Your video fine now totals six dollars and zero cents. And we have a special on 

aisle three on Cheese Whiz to go with those crackers in your cart:' 

But the cell phone could be used for a lot more than that. Cell phone man

ufacturers already envision using the phone as a sort of souped-up Mobil 

Speedpass on steroids, where the phone contains an embedded RFID tag that is 

paired with the phone's location tracking and communications potential. The 

cell phone could ID you to merchants, flash you with marketing and advertising 

messages, and let you make a purchase virtually anywhere on the planet--even 
, 

miles away from a cash register. (If this happens, expect cash registers to disap

pear along with cash.) 

Such phones are already being used in Japan ~nd parts of Europe. One 

recent trial in Japan even used the phone to pay cab fares. 11 (Will we soon be 

saying sayonara to anonymous cab rides, too?) At some point, retailers even 

hope to use mobile phones to flash prices at us when we shop and do away with 

the shelf price tag altogether. Companies envision a day when you wouldn't be 

allowed to enter a store at all without a cell phone or similarly equipped per-
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sonal digital assistant like a Palm Pilot that would identify you, track you, and 

set prices for you as you walk around.12 

.P "ENFORCE A FOOD BAN, STAN" .P 
NCR Idea No. 41: "Warnings about contents to which a shopper or family mem

ber is allergic or wants to avoid. If food or clothing were tagged with RFID that 

could provide information about the ingredients and materials composing the 

item, shoppers could be warned about items to which they or a family member was 

allergic when those items were placed in their shopping cartslbaskets equipped with 

RFID readers. This would be done by having software that compared the contents 

of the selected items with profiles that the shoppers set up . ... A smart system . .. 

could suggest alternatives that did not contain the problematic component and tell 

the shopper where to find them." 

This sounds innocent enough, and may even be helpful to some people. The 

trouble is that in order to make it work, you'll have to let the industry put RFID 

tags on every item in the store as well as a reader in your shopping cart. You'll 

also have to identify yourself on each shopping trip and let the computer review 

and approve (and record) every item you buy. It's a marketer's dream come 

true-and precisely why they'd love to sign up people for this service. After all, 

if you ask them to closely scrutinize your purchasing behavior, you can't blame 

them later, right? 

But that's not all. Imagine what would happen if health insurers, public 

health officials, and even employers could also peer over your shoulder at your 

food choices and set their own restrictions on what food and products you 

could or couldn't buy. Already, police departments have fired officers for smok

ing cigarettes in their off duty hours, claiming that smoking raises health insur

ance costs for others. 13 Starting in 2007, employees in King County, Washington 

(the county that encompasses the Seattle area), will be charged an extra one 

thousand dollars in annual healthcare fees if they don't participate in a snoopy 

"healthy incentives" program that monitors their lifestyle choices. 14 

Why wouldn't these same tactics someday be deployed at the supermarket? 

NCR's Bad Idea No. 41, the grocery cart that watches your spychipped food 
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choices, would make it possible for employers and health insurance companies 

to impose similar conditions on people's grocery store purchases. Why stop at 

tobacco? Cops could lose their jobs for buying red meat or beer. King County 

could go one step further and require employees to join the "healthy grocery 

cart" calorie restriction program or face hefty health insurance surcharges. 

Giving computers the power to prevent shoppers from buying certain prod

ucts sounds like a Big Brother increment just waiting to happen. Frankly, we'd 

rather read the labels ourselves than put a sophisticated food control network 

into the hands of marketers and giant corporations. 

BACK TO THE FUTURE STORE 

Future Store offers an unequaled glimpse of what the marketplace will look 

like in the years ahead, and its value as an educational tool cannot be 

overstated. 

-Tracy Mullin, president and CEO, National Retail Federation15 

It's true that a lot of education takes place when retailers run trials of RFID. 

But while the industry may have thought their lessons would all center on read 

rates and frequency ranges, they were unprepared for the "F" they got from con

sumers who learned they'd been spied on. 

Any retailer foolish enough to buy into NCR's spychipped retail zoo concept 

could learn a lot by looking at how consumers responded to being spied on at 

the Metro Future Store. By implementing just one of NCR's invasive ideas-the 

spychipped loyalty card-the company brought down the wrath of practically 

the entire German nation. After seeing evidence of the hidden RFID tag, the 

German people wanted to see the Future Store shut down. 

Metro was forced to recall all ten thousand cards it had issued to unsuspect

ing shoppers and was pummeled with a protest outside the store. The chain 

received crushing negative media coverage in almost every news outlet in . 

Germany. Even the government got involved, putting the store and its partners 

under investigation for potentially violating privacy laws. 16 It was clear that the 
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German people were not going to take hidden "Schnuffelchippen" (their word 

for spychips) lying down. 

Our German colleagues from FoeBuD appeared on dozens of television 

news programs, gave testimony to government officials, and were interviewed 

in all the major papers. Even today, Google lists over eight thousand stories on 

the scandal. We agree completely with the National Retail Federation that the 

Future Store's "value as an educational tool cannot be overstated:' 

The consumer backlash against the hidden RFID chips in the Payback loyalty 

card sent a clear message to the rest of the world: We consumers have the power 

to stop RFID cold in its tracks, and we don't have to put up with retailers' night

mare vision for our future. 

Here's betting NCR's "50 Ways to Use RFID" will have the spychippers 

quickly singing "50 Ways to Lose Your Customer" instead. 
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Even though the town of 

Rheinberg was hit with a 

snowstorm on the morning of 

the protest, angry consumers 

voiced their concerns. The 

orange sign cleverly contains 

the word "perfide," which 

means the quality or state of 

being disloyal-treachery. 

German consumers gather outside of METRO's "Extra Future Store" in 
Rheinberg, Germany, to demand an end to RFID experiments taking place 

there. Because of the consumer backlash against the hidden RFID chips in the 

Payback loyalty card, the store was forced to recall ten thousand cards. 
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BRINGING IT HeME 

[I] f you let them, companies like Gillette will monitor personal use of 

their products lin your home]. Throw one of their razors in the trash, 

and another one would be on its way. 

-Charlie Schmidt, 20011 

TRAPPED BY A HOUSE PLANT 

" I 'm doing very well today, thank you, Jimmy:' Edna rasped, her pink slippers 

making their characteristic scuffling sound as she moved from her bed to the 

window blinds. 

"There now. Let's shed some light on this, why don't we:' Edna said with 

unmistakable sarcas,m as she twisted the rod with her arthritic fingers to open 

the blinds, hoping to beat Jimmy to the recommendation. She hated the cheery 

reminder Jimmy uttered if she failed to make her room "happy with sunshine" 

by 8:00 A.M. 

"Don't you love the sunshine!" Jimmy cheered as the morning sun beamed 

through the vinyl slats. "Time for vitals:' 

85 
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As Edna scuffed into the bathroom, the medicine cabinet powered up. 

"Good morning, Edna. You look well this morn.41g;' the mirrored contraption 

monotoned. There were only two things Edna liked about the cabinet: It didn't 

fake a personality like Jimmy, and it was pretty easily tricked. , 
Edna placed her arm in the cabinet's blood pressure cuff as reequired every 

, " 

morning and faked a smile for the mirror, revealing ninety years of hard-won 

wrinkles. Then, as she did almost every morning for the last three years, she 

stuck out her tongue with a giant "ahhh;' and then donated the contents of her 

bladder and bowels to the beckoning smart potty. She learned from past expe

rience that exhibited unhappiness and failure to provide vital signs for trans

mission were too complicating. 

"Time for meds;' the cabinet bleeped. 

This was the part of the routine Edna enjoyed the most. She opened the pill 

bottles, removed the prescribed number of pills, and faked taking them for the 

mirror. Following with a dramatic swig' of water capped her bluff. 

She knew better than to take the myriad of chemicals prescribed by her 

physician and mandated by her well-meaning sons. The medicine made her feel 

achy, nUmb, ap.d powerless. By contrast, committing the tablets to the cleavage 

of her pink pajamas for sneaky disposal gave her a rush that imbued her 

translucent skin with a rosy glow. 

After her performance, she scuffed with a bit more attitude towards the cof

feemaker. Sipping coffee while poring over the morning paper was a ritual that 

made even Jimmy's interjections bearable. 
, . 

"Your blood pressure is a little elevated this morning. We will not 'have cof-

fee," Jimmy said matter of factly as Edna's RFID wristband got within read 

range. "It could raise your blood pressure?' 

Edna glared at the idle Mr. Coffee on the shelf next to Jimmy. No amount of 

clicking the on and off button made any difference. Her morning passion had 

been nixed by the unseen, all-knowing wisdom that ran the three rooms of her 

world and locked her out of danger for her own good. \ 

Edna wanted to strangle Jimmy or, at the very least, rip off a fj,,;ofhis leaves. 

But she knew it would be of no avail. There would be a replacement plant and 
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some unpleasantness like the other times. At least it was a "he" -well, the voice 

was a "he" voice. Much better than the strident "Judy" she had dismantled the 

last time. 

Unaware of i~ peril, Jimmy launched into his morning questions. "What 

day of the week is it, Edna?" 

, "I hate you, Jimmy:' 

"Oh, Edna. You're so funny;' Jimmy laughed. "That's why we're such good 

friends:' 

"You're a mechanical son of a bitch, if I've ever seen one:' 

"Oh, Edna, You're so funny;' Jimmy laughed again. "That's why we're such 

good friends." 

"Jimmy, if I knew Where you came from;' Edna' nuned, "I'd send you back. 

Where do people buy things like you?" 

"Oh, Edna. You're so funny. '. :' 

GOODBYE TO THE HUMAN TOUCH, HELLO BIG BROTHER 

Where would one get such an obnoxious companion plant for the elderly? A 

company called Acc~nture, an international technology consulting giant, has 

already developed a prototype of such a houseplant: 

The Caring Plant listens as an elderly or ill person talks to himself or 

someone else, picking up on even subtle groans or sighs .... For professional 

care providers as well as family members, the Caring Plant can provide on

site, around-the-clock monitoring, serving as the eyes and ears of 

caregivers.2 

To fully understand why anyone would dream up this plant and other inva

sive devices on the drawing board like Internet-enabled medicine cabinets and 

smart potties, you have to get into the mindset of companies developing them. 

Global players like Accenture, Intel, and Philips Electronics are already creating 

homes where "intelligent objects will be able to act based on the input gathered 

by technologies such as web cameras, sensors and radio frequency identification 
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(RFID) tags, which can collect, store and transmit basic information about 

objects and the environmene'3 

They expect gadgets like the Caring Plantto be a gold mine because of the 

forecasted doubling of the world's citizens aged sixty and ~ver by 2020.4 This 

graying of the population means more people will need nursing-home care, 

assisted living, and some companionship in their final days. Rather than 

encourage family members to provide this care and support themselves 

(where's the profit in that?), these companie,s are promoting pricey technology 

to do the caring instead. To get the elderly on board, they'll use the proven car

rot and stick. Studies show that ninety percent of elderly people would rather 

age in their own homes than move·into "assisted living communities"5 (and 

who could blame them?), so the veiled threat is they must either accept the inva

sive technology or get stuck in a nursing home. 

Accenture is working overtime to develop artificial intelligence systems that 

can keep ali eye on people and brags that high-tech in-home surveillance 

devices will not only be equal to the best human caregiving but will even be 

superior at getting the patient to behave in desired ways. They explain, "[W]hile 

caregivers and healthcare providers may try to influence good behavior, their 

reminders tend to be sporadic and easy to dismiss. Technology, however, can 

provide continuous motivation that is both subtle and powerful:'6 

But why limit such powerful technology and its electrortic "whip" to grand

ma and grandpa when it has so much commercial potential? Accenture believes 

the whole family should get in on the fun: "Beyond the elderly, technology ... 

could open a new set of services that bring retailers into people's homes:'7 

Accenture, for instance, has a patent pending on a wardrobe that tracks all the 

clothing in your closet. The benefit for you is that it will suggest coordinating 

outfits; the benefit for them is that "the wardrobe closet may also be connected 

to websites via the Internet ... to determine the user's clothing needs and find 

clothing offered for sale at one or more web sites:' The user is then encouraged 

to purchase the clothing.8 Such technological applications open up "more chan

nels for marketing products-for example special offers on products that retail

ers know to be suitable ... :'9 Of course, they can only "know" these products to 
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be "suitable" if their technology is continually spying on your belongings and 

reporting back to marketers. 

The idea of marketers observing what we do in the privacy of our homes is 

offensive, but the thought of the government watching us is downright scary. 

That hasn't sto1?ped Accenture from suggesting that government agents could 

use their RFID tools to monitor people in their homes-as a benevolent ges

ture: "[G]overnment agencies will also be looking for new ways to ensure the 

well-being of the people tht;y serve:' they note in a chilling comment. ''Activity

monitoring tools could give [government] caseworkers a powerful complement 

to home visits:' they suggest. 10 

We suspected that this was how Accenture ultimately aimed to cash in with 

their home monitoring'system-to force feed us advertising and allow Big 

Brother to monitor our daily activities. 

WATCHING YOUR EVERY MOVE IN THE HOME 

Other ,companies are developing eerie in-home people-watching systems, too. 

Plans are afoot to rig homes with cameras, microphones, breathing monitors, 

proximity sensors, and RFID devices a la 1984 that can sense not only where 

occupants are in homes, but even what they're thinking and feeling. 

One approach to watching people involves observing the motion of RFID

tagged items. Intel researchers call this the "invisible man" approach, after the 

1933 movie classic in which an unseen person's behavior is inferred by the 

movement of objects with which he interacts. For example, when a cigarette 

hangs in midair and smoke wisps out from it, the audience understands the 

invisible man is smoking. 

Intel's "invisible man" system rigs the home's occupant with "an unobtrusive 

RFID reader" that infers his activities from what he does with various tagged 

items: "For example, the system might detect the motion of the medicine cabi

net door, followed by the motion of the bottle of vitamin B ta~lets, followed by 

the motion of the water glass" to know that the occupant has taken a pill. 11 

The Intel team looks forward to the day when spychips appear on every

thing, so they will no longer have to apply them by hand. ''As RFID for supply 
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chain tracking becomes more common, it may not even be necessary to place 

the tags on some of the household items-they will already be there;' they 

enthuse. 12 

Other "smart homes" will rely on video cameras and microphones to do the 

watching. Philips Electronics takes home espionage to new extremes in their 

patented AUTOMATIC SYSTEM FOR MONITORING INDEPENDENT PERSON REQUIRING 

OCCASIONAL ASSISTANCE.I3 Who doesn't need a little help every now and then? 

Their system would capture video images round the clock and even keep 

track of the color of your clothes (presumably, wea,ring Goth black might tip 

thein off to a somber mental state), the pitch of your voice, the way you gesture, 

and the number of times you "enter and leave a single scene;' with the go~ of 

determining your "mental state/health status:' Equipping the home to hear its 

occupants is a priority for the Philips team. Audio monitoring could listen to 

conversations and home sounds to keep tabs on the home's occupants and vis

itors. No sound would elude its sensitive microphones, not even the faintest 

click, sigh, or intake of breath. 

Should you slip up and let on that you are unhappy living in such a home, 

the system would kick into overdrive. If it detected "the audio signal generated 

. by a crying person,"·for example, the video monitors would capture your tears 

on tape so your captors (a.k.a. caring family members) could view them later. 14 

But Philips wants to do more than watch, of course. They want to sell you 

stuff. In fact, the company secured a patent in July 2004 with which they hope 

to fully exploit hidden RFID information on items in our homes for direct mar

keting purposes. According to the patent, the company looks forward to "an 

environment in which inexpensive machine-readable label devices [a.k.a. RFID 

tags] ... appear in a great variety of contexts, as do bar-codes presently:' Philips 

is especially looking forward to spychips appearing in Cap'n Crunch cereal-a 

brand they actually menti~n in their patent documentation. 

To fully appreciate Philips's patented marketing concept and how it ties in 

with Cap'n Crunch, you must imagine you have purchased a table saw equipped 

with an RFID reader in your basement workshop. It's the latest model, hooked 

up to the Iptemet. You paid a fortune for it since it lets you scan different build-
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ing materials and get instant information, like which saw blade to use on 

Formica, or perhaps plans for constructing a cabinet. You kick the tires, test the 

saw on a few boards, then, feeling hungry, you head to the kitchen for a snack. 

You return with an RFID-tagged box of Cap'n Crunch cereal, toss a crispy 

handful into your mouth, and set the box down. 

On the table saw. 

Oops. 

Soon, courtesy of Philips Electronics patent No. 6,758,397, you start getting 

the weirdest junk mail addressed to "the snack lover at 533 Maple Lane:' includ

ing cents-off coupons for Froot Loops tucked onto a trial subscription to 

Modern Woodworker magazine. How could junk mailers possibly have known 

what you were doing in your basement? Philips explains: 

The smart appliances are all network-enabled, meaning they each have a 

microprocessor and at least an input or output device to communicate .... 

For example, the table saw ... may be equipped with a fixed reader ... [that] 

receives data from [an RFID tag] and transmits this data, along with an 

identification of a user .... 

[Suppose] the user was eating cereal as a snack while working in his/her 

tool shop ... a cereal manufacturer would probably have information about 

cereal (or other products that could be cross-sold) that is particularly 

relevant to users who like to eat cereal as a snack ... suppliers of content to 

readers can exploit the "hidden" information in requests for information for 

directed marketing. 15 

This wireless marketing scheme is certainly not limited to table saws and 

Cap'n Crunch, so swearing off the combination of woodworking and cereal 

would be pointless. Philips plans to capture just about any tag information it 

can siphon through Internet-connected objects that "phone home" when you 

least expect it. 

Companies like Philips also have visions of washing machines that moni

tor spychipped clothes, microwave ovens that read tags on frozen entrees to 
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automatically set cook times, and even refrigerators that keep tabs on what 

you're eating.16. 17 In fact, monitoring your family's food consumption is a 

recurring theme for the spychippers. UC Berkeley adjunct marketing profes

sor Peter Sealey predicts that some day this ability will allow companies to 

"precisely target individuals" with personalized ads: "[W]e could measure 

whether we delivered the commercial to. you, and, as I am monitoring your 

pantry, whether you bought the product, toO:'18 

It has been reported that Gillette's vice president of global business manage

ment, Dick Cantwell, looks forward to "lising readers to track consumer use of 

its products at home. Gillette sees the technology engaged in direct consumer 

marketing, which would rely on personalized information obtained from read

ers installed where products are actually used-in your refrigerator, say:' 19 

Would people actually be crazy enough to install RFID readers in their own 

homes so marketers could watch them? Industry proponents are betting they 

can get people to submit to this type of round-the-clock food surveillance' 

through the promise of "safer, faster, more efficient food recalls:'20 Presumably, 

the argument goes, if a batch of tainted peas gets recalled, health officials could 

quickly identify the precise location of every can in the nation, tracing them 

right into people's kitchens and onto the shelf. 

This promise may sound good to some, but it's unlikely to actually work out 

that way. The food retail industry once promised the same 'thing with super

market frequent shopper cards, but even though food retailers have now 

amassed detailed records on the food purchases of ~ver half the households in 

America, we can't name a single instance where those records were used for a 

recall. Instead, the benefit has all gone to the retailers who collect, sift, and sell 

our food purchase data for their own ends.21 

The home-watching vision doesn't stop with monitoring the pantry either. . , , 
Companies actually want to see RFID readers built directly into homes to mon-

itor everything all the time. Gillette's Cantwell says he looks forward to the day 

when RFID readers are "going to be a ubiquitous part of construction, whether 

you're building stores or homes ... :'22 
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Already, Armstrong, maker of floors, ceilings, and cabinetry, sells ceiling tiles 

that come pre-embedded with hidden antennas.23 While today those antennas 

might be used for wireless Internet access, tomorrow they could be part of a 

pervasive RFID home-monitoring scheme. Another company, Wisetrack, also 

sells a line of "environmentally unobtrusive" RFID readers designed for interi

or use. Perhaps the strangest is the RFID antenna hidden inside a picture frame 

that the company boasts "may be mounted unobtrusively on interior walls:'24 

Who would ever guess that the picture they were admiring could be looking 

right back at them-and scanning the RFID tags in their shirt and shorts? 

INVENTORY My ENTIRE HOME, PLEASE 

Remember how we' opened the book with the scary idea that someday every 

item in your closet could be numbered and tracked remotely? We weren't jok

ing. It's not only possible, but it's all gussied up and documented and ready to 

be patented. This doozy of a patent application describes how RFID readers 

called "sniffers" would be placed in your home's doorways, floors, and closets, 

and even in your car to inventory your spychipped possessions and send the 

results to marketers. Here's how it works: 

As the customer enters the door to his residence, a sniffer placed on the floor 

near the doorway detects the new [RFID-tagged] purchase. In a preferred 

embodiment, this wireless sniffer automatically and continuously emits an 

interrogation signal that searches for an RFID label which it has never seen 

before. The user's house may contain many sniffers, which all communicate 

wirelessly with a personal computer. A [mobile] sniffer could even be 

installed in the user's car .... [T]his mobile sniffer would be able to report 

new purchases as the car enters the driveway or garage. 

As with nearly everything else related to RFID, the motive is to spy on you 

for marketing purposes (though we bet the government could think of some 

stellar uses for this scheme): 
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All the items in the customer's house are attached to RFID labels, which are 

automatically detected by a sniffer or sniffers placed inside the house. A 

personal computer inside the house keeps track of the inventory of items in 

the house, and periodically reports the inventory automatically to the 

retailer via a modem using a conventional telephone line. The retailer 

and/or his suppliers use this information to analyze their sales and 

marketing strategies.25 

Not only can the sniffers watch what you take into the house, but they'll 

know what you remove as well, since the front door sniffer can be configured to 

sense RFIDs as they pass out of the house, too, according to the patent. 

We have this crazy image of people someday hauling their purchases in 

through the windows of their homes to sneak them past the marketers. Okay, 

you're right, it's a ridiculous idea-since they'll probably have the windows 

wired, too. 

POSITIVEID 

Of course, there's one more element that is necessary for planned pervasive in

home monitoring. We must be willing to identify ourselves to the system. After 

all, these smart appliances cannot respond individually to users and adapt to 

their needs-or collect information about them for marketing purposes-if 

they can't seamlesslyand consistently determine who those users are. Concerns 

over identification permeate researchers' work, amounting to a near obsession. 

If you can't tell who's taking the prescription medication, who's drinking too 

much coffee, or who might need some psychiatric help because he's sighing a bit 

too much, what good is all the spying? Now that we have the ability to do it, the 

pressure to require some form of permanent, foolproof ID is bound to follow. 

Researchers have identified a need for "natural" ways to track home occu

pants. The easy methods--external badges pinned on a shirt or swinging from 

a tether around the neck-:-are not ideal. Not only are they a constant reminder 

of the intrusion of the technology, but the tracked individual must make a con

scious decision to wear them. 
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Even if a home's occupants agree to participate in a home surveillance sys

tem, there are times when badges would be uncomfortable or impractical. 

Georgia ~ech researchers found "users will not wear the badge while sleeping (in 

order, for example, that the house can identify them when they arise to use the 

facilities in th~ middle of the night), or while doing work in the yard:' The trou

ble is that users have to remember to put the badge back on when they get out 

of bed or reenter the house-unlikely at 2 A.M. or after mowing the lawn and in 

d,esperate n~ed·<?f a cool lemonade. "In addition, adding new users, such as fre

quent visitors, requires another physical badge or tag;' they bemoan.26 

It's not inconceivable that if we succumb to the lure of the spychipped home 

and 'round the clock identification becomes necessary for doors to open, secu

rity systems to deactivate, and appliances to operate, we might be tempted to 

consider the most extreme form of identification. When external badges 

become annoying and forgetting our spychipped identification leaves us out in 

the cold one time too many, we just might be persuaded that implanting an 

RFID tag into our flesh would be the solution. And that would be a very bad 

idea-,-as you'll see in Chapter Fourteen. 

"., •. 
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TALKING TRASH 

... THE RFID TAGS You THROW AWAY SAY AS 

~l!qJ~AS THE (JNESi YCJ}J KEEP ~ 

Your garbage can is like a trap door that opens on to your most 

intimate secrets; what you toss away is, in many ways, just as revealing 

as what you keep. 

-Chris Lydgate and Nick Budnick, journalists who made a protest 

rummage through the garbage of Portland government officialsl 

Look at someone's garbage "and you know what people eat, what they 

are drinking, if they smoke, if they have kids, animals. You can see the 

personality:' 

-Pascal Rostain, celebrity garbage snoop/artist2 

I t's garbage day in the upper-middle-class enclave of Possum Hollow, a subdi

vision in unincorporated Dripping Falls, Texas. The trusting folks here haven't 

seen much crime in the ten years since the first foundation was poured in late 

1999-unless you count a few recent burglaries, but they figure that happens in 

even the best of neighborhoods. 

The residents roll out their trashcans in anticipation of the sanitation truck 

that shows up fairly predictably every Wednesday afternoon. It's thispredictabil

ity and suburban naivete that makes John's business so easy-and so satisfying. 

Every Wednesday morning just after the streets clear of commuters and 

babies are put in for their morning naps, John scans the three hundred garbage 

cans in Possum Hollow for "business information:' Armed with a car-mounted 

97 
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RFID reader, he drives by the giant plastic receptacles and downloads informa

tion abo~t the contents of each 'Can onto his trustY laptop. 

Who would have guessed that endless strings of ninety-six-bit numbers 

flashing up onthe screen would be so valuable? John makes what he character

izes as "a very nice living" matching up skimmed information with street 

addresses for his clients. 

While his interest in what the ritzy neighborhood throws away is strictly 

entrepreneurial, his clients obviously consider the information very valuable. 

It's so valuable that his innocuous little side business will soon allow John to 

upgrade his transportation to something quite a bit more impressive than his 

aging datamobile. 

INCREDIBLE, BUT ENTIRELY POSSIBLE 

Tidbits about John's entrepreneurial garbage surfing are ,raising a few eyebrows, 

we know. You're a bit skeptical that garbage could speak to marketers, snoops, 

and even criminals through remnant RFID chips. But we'll prove to you that 

not only is it technically possible to remotely read people's RFID-tagged trash, 

but businesses have already begun thinking up ways to take advantage of the 

spychips th~y expect us to unthinkingly wheel to our curbs on trash day. 

When confronted with the serious privacy downsides of RFID technology, 

proponents fire back with crafted responses to defuse the concerns. Of course, 

we've already shredded arguments like "even if we could track consumers, we 

wouldn't have any interest in doing so:' But our job is not complete until we've 

demolished one of the industry's favorite fall-back positions: the idea that RFID 

applied to product packaging poses no threat to consumers. "You're protected. 

Just throw it away," they say. 

EPCglobal, the organization managing the numbering scheme for the RFID 

Internet of Things, has gold-plated this "trash talk:' In its Guidelines on EPC for 

Consumer Products, the organization says we don't have to worry about item

level EPCs (electronic product codes) on RFID tags becauSe: "It is anticipated 

that for most products, the EPC tags would be part of disposable packaging or 

would be otherwise discardable:'3 
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But not so fast. There are several reasons why throwing away spychipped 

product packaging won't be enough to protect our privacy: 

1. RFID tags on packages could allow marketers and others to track shop

pers in the store, long before they reach the checkout counter to disable 

or discard the tags. & we explained in Chapter Five, this type of in-store 

tracking is already being planned in great detail. The "discardability" of 

the tags after the fact offers no protection at all . 

. 2; Throwing away a spychipped product package could give consumers a 

false sense of security. if the company has hidden a second chip in the 

product itself for surreptitious tracking purposes. 

3. Many products and their packages are inseparable, so you can't just throw 

the packaging away. For example, you aren't likely to toss out the milk or 

window cleaner containers until their contents are used-which could be 

several RFID transmissions away. 

4. And now we come to the point of this chapter: In the RFID world, trash 

talks! 

WOULD THEY REALLY Do THAT? 

Yes, there really are plans for all the stuff you throwaway in the RFID world, and 

they're pretty dirty. But before we get to that, you need to see that there are 

people who would want to go through the trouble of gathering information 

about discarded items like old shoes, Coke cans, cardboard boxes, and stationery. 

Portland police officer Gina Hoesly found out the hard way that there are 

those willing to brave maggot-infested table scraps, smelly cat litter, dirty dia

pers, and even discarded feminine products to learn more about our lives. Based 

on a tip that Hoesly might be using drugs, her boss ordered her fellow cops to 

snatch her garbage from the curb and search through it for clues. They thought 

they hit paydirt when they discovered a used tampon. They had it sent to the 

state's crime lab, where her dried blood was tested for drugs, DNA, and even 

semen. 

Invasive? You betcha. 
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The tampO? turned out to be "clean;' but the cops found other evidence in 

the trash that won them a search warrant for Hoesly's home. That search turned 

up evidence the police were eager to use against the twelve-year veteran of the 

police force, who was already controversial for dating high-:profile guys like 

Godsmack's bass guitar player, ex-Portland Trailblazer Jerome Kersey, and her 

superior, Assistant Police Chief Andrew Kirkland. She also had a" history of 

blowing the whi$tle on bureau misdeeds. 

While evidence obtained from Hoesly's garbage was thrown out of court by 

the judge, the decision was based on Orego~s strict state constitution. Had 

Hoesly been in another state, had she used clear trash bags, had she not put a 

tight lid on her trash can, or had she otherwise not proven her intent to keep her 

trash private, the results could have been quite different.4 It sounds unbeliev

able, but warrantless garbage searches have been ruled permissible by the 

United States Supreme Court, despite arguments that they violate the Fourth 

Amendment.5 

ONE MAN'S TRASH Is ANOTHER MAN'S CASH 

The first thing we would do was locate a suitable home. For example, 

Jack Nicholson's or Btuce Willis's. Next, we would find out when the 

garbage was being collected and grab it before the truck came round. 

-Pascal Rostain6 

For some, the murky legal status of garbage has made trash collecting big 

business. French photojournalist Pascal Rostain makes a living snapping pies of 

the discards of the rich and famous. After lining up his finds on a black velvet 

background, he photographs them and offers the results for sale at art galleries 

around the world. 

Rostain hit on his bizarre livelihood after reading about a sociology profes

sor who required his students to go through other people's garbage as a course 

assignment. Shortly thereafter, he was called upon to photograph famed French 

singer Serge Gainsbourg (affectionately known as "the dirty mouth of French 
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pop") at the star's home. This access presented Rostain with a unique opportu

nity to nab the singer's garbage-so he seized his chance. 

Fondling Gainsbourg's discarded cigarette packages and empty booze bot

tles gave Rostain a rush. "It was like the key to Gainsbourg;' he is quoted as say

ing. "I felt as if I had a part of him in front of me:'7 Anxious to repeat the expe

rience, Rostain enlisted a partner and flew to Los Angeles where he bought a 

map of the stars' homes, several very large suitcases, and many pairs of yellow 

plastic gloves. 

In the fifteen years that have followed, celebrities like Madonna, Tom Cruise, 

Pamela Anderson, and Mel Gibson have all become familiar With Rostain's work 

the hard way-by being spotlighted in his invasive exhibits. The results can be 

embarrassing. The gossip and snickering surrounding a package of Depends 

adult diapers found in Larry King's trash were enough to compel the talk show 

host to issue a denial that the incontinence products belonged to him. "They 

must have been in someone else's garbage;' he told the New York Post. "I've never 

heard of Depends. I wouldn't know what a Depends looks like:'8 

The dues in people's trash can impact them in unexpected ways. The world 

now knows, for example, that although Halle Berry is a highly paid spokes

woman for Revlon, she does not use the company's products herself. (In fact, 

not a single Revlon product appeared among the many empty containers of 

competing beauty products found in her trash.) The public can also contem

plate the meaning of a pair of underwear tossed out by Antonio Banderas, won

der what Sharon Stone could possibly have done with thirteen cans of pear 

halves, and vicariously experience the dinner party that left a case of Chianti 

bottles and several Cuban cigar stubs in Arnold Schwarzenegger's Hefty bags.9 

When Rostain's work was recently displayed at an upscale SoHo gallery, the 

cognoscenti plunked down upwards of six thousand dollars per framed photo

graph. Not surprisingly, many of the buyers were the very celebrities whose 

trash he had "profiled:' This strikes us as an innovative form of privacy extor

tion. What multimillionaire celebrities wouldn't hand over a mere $6k to pre

vent others from hanging an intimate snapshot of their private lives on a living 

room wall? 
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... 
\ 

BENJI THE BINMAN 

While Rostain's garbage picking may be obnoxious, it is. nothing compared to 
• 

the work of Benjamin Pell, the British rummager known as "Benji the Binman:' 

The Binman regularly sniffs out ripe news stories from garbage rotting on the 

curbs outside the, corridors of power and is handsomely rewarded by British 

newspapers for his troubles, reportedly earniI\thousands of dollars per story 

he helps unearth.10 'i . 
He's managed to humiliate the top of the poli~cal heap, digging up financial 

information on politicians, tycoons, and even a memo written to Tony Blak by 

his pollster, warning that the Prime Minister was, growing "out of touch" with . 

the public.ll The Binman's other targets have included celebrities. A self-pro- \ 

fessed obsessive-compulsiverhe is said to have amassed seventy-five full bags of 

trash from Elton John's home. 

His finds have appeared in the Times, the Sun, the Mirror, the Daily Mai~ , 
Independent, Guardian, and Sunday Telegraph newspapers. The Manchester _ 

Guardian assures us that "readers of virtually every national newspaper will at I \ 

some p0in:t have read a story inspired or informed by his rummagings:'12 

Government officials in the u.s. are not immune to the garbage browsing ,. 
threat either. The press has snagged the garbage of Portland's mayor, police chief, 

and district attorney and itemized its contents for public perusal (over their 

strenuous but ultimately futile objections), and reporters once heisted the trash 

of former Secretary of StateI:Ienry Kissinger and President Ronald Reagan. 

But in the U.S., the law typically comes down on the side of the snoop. 

Despite the intimate nature of garbage, in most juriSdictions, it is perfectly legal 

to go through someone else's curbside trash without permission or a search war

rant. Garbage placed near the street for collection is generally considered "aban- ( 

doned property," waiting for anyone with an interest to examine its contents. 

TAKING THE DIRT OUT OF DUMPSTER DIVING 

As picking up someone's trash from the curb is legal in most jUrisdictions, it 

would seem the main deterrents to more widespread celebrity trash displays are 
( 
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(a) having the guts to grab someone's trash in broad daylight, and (b) having 

the stomach to sift through moldy produce and used Kleenex for that occasion

al prize. 

But what if there were a new way to get the dirt on people? Imagine how 

much easier life would be for the paparazzi, criminals, and snoops if they could 

scan garbage remotely, secretly, and silently, from the convenience and privacy 

of their own cars? RFID promises this kind of instant inside information with 

no public scene, no fuss, no mess. 

Okay, sure, that might someday be possible, you say. But what does it 

matter to me? Unless I'm a celebrity or a politician, I've got nothing to worry 

about, right? 

Think again. 

BIG PLANS FOR YOUR GARBAGE 

Noting that some 80 percent to 90 percent of junk mail catalogs go straight to 

the trash, inventor Robert Barritz (CEO ofIsogon Corporation, anIBM suppli

er) has come up with a "method for determining if a publication has not been 

read;' according to u.s. patent No. 6,600,419.13 Inquiring junk mailers want to 

know what sort of ingrate throws away their valuable marketing materials with

out even opening them, and spychips are just the tool to provide the answer. 

Barritz's little trick involves programming a unique serial number for each 

household into an RFID tag affixed to the catalog before it is mailed. The tag 

gets hooked up to a "mechanical seal or switch on the cover which completes the 

circuit to the RFID tag:' Opening the magazine breaks the seal and kills the 

RFID tag. This means that any catalog that has not been read would "respond to 

an RFID scanner with its identifying information. Otherwise, it will not 

respond at all:' 

Just as hidden web bugs report back to marketers wheth~r you've read their 

e-mail spam, this device would tell them who read their postal junk mail spam. 

The patent explains this invention will "benefit individual retailers and market 

research firms" since "data on an individual consumer would indicate whether 

or not to consider sending future publications:' 
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The inventive genius behind this scheme has grand plans for collecting the 

data and sendjng it to a central computer system for processing. He envisions 

automatically scanning people's household garbage with RFID readers attached 

to sanitation and recycling trucks. He even describes how reader devices could 

b~ fitted into smaller vehicles, so marketers or entrepreneurs like our hypothet

ical John could download data by simply driving along the curbside on garbage 

day. 14 

What is the lesson of this patent? Be careful which marketing materials or 

catalogs you open in an RFID-Iaced world. Make the wrong choice and you 

could be inundated with junk mail. 

~~ RFID-ENABLEO GARBAGE CANS AND GARBAGE 

TRUCKS ARE ALREADY H ERE ~~ 

;B~~in:i995., resid~ts. ' .. '. . ~Xll .. ~"~' .:~. ~.1 ~.' O.:(x)lor:\®i:!# 

~~d:~tb.BfID~. Xh~ .P$P~'~r!?!·;.e.)lW~ .... ~"'l?.;.~~, 
tritOO fitted with RFID rea~ to~ b$veen 
. ~dlethem ~ppropriate1y ariJ>au~~ti~l!i~dabt, a 

.. patented an enhanced RFIDi:J.'ea4ersys~Pl for waste pi<::~I~··.·~~bii!.;:.~f~~ 
Octobet 15; 1996.16 It's a: ~ t9f.~"gar~e woo tQdetc~ine,~lU, ,......;... .' ':'. ' ... >"<: ,,,:,;,,,:,,:,.;i,it' '.. . 
to dump into their tntcks when there art~om.peting sanltati,01t¢(i)tt 
:'~Cingthe>Sattleheiglit)orh~d. ':;i~;:'" . 

PROTECTING YOURSELF WITH THE SHREDDER 

If you're thinking you can protect yourself from snoops by shredding spy

chipped documents before trashing them, we have some bad news for you. 

While you could do a pretty good job destroying the paper, miniscule RFID tags 

could be small enough to escape the teeth of even the best cross-cut shredder. 

Of course, a snoop would have to get pretty close to grab the data from the 

smallest tags, since their read range would only be a few inches. But someone 

like Benji the Binman, who doesn't mind sifting garbage through his fingers, 

wouldn't mind that. The U.S. Postal Service has threatened to someday embed 
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such tiny tags into postage st~ps and envelopes for tracking purposes, making 

it theoretically possible that snoops could learn }\Tho had sent you mail even 

after you had reduced it to a pile of confetti. 

In addition to documents, there are plenty of other things in our trash that 

simply aren't candidates for the shredder, things like empty cereal boxes, old 

tennis shoes, and broken toys. And at least one major American corporation has 

its eye on a way to sort through those discards for a profit. It's BellSouth, parent 

company of Cingular Wireless and a self-described "Fortune 100 communica

tions services company headquartered in Atlanta, GA, serving nearly 50 million 

local, long distance, Internet and wireless customers in the United States and 12 

other countries:'17 

BellSouth's Intellectual Property Corporation has taken assignment on a 

patent application entitled SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR UTIUZING RF TAGS TO COL

LECT DATA CONCERNING POST-CONSUMER RESOURCES.18 While the application dis

cusses the worthy goal of sorting recyclable materials, its creepy crux boils down 

to how the data contained in RFID tags on disposed items "may be collected, 

sorted, processed, and provided for sale:' 

Yes, you read that right, they plan to sell data on our trash. Of course. We 

should have known BellSouth was just another megacorporation waiting in the 

wings to swoop down on the data revealed once its fellow corporate cronies spy

chip the world. 

Information concerning a post-consumption item [i.e., a piece of trash] 

may be linked (by serial number, for example) with information concerning 

the pre-consumed [i.e., a brand new] item collected by other data collection 

systems .... By combining captured pre-consumer linformation with post

consumption information, the entire life cycle of an item may be tracked. 

This information may be useful to any number of entities, including 

retailers, manufacturers, distributors and the like. 

BellSouth goes. on to explain how such data could allow close tracking of 

product transport and use: 
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[T]he collected and processed data may be helpful to track consumer 

purchase versus use patterns. A pet owner who lives in Atlanta but has a 

cabin in the mountains may choose to purchase pet food in the mountains 

because pet food is less expensive there .... 4 recycling facility may find it 

useful to know where items dropped off at the recycling center were origi

nally purchased. Grocery stores, pharmacies and retailers may find it useful 

to know how long it takes a particular item to go from being stocked on .the 

shelf to being placed in a waste or recycling receptacle .... The information 

collected may be ... valuable to particular industries. 

Valuable, indeed: And while BellSouth might have looked to the likes of the 

"Binrnan" for inspiration, it plans to capture its trashy tidbits with a little more 

dignity, according to related patent application 20040133484.19 There, the 

inventor describes an elaborate garbage "sorting apparatus" complete with 

picker arms and conveyor belts so that even the most disgusting RFID-tagged 

items can be read and cataloged in a database without sullying human hands. 

With such automation it's possible that everything hitting the dump could be 

recorded in excruciating detail, a fact that would likely prompt a new adage: "Be 

careful what you throwaway:' 

What in the world was BellSouth-a phone company-thinking when they 

sought out a garbage patent that has nothing to do with communications? 

Considering that BellSouth has wiring extending into twelve million homes like 

so many tentacles, and that it connects many of those homes to the Internet . 

through broadband, the company could do some interesting things with its 

patent, especially if it teamed forces with a company working to connect house

hold objects to each other and beyond. Such a, formidable team could track 

"product lifecycle" right through the home. 

THE FUTURE OF TALKING TRASH 

For this ambitious trash tracking scheme to become a reality, nearly all packages 

will have to contain RFID tags. At current prices of tens of cents a piece, this is 

unrealistic. But as we discussed in Chapter Two, companies have been working 
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on ways to manufacture disposable, printed RFID chips for a lot less money

maybe even pennies a piece. Back in 2002, RFID Journal predicted that innova

tions in cheap RFID chips could usher in widespread deployment of RFID

equipped packaging by 2008, making "very real the possibility that within five 

years ordinary bags of potato chips and boxes of cereal will have RFID 

microchips and antennas printed on them during the commercial printing. 

process-much the way bar codes are printed on most products today:'20 

In the RFID world, even ordinary paper could be read at a distance, thanks 

to packaging manufacturer Tapemark. They're promoting a way to embed chip

less RFID transponders made of nano-resistant fibers into packaging and prod

uct labels. These covert, miniature transponders will be invisible to the naked 

eye. The fibers are as small as five microns in width and one millimeter in 

length-that's just a fraction of the length of a baby's eyelash! The proprietary 

combinaticn of these fibers embedded in paper could reportedly reflect a 

unique serial number up to five feet away, and they'll only cost pennies apiece.21 

Or how about spychipping newspapers? Flint Ink, one of the largest ink 

manufacturers in the world, is developing RFID tags and antennas made of 

conductive ink that could be indistinguishable from "normal" printing ink. It 

just so happens the company already supplies newsprint ink to many of the 

newspapers in the United States, a fact that could help ensure a seamless transi

tion to remotely trackable newspapers. 

Editor 6- Publisher magazine gushed at the prospect, saying that such tags 

"could provide a series of snapshots of customer behavior over time and across 

space" to tell publishers and advertisers how people read newspapers. 

Publishing industry analyst Miles Groves agreed that remotely tracking news

papers would be of considerable interest to major retailers whose ads appear on 

their pages.22 

Nor would tracking reading material be the exclusive purview of newspa

pers. Arbitron, the media measurement company, and Time Inc., the publisher 

of popular magazines like Reader's Digest and Time, hope to someday use spy

chips embedded in magazines to monitor readership, just as soon as the price 

comes down. They'd also like to track such crucial factoids as where in the 
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house magazines are actually read. Thanks to ,RFID, they could literally follow 

reading'material into the bathroom with yoU.23 

We're guessing the publishing industry would even like to pursue those 

magazines to their final resting places, which will open up all kinds of possibil

ities for entrepreneurs like our garbage surfing John and the overseers of 

BellSouth's trash picker arms in dumps across America. 
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YES, THAT'S YOUR 
MEDICINE CABINET TALKING 

How YOUR. COOTOR, PHARMACY, AND He,SPITAL. 

USE RF"ID,~; 

Truth is like the sun. You can shut it out for a time, but it ain't 

goin'away. 

-Elvis Presleyl 

E very August, Elvis Presley fans worldwide descend on Memphis, Tennessee, 

for "Elvis Week:' The week, which has now expanded to a rollicking nine days, 

includes dozens of Elvis-themed events that culminate in a candlelight vigil on 

August 16 commemorating the King of Rock en' Roll's untimely death.2 

The Memphis Regional Medical Center, "The Med;' is particularly busy dur

ing Elvis week, as fans converge to tour the only medical institution in the world 

named in honor of their hero-The Elvis Presley Memorial Trauma Center.3 

While the throng of diehard fans and Elvis impersonators are a fun distrac

tion from the serious business at hand, they give generously to their idol's 

namesake trauma center-money that is badly needed. "The Med" is what is 

referred to as a "safety net" hospital, the only avenue many of the poor have to 

any kind of medical care. ' 

109 
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Like :most inner-city hospitals, "The Med" is overwhelmed, underfunded, 

and inadequately staffed to handle the mass of humanity that enters its doors 

for everything from life-threatening accidents to ear infections. An e.stimated 

seventy~ five percent of the patients who seek attention there are ~orities and 

either uninsured or on Medicaid.4 

What to do? Hiring additional staff, adding additional equipment, or open

ing up clinics for preemptive non-emergency care could have all helped relieve 

the logistical burden. But someone had a better idea: supply chain management 

andRFID. 

The Robert Woods Johnson Foundation, the same people who fund 

National Public ~adio programming, bought into the idea and funded a three

month experiment in which staff affixed adhesive-backed microwave frequency 

RFID tags to the ankle of each trauma patient entering the emergency center. 

Then, patients were tracked by the unique identification numbers on the 

assigned active RFID tags via twenty-five readers deployed throughout the 

250,000 square foot facility.5 

The Federal Express Supply Chain Management Center at the University of 

Memphis lent its logistical expertise for the test, giving new meaning to the term 

"delivering healthcare:' FedEx's reputation for rapidly dispatching and deliver

ing cardboard envelopes and boxes apparently made their educational arm the 

"go to" source for helping process the inventory of underprivilegedpatients. 

Would Elvis, who was renowned for giving generously to medical causes, 

have been happy that his namesake trauma center was tracking people like 

overnight packages? We envision him saying something like, "Don't be cruel. 

These are folks just like you and me. They're not some boxes:' 

A company called Alien Technology (we kid you not) landed in the middle of 

this bizarre humans-as-boxes experiment, supplying the controversial technolo

gy. It was an incredible opportunity for them to find willing subjects on which to 

test their 2.45 GHz battery-powered RFID tags that could reportedly spy a 

patient from up to thirty meters away (almost one hundred feet).6 Not surpris

ingly, Alien Technology looked back on the event with fondness in its April 2004 

press release, characterizing its tagging and tracking trial as "successful:' To pre-
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empt any criticiSm, Alien assured the public that the patients "were informed of 
. ....... rt 

the purpose and '~ature of the trial, and were enthusiastic to participate:'7 

Fair enough, but we wonder just how legitimate consent is when it is 

obtained from a' patient in an emergency trauma unit. ("Okay, okay, Doc, I'll 

sign whatever you want. Just sew my leg back on!") We further question how 

ethical it is to represent that underprivileged patients could exercise choice in 

the matter given their dire circumstances. After all, where else could they go? 

Of course, it couldn't have hurt that "the system was unobtrusive to the 

patients;' as Alien pointed out in its PR release.8 Keeping the technology out of 

sight i/a consistent factor in getting people to accept RFID, which may be why 

/ the industry keeps aiming for invisibility, while we consumers keep aiming for 

notice and transparency. 

Likening peopl~ to inventory doesn't stop in the trauma unit. Hospital . , 

administrators, pub% health officials, HMOs, pharmaceutical companies, and 

retail drug stores all ~~pe to use RFID to keep tabs on patient health, drug use, 

and even food consumption. Their plans extend far beyond the needy patients 

who have served as their guinea pigs to date. 

A REAL FULL BODY SCAN 

If proponents have their way, all patients will one day have a shadowy new part

ner on their healthcare teams: RFID. All the physical items patients come in 

contact with, and the patients themselves will be tagged and tracked. Believe it or 

not, even bedpans might be fitted with RFID devices hooked up to sensors so 

the quality and quantity of bodily outputs can be monitored around the clock 

and broadcast wirelessly to nursing staff and computer databases. 

A company called Precision Dynamics Corporation (PDC) is banking on 

this future~ Among other things, PDC makes a spychipped patient wristband 

called the Smart Band which consolidates a person's medical history, account 

. history, and insurance information all on one chlp. Promoted as an "htdication 

that hospitals and the medical device industry are working overtime to meet the 

needs of patients;' the Smart Band will enable hospital employees to ID a sleep

ing patient from several feet away.9 
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If the idea of being scanned as part of a hospital network of inanimate and 

human objects makes you feel like just another piece of inventory, it's not sur

prising. RFID is, after all, inventory control technology, and it has a disquieting 

tendency to distort things to fit that worldview-whether they are beloved fam

ily members struggling for life or newborn babies bursting onto the scene. The 

computer sees only numbers. 

Hang on, patients of the future. If you think today's hospitals are imperson

al, just wait until the RFID guys get through with them. 

MEDICAL ERRORS 

The PDC website features a page titled "Why RFID Is Critical" with a bold 

heading purporting to explain "Why hospitals need to be on board with 

RFID:'IO Imagine you are a hospital administrator reading the following dire 

statistics: 

The importance of positive patient identification in reducing medical errors 

harshly hits home when considering between 44,000 and 98,000 patients die 

in the United States each year from medically related errors at a cost of $29 . 

billion. The leading cause of death due to medical errors is caused by patient 

misidentification, and specimen or medication misidentification. 11 

-quote on PDC website attributed to "The Institute of Medicine Report" 

by Dr. Mark Chassin and Dr. Lucian Leape 

Sounds compelling, doesn't it? But there's a problem when the sun shines on 

this statistic. As Elvis would say, the truth ain't goin' away. The "Institute of 

Medicine Report" doesn't mention patient misidentification at all, much less 

does it assert that patient misidentification was "the leading cause of death due 

to medical errors:' 

Thinking we must be missing something, we contacted one of the study's 

authors, Dr. Lucian Leape of the Harvard School of Public Health. We sent Dr. 

Leape a copy of PDC's quote, figuring that if anyone would know the truth, he 

would. Within hours, Dr. Leape fired back this scorching reply: 
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This [PDC quote] is a complete misrepresentation. One might even say a lie, 

in that it clearly is intended to deceive. Misidentification is a problem, but 

not one that has ever been quantified to my knowledge and it was nota 

specific item in the Medical Practice Study. 12 

Far from being the leading cause of death, it turns out that patient misiden

tification is at most a minor problem. When we followed up with him, Dr. Leape 

estimated that misidentification accounts for fewer than 5 percent of medical 

errors overall. 

The myth of widespread patient misidentification has been repeated so 

many times and in so many places, from major newspapers to medical industry 

publications, that it has taken on a life of its own. * 

While it is true that there are 195,000 preventable deaths a year at the 

nation's hospitals due to medical errors, the majority are due to causes like post

operative infections, bed sores, pulmonary embolisms, and deep vein throm

boses**-the sorts of conditions that occur when there is inadequate personal 

attention to patient needs. Strangely, adopting RPID systems that further deper

sonalize the caregiving relationship. could actually make things worse. At the 

very least, it would divert money away from efforts that really do save lives. 

According to Dr. Samantha Collier, one of the study's principal authors, "If 

we could focus our efforts on just four key areas-failure to rescue, bed sores, 

postoperative sepsis, and postoperative pulmonary embolism-and reduce 

*PDC is not the only company using this faulty statistic to promote RFID. We have caught at least 
two other companies selling medical RFID devices with the same pitch. A company called 
InfoLogix sells "next-generation systems [that] promise to pair bar codes with tiny transmitters 
like those used by highway toll booths to read speed passes, letting nurses identify patients from 
across the room:' The company's promise of "accurate ID, tracking, and processing" made us feel 
like we were looking at a cattle auction near a meatpacking plant, not a place where vibrant 
human beings work together for optimum health. The InfoLogix website rhetorically asks visi
tors, "Why do hospitals need to be on board with RFIm" They answer it with the industry's stan
dard (erroneous) line that "the leading cause of death due to medical errors is caused by patient 
misidentification." 
**"The PSIs [patient safety incidents] with the highest incident rates per 1,000 hospitalizations at 
risk were Failure to Rescue, Decubitus Ulcer, and Post-Operative Sepsis. These three patient safe
ty incidents accounted for almost 60% of all patient safety incidents studied:'l3 
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these incidents by just 20 percent, we could save 39,000 people from dying 

every year:'14 Given the low rate of death from patient misidentification and 

the serious problems elsewhere, it would seem wiser to invest scarce hospital 

resources in addressing real medical errors, rather than pouring money down 

the RFID hole. 

TAKE YOUR MEDICINE-IT's GOOD FOR ••• Us! 

The pharmaceutical industry is overjoyed at the idea of adding RFID to their bag 

of profit-enhancing tricks. They'd love to get right into your bathroom and 

monitor every pill you take to increase something called "prescription compli

ance" (i.e., filling and refilling every prescription yoUr doctor writes and taking 

every pill on schedule). According to statistics, while three out of five doctor vis

its result in a prescription being issued, only 50 percent of those prescriptions are 

ever filled. Of those 50 percent that are filled, 30 percent are not refilled. IS What's 

more, some patients do not follow a strict protocol and might skip doses. 

Whatever else they might represent, those skipped doses and unfilled prescrip

tions also mean lost.revenue to drug manufacturers and retail pharmacies. CVS 

Pharmacy, with over five thousand stores in thirty-six states, fills an estimated 11 

percent of all U.S. prescriptions. It estimates that improving prescription compli

ance by just 2 to 3 percent would mean the company could fill an additional 6.8 to 

10.2 million prescriptions per year-something they call "a real opportunity:'16 

CVS notes that ''because volume is a key driver, as an industry we have to 

find new ways to deliver on the expected increase." How will they do that? Why 

not install prescription-monitoring devices in patients' homes to ensure that 

they are properly consumirig and refilling their prescriptions? 

Once again, consulting giant Accenture rushes to the rescue of big business 

with an outrageous contraption it hopes you will welcome into your home. Its 

patented "Online Medicine Cabinet" is rigged with a high-tech camera, RFID, 

and an Internet connection so it can cortununicate directly with your doctor, 

the pharmacy, and maybe even your HMO. 17 Skip a Prozac and you're bound to 

get a warning. Do it twice and, well, you get the picture. 

Intel Seattle researchers have also smelled opportunity in prescription com-
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pliance and lighted on the idea of a prescription nanny they call the MedPad. 

This appliance is a "flexible, low-overhead ubiquitous system" that monitors the 

patient's prescription use courtesy of embedded spychips and sensors. 

Each medicine bottle has an RFID tag affixed to it that is read by the 

MedPad's integrated RFID reader. The pad recognizes when medication is 

removed and put back. In addition, the system sensor detects the difference in 

the before-and-after weight of the medicine bottle to ascertain what quantity of 

medicine was removed from it, and, theoretically, taken by the patient. 

One of the MedPad inventors clarifies that, "By 'medications; we mean any 

packaged item taken for health reasons, including vitamins, aspirin, cold med

ications, glucose tablets, and so forth:'18 Yes, they want to track it all, and the 

MedPad would make it possible. 

So \Yhat does the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) think about all 

this RFID monitoring? As you'll read in a later chapter, heads of federal agencies 

have been directed to support RFID wherever possible, so the FDA is acting like 

a lovesick schoolboy around the technology. Per their marching orders, the FDA 

is claiming that the technology will reduce theft and counterfeiting of prescrip

tiondrugs. 

In 2004, the agency issued guidelines strongly recommending that all pre

scription drugs in the supply chain be RFID-tagged by 2007.19 It even placed a 

. rush on the implementation of its guidelines "because of the importance of 

beginning RFID feasibility studies as quickly as possible." Acting FDA 

Commissioner Dr. Lester M. Crawford said, "We hope that other manufactur

ers, wholesalers, and retailers will follow this example by also becoming early 

adopters of RFID:'2o 

Several drug companies immediately stepped up to the plate. Purdue 

Pharma, the makers of OxyContin, announced they would incorporate RFID 

tags into the labels of 100-tablet OxyContin bottles shipped to Wal-Mart phar

macies. Pfizer announced plans to tag all Viagra containers shipped and sold in 

the U.S. in 2005. But we can't help but wonder if a man would really want to 

broadcast his impotence problem by carrying spychipped Viagra that could be 

scanned across a dinner table. 
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RFID ON THE INSIDE 

How about swallowing an RFID device? 'The makers of the Jonah temperature 

sensor think it's a terrific way to measure a subject's internal temperature. 'The 

purple vitamin-tablet-sized device consists of an array of miniature electronic 

equip~ent including an RFID tag, a battery, and a miniature thermometer. 

Once ingested, Jonah, presumably named after the famous Biblical charac

ter who languished in the belly of a whale, travels the entrails of the patient, 

measuring her internal temperature along the way and beaming it out to mon

itors as far as three feet away. According to promotional literature -from the 

MiniMitter (get it, mini emitter?) company that makes Jonah, "normal passage 

time is 1 to 5 days:' Fortunately, MiniMitter assures us the Jonah device is dis

posable, so there's no need to reclaim it after each use.21 

~ Is THERE A CHIP IN YOUR CHOPPERS? ~ 

··)beyone day add a miCrophone? It could be onthedrawing boarti., as'J~Jiljl~ 
_~.':¥<l1apter Fourteen.. 

As we dig into the files of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, we find fur- . 

ther interest in capturing very personal data about bodily functions, as revealed 

by a bizarre patent for an RFID-enabled tampon detection system. When satu

rated, this device can send a signal from within a woman's body -to a nearby 
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computer reader, alerting the computer that it is time for her to attend to her 

personal hygiene.23 

Even Kimberly-Clark, maker of Huggies, wants to get into the body fluid 

detecting act and has applied for a patent on a device that could be a boon for 

the parenting-impaired mother: the diaper with an. associated sensor and RFID 

tag. The assembly senses when the diaper gets wet and sends a message to a 

computer system, which then alerts mom or other caregiver to change the baby. 

But Kimberly-Clark sees much more potential in its invention and suggests 

an excruciatingly lengthy list of embarrassing places to monitor body excre

tions. These include everything from bed linens to toilet bowls to vomit bags 

and even suppositories.24 

If this is all a bit too much to take, we understand completely, and invite you 

to join us in putting a stop to such invasive nonsense. 
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THIS Is A ·STICKUP 

If someone walking down the street sees something they like-say, an 

article of clothing on a passerby-they can immediately take action. 

-Accenture1 

You're sitting on the train reading the latest Tom Clancy novel when some 

sixth sense makes you look up. Two seats away, a man is peering down at the 

LED panel of his Palm Pilot PDA. He presses a few buttons, then aims it point

edly in your direction. 

Your eyes meet, and you get the uneasy feeling this guy has been watching 

you for some time. His glance leaves your face and moves down to the CVS 

pharmacy bag next to you on the seat. He presses another button on his PDA, 

then peers intently at the screen as if to check the results. Finally, he smirks at 

you and looks away. You feel yourself growing hot with anger. Who is this creep 

and what is he doing scanning you and your purchases? 

Could this scenario be in our future? Could a voyeur sitting across from you 

on the train really electronically frisk you in 201a? 

1 19 
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Yes, at least if you ask one major industry player. Accenture (the company 

behind the talking plant and the medicine cabinet we described earlier) is so 

keen to make this a reality they've patented a way for ordinary people armed 

with PDAs to click away at colleagues, neighbors, friends, enemies, and even 

complete strangers in order to learn more about what they're wearing and car

rying. They call their 'patented vision the Real-World Showroom. We call it the 

pervert's best friend. Here's how Accenture says it will work: 

With the Real-World Showroom, consumers have immediate access to a 

wireless, always-on shopping channel. The showroom is, quite literally, the 

everyday world. If someone walking down the street sees something they 

like-say, an article of clot:hillg on a passerby-they can immediately take 

action. 

How? The Real-World Showroom responds to RFIJ:? tags embedded in 

the item. By pointing a PDA-one with a permanent wireless connection to 

the Internet-at the item, it can be called up on the screen. Users can 

instantly find out more about the item and even purchase it. 2 

Unfortunately, this is not the vision of some small startup company. 

Accenture is one of the world's largest global technology consulting firms, with 

2004 revenues of nearly $14 billion.3 It counts Hewlett-Packard, NationsBank, 

Clorox, and Allstate among its "selected list of clients that have agreed to be 

mentioned:'4 There are others that apparently don't want to be mentioned. 

Makes a person curious as to why. 

But while Accenture gushes about how companies can profit by turning the 

whole world into a gigantic sales floor, anyone who has ever been the victim of 

a crime sees a very different picture. The same scenario that could, give strangers 

a kind of x-ray vision of what you're wearing and carrying could also be turned 

to other purposes, giving added character to the term "function creep." ; 

. The stealthy, invisible nature of RFID could make it the perfect tool for 

busybodies, snoops, and criminals of all stripes. Of these, perhaps most worri-
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some are the stalkers and abusive partners, whose use of this technology could 

have tragic consequences. 

STALKING AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

Cindy Southworth of the National Network to End Domestic Violence knows 

this all too well. A social worker by profession, Southworth crisscrosses the 

country empowering police and hotline and shelter workers to help abused 

women stay hidden from violent ex-husbands and boyfriends. Since many 

abusers have threatened to kill these women or harm their children, 

Southworth knows their safety depends on keeping information about their 

locations and activities as private as possible. 

With concern in her voice, Southworth can tell you how stalkers have begun 

turning to high-tech devices to get around their victims' efforts to stay hidden. 

Among the new technologies she fears could be abused: RFID. 

"My concern is RFID in combination with databases;' she says. "If a woman 

buys a sweater and its RFID tag number is cross-referenced with her credit cards 

in a retail database, her abuser could use that information to track her:' Far from 

seeing the benefits of a "real world showroom," Southworth worries about its 

tracking potential because, as she puts it, "abusers go to great lengths to find 

their victims:'s 

Keeping RFID tags off of the things we wear and carry could be an impor

tant safety issue for a surprising number of people. More than a million women 

and nearly half a million men are stalked every year in the U.S.6 Disturbingly, 

nearly half of stalking episodes escalate into violence.7 

The U.S. Justice Department warns that "stalkers are, by their very nature, 

obsessive and dangerous" and should always be considered capable of killing 

their victims. In addition, they commonly use "advanced technology such as 

global positioning systems, wireless remote cameras, and invasive computer 

programs" to gather information about their targets in order to intimidate them 

or share their information with others.8 

Though Accenture's Real World Showroom does not yet exist, Cindy 
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Southworth believes it's just a matter of time before stalkers and violent domes

tic partners tune into RFID's surveillance potential for their own purposes. 

Based on recent high-profile cases in which stalkers have been caught dip

ping into the technology cookie jar, we are inclined to agree. 

Consider Ara Gabrielyan of Southern California, serving sixtee~ months in 

state prison for hiding a GPS tracking device on his ex-girlfriend's car to moni

tor her every move. In addition to calling his ~ between thirty and one hundred 

times per day, Gabrielyan took to arranging "chance encounters" at places like 

the airport and even her brother's grave. A police spokesperson explained that 

stalking his victim had become "an obsession, an obsession to the point where 

24-hours a day he had to know where she was, what she did, who she met and 

how she carried out her daily routine:'9 

Someone this obsessed would jump at the opportunity to scan the 

contents of his victim's car, purse, or suitcase at every opportunity. Spychips 

would enable him to conveniently paw through her belongings at a distance, 

minimizing the risk of getting caught. To top it off, Gabrielyan could have 

avoided the prison term, since there would have been no need to· plant 

spychips on his victim or her possessions. Corporate America would have 

thoughtfully done it for him. 

Or how about Erik Reynolds, a thirty-three-year-old ex-felon, who changed 

his social security number to conceal his criminal past and found work as a 

deliveryman for FreshDirect, a company that provides groceries to upscale 

Manhattan nei~borhoods. His job gave·him up-close and personal exposure to 

women, including knowledge of where they lived and what products they 

bought. He used this information to terrorize six women with threatening and 

obscene phone calls, allegedly telling one victim (who was eight months preg

nant at the time), "I'm going to come up and rape you. I know you are home." 10 

Upon his arrest, Reynolds admitted to using customer information from order 

forms to make the calls. 

Imagine someone like Reynolds further assisted in his demented pursuits by 

an RFID tracking system that could keep tabs on his victims through the unique 

ID numbers in the very things he delivered to them. He could scan the women's 
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purchases in advance, note the numbers associated with them, and then use that 

information to remotely stalk them from the privacy of his own home computer. 

A prototype of such a system, called RF Tracker, has already been dev~loped. 

~~ RF TRACKER: USING RFID TO STALK ~~ 

1'()~~~~at~thestalking potential of RFlD;!egal' expert DavidSorkill, it 

pio~1"at the John Marshall Law SChool; haS created a hair-raising website ' .. 

sh.Q-wing how e!1Sily databases could be set up to I'track RPID tags and their 

owners around the wodd." Sorkin's frightening vision of the future, online at 

RFTracl<er.com, emulates a website created. by shadowy figures "based in. an 

pndi$g()sed location, in a jurisdiction. that does not impose government 

. ' .. ~~rship .on the collection and use of p.etsODlilinformation?' (Hey, wait, that 
" o' .' >J'. > .. ,~l' < , 

··p.Qf.like the 'VSAI) 

.:. <cd~cept ~svei-y SiIpple.v~~~~!~~ea:tagnuqlber.intodi~~.r:;"i: 
.. :rtla.tch" to see if the name of~ev~ol}who owns the itexnhas Jjeen; •... . 

ente~~iiltothedatabase. It works theother.way around, too-a visitor can 
'. ,', ",,/~., . .' . 

type iil ~ individual's name to download a list of ~gs known to be associa~d 
witllthat !ndividual. But this is just background. The centerpiece of the' 

website is its tag-sighting feature; 

. As Sorkin envisions it, a network ()f rogue scanners would capture tag 

.. nlllD)tle:.r.s from l'~dom passersby and uplOad them along with the time, date, 

.an(j~JQc::ati~!n of the sightings. If a stalkers~~oneof his victiin's targetecl tags, . 

...• her liP with spedfic<" . ······~····~ .• ~al>9~t.~~ .. activi~~s~:~~: •• ·:~\ 

. . terror. C'Did~youha:~' . '., .';at.t1ieinan 'y¢sterCUtY?~J~i,:;~(~§ 
metevlTOuld these rogue samnersc6~.lt~m.lsorkinex.plainshow·sup\····· 

... · ............. i"". recruit data collectors: "We~~wayS.looking to improw,Ot1l' ':' 

clabtbak~ If you operate'an RPID reader (whether you're a merchant. a 

n'lanQfacturer, or just a hobbyist}, please con.tact us to discuss arrangements 

.f9t~ttilig your data to us. In exchange; we'n be' happy to provide yo.u 

:~j~'e;llha.ni:ed access to our databasef: ; .• [or] we may even. payyo,u 
.' ., .. : ...... "'it .' . '",,',:.:.: . '. 
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VOYEURS 

Criminal voyeurs are quick to capitalize on the latest technological gadgets, so 

we expect them to be among the first to glom onto spychip-based surveillance 

systems. 

One of the most popular-and disturbing-ways to spy on people today is 

through dime-sized video cameras that allow criminal voyeurs to capture 

images remotely. Already, such cameras have been found hidden in hotel bath

rooms, department store dressing rooms, and middle school locker rooms. A 

Florida Fire Department employee even found one positioned under her desk, 

carefully angled to look up her skirt while she worked. 12 

But modern -day Peeping Toms have one vexing problem, as a camera found 

hidden in the women's shower on a u.s. naval command ship illustrates: its bat

tery was dead.13 Transmitting images with a spycam requires a lot of power, and 

the small size of the cameras means their batteries have a short lifespan. One 

technical workaround involves rigging the cameras with motion detectors so 

they only operate when someone is in view. RFID spychips could make the 

cameras even more efficient by activating them only when a specific target is in 

range as identified by an RFID tag he or she is wearing or carrying. 

~~ TITILLATING TRACKING: 

IT'S My DUTY TO WATCH You, MA'AM ~~ 

U#'ortunately, voyeurs ~~., notUmited to professiorial crimituUs' and'1~g:" 
."~.low1ifes~ Sometimes thev~yeurs are tbeverypeople society charg~i\.Vith 

.,~Ping others in line. Caesars Casmo in Atlantic City was fined afterse~ty. 
"~ ... ~loyees spent hours ogliJ.'l;g scan~r-c1ad female employees: thr~<th,e 
"/~phi~cated casino amtera'system they wcre incbarge ofcontroUing.l~~i.' , 

. J?Qlice in England apparently do' the saIite thing with the remote a)nt;rol 
. . ,- . 

joysticks and zoom features that they uiieto cORtrol their pe1"V3$ive networ-k Q,f 

ca:m:eras. making 'it' all too easy :to take leisurely ganders at unst1Sp:e:~g 
_ .. :-~'".>' ' ". " ~'{~2~~'F' 

:"~;~~i#$!l)5 . . ',:::~;" 
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Unfortunately, the law has failed to keep pace with technologies voyeurs use 

to spy on people. In fact, as of this writing, it is still perfectly legal in many states 

to use a hidden camera to look up women's skirts (a practice known as "up skirt

ing") and look down their blouses ("downblousing")-provided the spying 

occurs off federal property and in a public place. 16 

This means that any time women work, shop, sit down at a restaurant, or 

simply walk through a room that's accessible to the public, they could be fair 

game for voyeurs and perverts with nothing but their imaginations to limit the 

data they can collect on us. As far as we know, there is absolutely nothing in the 

law preventing these people from fully exploiting RFID to spy on us, too. The 

technology is so new that it's unclear what laws would even pertain to it. 

How might perverts abuse spychips? For one, they could scan passing 

women to determine what they were wearing under their clothes. Apparently 

oblivious to this possibility, garment manufacturers have been eager to spychip 

women's bras and underwear. But the Benetton boycott demonstrated the 

voyeur factor was not lost on the world's women. 

~ HIGH-TECH MALL VOYEURS ~ 

ru:ID~ponellts. o~.#nd SP1cl»p$)~ytdUn,1f the pUblic that aU thei·· ....... : 
containi$ a n~. While ~ most ~:1:hilt is true, a number can bevet'f. " .. 

telling.Th~ proposedllUJllbering systeJn.fQr~ chips~ called the ~c·:. 

Pi'od~~.Q>4~ or W'qJ;~~~~~ed pa~ .. $at can.r~intimatedet.a.Us,.~: .. :, 
···~~.~~~~.~~i~t~t~~r;~~i~:~~!.'r':.:i/J.... .' ..• : .. ':~:; ....... ""."" :.~:.·· ..•• · .•. "i;·.~,,;J';:5· 

·~iJt~~ howa~l>lenuInber~l?~~ve, l~donQWSlltlUtas .~. 

windo~shops in the lijcid'itt8non h~a~cilihour in the.~2010. We joht; 
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i~ms in the lingeriecompany'§n1ost reeentcatalog. They downk>aded~ftQ:m 

··,a'website that sells spy cams,Pi~~"takjngbinocu1ars, andotherv~~for 
cc-wildlife obs,ervation" an:dJ;itill~~they've whiled away manY~{hbllrs., 

;~p~cing bets on which of the;,~lioppers is wearing those 

,.,~ A$ Sarah nears the table"., .. , %ute ~ere's little ch~~~~e. 

; '.,aged ri:tom1l1y~type is into . '. ,I;. .erwear. She breezes past' D." 
> 'idlder, then looks back, prom~i~~'~~e iu,ckus. at their table. ~lie~~~ 

'tharspontaneous high~fivingi ~~you believe its," and laughter ~theiqnd 
- ' .. c '. - -_-" 

of thing guys do wl:ten they'reJiiethe final points of a sportingeVenj;.S~e's 
fight, but clueless that her Vid~ria~Secret red brassiere, size· 38;0, ~d the 

.. matching red~lace bikini palJ.tiesher,h~band bOUght her for Val~tff::Oay 
• e:<:1idthe scoring. . iJ;' 

:~>:,~:-,:; ~ " !, '~~:}}l{;::~% 

PICKPOCKETS, MUGGERS, AND THIEVES 

In perhaps its most obvious criminal application, RFID would give thieves' a 

huge advantage to spy out valuables and identify easy marks. Armed with hand

held reader devices (or perhaps Nokia RFID-reader c;ell phones currently under 

development), would-be muggers could lurk in alleys to scan passersby or sta

tion themselves at mall exits to preview the contents of shoppers' bags, waiting 

to pounce on anyone carrying an expensive video device or a Rolex watch. 

Strangers on the airplane could remotely rifle through your carry-on bag 

without having to touch it. That quiet guy slouched in the corner of the sub

way-is he playing a handheld video game or peering into your backpack? 

Gangs of thieves could scan the contents of parked cars right through their 

window glass. 

In addition, the workers you invite into your home or office to perform serv

ices like carpet cleaning, painting, and plumbing could use handheld RFID 

readers to "case the joint" for a robbery. 

Ironically, some in law enforcement have joined with manufacturers and 

retailers to promote RFID tagging in spite of its threat to citizen safety. They 

have been lured by the promise that if items carry onboard RFID computer 
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IBM's vision of the RFID-enabled closet as revealed in u.s. patent application No. 
20050667492.17 The male figure is scanning items in the closet via the "personal index 
generator" hooked to his ~elt. While the person represented presumably owns the 
closet and the items in it, one can also envision him as the plumber, a snoopy guest, or 
even a technology-enhanced burglar. 

chips with unique identification numbers, then stolen goods will be traceable 

and thieves won't be able to squirm out of convictions by explaining away their 

purloined possessions. 

The Police Scientific Development Branch of the UK government has already 

spent millions in pursuit of this goal. In 2000, they enthusiastically launched 

their "Chipping of Goods Initiative" in concert with private companies including 

Unilever, Dell Computer, Woolworths, Argos, and Nokia. This chipping was 

"expected to assist investigators or police officers in identifying and recovering 

stolen merchandise, and be a powerful deterrent to would-be thieves:'18 

Thirty million dollars and several years later, they issued a more subdued 

assessment of RFID's antitheft potential: "For the UK, the Initiative has served to 

accelerate the awareness of tagging solutions and reinforce the association 

between achieving improved security and delivering increased business perform

ance ... :'19 Huh? If you read between the lines you will find that "powerful 
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deterrent" is missing from the carefully crafted conclusion. And, of 

course, they didn't mention that a three-dollar box of Reynolds Wrap 

could foil their pricey system. 

Even small-time shoplifters equipped with "booster bags" could swipe the 

tagged goods undetected since the RFID tags used in the Chipping of Goods 

Initiative could be blocked with ordinary aluminum foil. "Booster bags" are 

items designed by thieves to defeat shoplifting security systems. It's easy for 

thieves to make such bags. They just line a purse, backpack, or shopping bag 

with ordinary aluminum foil to block the communications between tagged 

goods and the security system. Creative thieves have even lined their under

wear with foil-ouchPo 

We doubt that spychips are going to stop retail crime sprees anytime soon, since 

criminals could so eaSily circumvent the RFID tag security system. Instead, regular 

consumers would be the ones to pay the price. This plan would require all of us to 

leave RFID tags live and functioning on our possessions forever. (Perhaps they 

haven't figured that out yet.) The only way to distinguish stolen items from legiti

mate items using RFID would be to link the tag n1iIIlbers back to purchase records. 

This would require that each item be registered to a purchaser at the point of sale 

and the match fed into a massive database. Such a system would make law-abiding 

citizens vulnerable to surreptitious scanning, stalking, and a Pandora's Box of other 

crimes that are far worse than any theft problem RFID might solve. 

HACKING, SABOTAGE, AND ESPIONAGE 

There are plenty of ways that technologically sophisticated criminals can take 

advantage of vulnerabilities in RFID systems to commit crimes. These include 

eavesdropping, hacking, jamming, and more. 

A team of graduate students from Johns Hopkins University demonstrated 

the hackability of RFID systems in early 2005 by defeating the Texas 

Instruments RFID "immobilizer" system. Millions of Nissans, Fords, and 

Toyotas rely on the system to prevent theft. The cars aren't supposed to start 

unless they sense a compatible RFID chip in the key. But the students worked 

out a method to siphon the code from the spychipped key and, with less than an 

hour's computing time, extract the code needed to hotwire the ~. 
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Texas Instruments insists that such key cloning is unlikely, since a thief 

would have to get within twelve inches of a car key to pick up the information 

from its embedded chip. After all, no one except your valet, your mechanic, the 

people riding in the crowded elevator with you, the people waiting behind you 

in line, and the guy sitting next to you at the movies would ever get close enough 

. to do that. (See a problem with TI's response?) 

~~ Is IT TIME FOR RFID? ~ 

Speedp~s rear wiD:dow transniitter. Spee4passkeyfob, and Timex 
. ··SpeettpaSsenabled~tch. TheRFIDclUp~is:nOrmanyhiddenin the . 

Watcliba.nd,right abovethel2. H¢e,theplasticenC3ps.ted drlp is 
shown n~to th~Watch •. 
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re1e8$ed4,oOO ~st-editi6n ~epi~ $tt featureaminiatUreSpee:a.p~. 
radio&equency trimsponder;' ,they trUmpeted. "The Spee;:dp~s-.en!ibl~ . 
Timex Watch looks and functlo~ just like a regular watch. but the I)itk2t~q. 

. style device will enable Customers to instantly pay for purchases at Exx()n:and 

Mobil service stations withjusta wave of th~ wrists. Watch ownefscan,~, 

Interestingly, the same defeated chip is used in the Mobil Speedpass con

tactless payment system.22 So much for Mobil's promise that their Speedpass 

system is secure. 

As for jamming, in the spring of 2004, Elgin Air Force Base gave an acciden

tal demonstration of how easy it could be to interfere with radio frequency 

devices. Whiletesting its new $5.5 million two-way radio system developed by 

Motorola, the base inadvertently Jammed garage doors in the Florida panhan

dle communities of Niceville, Valparaiso, and Crestview, forcing puzzled home

owners to open their doors manually until the situation was resolved.23 

If the technology exists to jam garage doors, imagine if terrorists used the 

same method to purposely jam systems monitoring warehouses full of goods. 

And if they aren't hacking or jamming, they might be eavesdropping. At the 

Black Hat 2004 security conference in Las Vegas, IT consultant Lukas Grunwald 

showed attendees why gambling on RFID security is a bad idea. He demon-
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strated how anyone with a bit of computer savvy, some off-the-shelf equipment, 

and his RFDump software can read and potentially alte~ information on passive 

RFID chips from up to three feet away.24 

Information about his RFDump software and demonstration is available at 

RFDump.org. 

TRACKING GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS 

The United States House of Representatives is seeking proposals for a system to 

track lawmakers on Capitol Hill and pinpoint their locations in congressional 

buildings. They cite the need to ensure that everyone is present and accounted 

for in the event of an evacuation.25 This is one of the worst ideas we've heard in 

a long time-and we've heard some bad ones! 

Just as the perverts we discussed earlier in this chapter could use RFID tags 

to activate hidden surveillance cameras, so could spies. RFID tags associated 

with members of Congress could activate video and audio recording equipment 

whenever a selected lawmaker's RFID tag came within range. (Let's not forget 

the precedent set by U.S. Ambassador Averell Harriman who hung a bugged 

replica of the Great Seal of the United States in his embassy residence.) How 

convenient it would be for criminals and agents of enemy governments to have 

members of Congress broadcast their identities wherever they go. 

One freedom-loving visionary has a whole lot more common sense than 

congressional security staffers. John Gilmore, cofounder of the Electronic 

Frontier Foundation and an early employee of Sun Microsystems, sees more 

malevolent uses for RFID. Here he explains how spychips could be used as hom

ing devices for assassins equipped with "smart bombs": 

In order to comply with government labeling mandates resulting from the 

huge Firestone tire recall, Michelin has announced that it plans to put RFID 

chips into every tire it sells to car makers (and eventually in all of its tires). 

Similar plans are afoot for other automotive and personal products. 

Imagine being able to bury an explosive in a roadway that would only go 

off when a particular car drove over it. You could bury bombs like this 
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months in advance, on every major or minor roadway. You could change the 

targeting whenever"you liked (e.g., via driving a radio-equipped car over it 

and transmitting new instructions to it). You could give it a whole list of cars 

that it would explode for, or a set of cars and dates. 

If you put such bombs throughout a metropolitan area, a car could drive 

through the area for months without triggering anything. But on an 

appointed day, each of the bombs in the surrounding area would know to go 

off when that same car passed. This would be possible without the respon

sible parties having to visit the sites later than days or weeks beforehand, 

making them hard to catch or deter. 

Such explosives would be detectable by their radio emissions-RPID 

pings. But in a world where RPID pings are being transmitted by everything, 

including cell phones and door frames and cash registers and ATM 

'machines and cameras and cars and computers and palmtops and parking 

meters and cop cars, you won't even notice. Places with "congestion pricing" 

like central London, or any toll road anywhere, will already have plenty of 

active RPID readers buried in the roadway. 

Welcome to automated personal death. Courtesy of RPID and leading 

shortsighted global corporations, with government encouragement.26 

Gilmore shouldn't be the only one worried. 

SPYCHIPPED PASSPORTS AND TERRORISM 

In another less-than-brilliant security move, the U.S. State Department will 

begin embedding RPID chips in passports in 2005. It's one thing if Congress 

wants to tag itself with homing beacons. It's quite another when they mandate 

that we ordinary citizens do the same. By the time this book is printed, thou

sands, if not tens of thousands, of Chipped passports will have been issued, if all 

proceeds according to the government's plan. 

The eight-dollar chip embedded in each passport will contain the name, 

nationality, date of birth, and digitized photograph of each traveler. 27 

Amazingly, the State Department has said that the data will not be encrypted.28 
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This means that anyone with a reader device within range of the passport will 

be able to read the information stored on it. The State Department's security 

model appears to be one of "security by obscurity" in that they claim few will 

have the technical skill to read the passports. 

This is ludicrous assurance for consumers since most, if not all, national 

governments would obtain the reader devices in order to process travelers. Do 

we really trust that every government official or customs agent around the 

world would take security precautions to ensure that their equipment is not 

misused against Americans? 

"This is like putting an invisible bull's-eye on Americans that can be seen 

only by the terrorists," said Barry Steinhardt, the director of the ACLU 

Technology and Liberty Program. "If there's any nation in the world at the 

moment that could do without such a device, it is the United States:'29 

Bruce Schneier, noted security expert and author of several books on digital 

security and cryptography, agrees that this initiative could make Americans sit

ting ducks, and he is puzzled as to why the U.S. government would jeopardize 

its citizens this way: "The only reason I can think of [for putting remotely-read

able RFID chips in passports] is the government wants surreptitious access. I'm 

running out of other explanations. I'd love to hear one:' 

So would we. Wouldn't you? 
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DOWNSHIFTING INTO 
SURVEILLANCE MODE 

[A] fter a relatively short period of tracking a vehicle, it may be possible 

to predict "when someone is or is not at home; where they work, spend 

leisure time, go to church, and shop; what schools their children 

attend; where friends and associates live; whether they have been to see 

a doctor; and whether they attend political rallies:' 

-The Privacy Bulletin, 19901 

HOUSTON, WE HAVE A PROBLEM 

I f you're driving on a major toll road in Houston and get the feeling you're 

being followed, don't ignore the sixth sense that has you double-checking your 

rearview mirror. While nothing may be obvious as you scan the road, there's a 

good chance that you are being electromagnetically probed, loop-detected, 

filmed, and cataloged without your knowledge or consent. 

Information about you and your fellow drivers is being invisibly transmitted 

to Houston TranStar, the central nervous system of roadway surveillance in 

America's fourth largest city. If you could tour the TranStar nerve center, you 

might think it was designed by the same architect that outfitted the NASA 

Johnson Space Center just a few miles down the road, since it resembles the 

famous command center that handled the Apollo missions. 

135 
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There are the same theater-style rows of workstations and communications 

gear facing a wall full of screens showing highlights of the action. But instead of 

astronauts floating inside the space capsule and the velvet expanse of the cos

mos, workers at TranStar see snapshots of commuting vehicles, sliced, diced, 

and served up in detail for perusal by state and county civil servants, cops, and 

others with a stake in roadway compliance. 

Wide-angle shots are beamed to an Internet site where the curious can click 

up images from some of the over three hundred cameras to see for themselves 

what's happening on busy stretches of metropolitan area roadways, but the crew 

at TranStar can get real-time, up-close looks at nearly every inch of pavement. 

The cameras, stationed at one-mile intervals, can zoom in on a target from a 

half mile away and rotate nearly 360 degrees horizontally and 120 degrees ver

tically. These Internet-enabled eyes in the sky are perched like robotic owls on 

poles at intersections so streets can be canvassed in all directions. 

But this is just the start. TranStar promises citizens that even more 

\ cameras are on the way.2 The government is working .overtime to ensure your 

safe passage-or at least to watch you closely, safe or not. Brace yourself, 

there's more. 

Houston has rigged over two hundred miles of area freeways and one hun

dred miles of carpool lanes with something called "Automatic Vehicle 

Identification (AVI) stations." Placed every one to five miles along the road, 

.these listening posts probe vehicles equipped with RFID-enabled toll transpon

, ders to determine the vehicles' travel speeds.3 

That's right. The toll transponders that millions of motorists have affixed to 

their windshields are now being surreptitiously used for more than just paying 

tolls. While Houston's roadside cruperas will probably just see your car as a blip 

on the screen (unless the operator decides to zero in on you), if you have a toll 

tag, you're unknowingly beaming a unique identification number to roadway 

RFID readers, and the government is watching. It's a mind-boggling example of 

how technology can be introduced for one purpose, then evolve in unexpected 

ways over time. 
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At last count, Houston had installed 232 such reader s~ations to probe the 

over one million toll tags contained in Houston-area vehicles.4 Oh, celebrate the 

gaze of the state! 

Reader 

This is a snapshot of one of Houston's many AVI stations. The antennas capture 
toll pass information that is sent to a central computer system for processing. 

ELECTRONIC TOLL COLLECTION 

Houston is not the only place in the country in pursuit of roadway omniscience. 

Other major cities across the United States and around the world are using 

RFID toll transponders that can personally identify drivers, or at least their cars. 

It's the price we pay for progress and greater efficiency, you might say with a 

wistful sigh. 
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The Fast Lane toll transponder can be used in Massachusetts and on EZ-Pass toll roads 
in New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and West Vll'ginia.5 

Fortunately, most toll roads still have a cash option that the privacy-con

scious can use to preserve some anonymity, but those days may be numbered. 

To entice citizens to offer up their personal information to the roadway gods, 

transportation authorities have emphasized the convenience factor of toll 

transponders and even offered discounted toll rates. "Breeze through toll 

booths without the hassle of digging up correct change. Avoid the lines and save 

money, too!" they enthuse. 

But when the soft sell doesn't work, some have taken to bullying tactics and 

arm-twisting coercion, like the State of Illinois. On January 1, 2005, holdouts 

who refused to use the Illinois I-Pass to drive on the Chicago-area tollways saw 

their fares double from the usual forty cents to a penalty "cash fare" of eighty 

cents.6 This hefty surcharge amounts to two hundred dollars in additional fees 

per year for the average tollway commuter. Even so, some consider it a small 

,price to pay to keep their travel records out of the hands of the state .. 
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~ PAY FASTER, EAT MORE! ~~ 

Here's~ b;u:l idea for people watdtinsbo~~rb6ttotnlines and theirw1.i$t.: 

lines.'11'ansCore, the company that makestQll'traIl$ponders for the NC)rth 
,'DaUIs'l'ollway,is promoting the devices ~~:wayto"payfordrive-thro1igh"'~ 
food.riidls. ::".". , 

.. ~=~:a!1;.' 
wliopaywith toll taSs spendaD.avera8e~f~.percenilnOre;C)nfooa~hMth~~~ 
who payby Qiher met.hods.1 

TOLL RECORDS ARE TELLING 

Authorities are doing all they can to get us to plant active RFID tags in our own 

cars, but they aren't keen to tell us the privacy dangers they pose. Those mini 

on-board spies can paint a detailed picture of our travels, ID our cars at a dis

tance, and even keep track of a single individual's comings and goings. Toll tag 

records are already being used in unexpected ways, as one Illinois child custody 

battle illustrates. To establish that his client's wife wasn't spending enough time 

with the kids, a divorce attorney subpoenaed her I-Pass toll records to show a 

pattern of working late. (Can't be home and on the road at the same time!)8 

MANDATORY SPYCHIPPING OF U.S. CARS 

We've given you the gentle introduction. Now we're about to scare the bejeebers 

out of you. If the Federal Highway Administration has its way, in the future 

every car manufactured for American consumers will be spychipped before it 

rolls off the assembly line. This on-board spychip will be accompanied by a 

global positioning transceiver that can pinpoint the car by satellite and an 

802.11 wireless device that can upload real-time location and vehicle data every 

time the car passes a roadside "hot SpOt:'9 
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It sounds incredible, but that's the plan for Vehicle Infrastructure 

Integration (VII), an initiative, being touted as a cutting-edge safety panacea 

slated for implementation within the next five years. With this system in place, 

cars will communicate both with each other and with a central system to avert 

collisions and prevent erratic roadway behavior. 

You may have heard the one about the country bumpkin' who got a flashy 

new car with the latest gadgets. Too lazy to drive, he turned on the cruise con

trol and climbed into the back seat for a nap. In the VII world, he would not 

only survive with his car intact, but he would probably be blitzed with ads for 

hotels in his price range offering a more comfortable snooze and a free conti

nental breakfast. 

That's because there's a little-mentioned marketing catch to the VII initia

tive. (You knew there had to be one.) As cars pass hotspots, they would silently 

transmit personally identifying data to traffic management services and mar

keters. In return, marketers would respond with customized services like 

"streaming entertainment" and "interactive commerce:'lO 

Access to this new inescapable in-car marketing channel will presumably be 

sold to paying clients as well as the companies putting the spying devices in the 

cars. This might explain why DaimlerChrysler, BMW, Ford, General Motors, 

Nissan, Toyota, and Volkswagen11 are all supporting the plan in anticipation of all 

the new intelligence they can gather from consumers as they drive-consumers 

they desperately want to star in touch with so they can'sell them ongoing servic
es.12,13 

Christopher Wilson, a VP with DaiI:nlerChrysler, explains, "[0] nce we have 

this short-range network out there there's no'sense in just limiting its use for 

[safety applications]:' He adds, "We'd like to have a way to communicate with 

our vehicles w~en they're on the road .... A data link into the vehicle lets us do 
that:' 14 

The revenue potential of VII has also captured the imagination of the 

bureaucrats. The all-knowing arrangement will let government entities identify 

exactly who is driving within their limits so they can charge a usage fee as well 

as keep tabs on the citizenry. This would allow cities like Boston to collect its 
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~~ THE CAR DEALER THAT WO'N'T 130 AWAY ~~ 

contemplated surcharge of up to five dollars per day for the privilege of cross

ing over from the suburbs16 and enable the state of California to tax motorists 

by the mile, as proposed 17 

,We wish we could tell you the VII scheme was just a bad dream or a mar

keter's far-fetched fantasy, but unless we do something now, it's headed our way. 

It's slated for rollout between 2008 and 2010 through a gradual transition as 

consumers trade in their old cars for new spychipped models. They're laying the 

groundwork today. The u.s. Department of Transportation is "investing heavi

ly" in VII applications,18 and the Federal Communications Commission has 

already reserved a radio band for applications like VII, 19 so pn-board spychips 
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can beam data from cars traveling up to 120 miles per hour, from half a mile 

away.20 

While we have some time to fight the invasive VII initiative, other RFID 

automotive applications could spring up overnight. The noose is already tight

ening with proposals for mandatory RFID-enabled license plates, RFID

enabled registrations, and even RFID-enabled inspection stickers that could 

also be used to monitor our travels. 

The state of Texas is once again leading the charge with a proposed bill 

amending the Texas motor vehicle compliance code. It would require special 

inspection stickers that "must contain a tamper-resistant transponder" (a.k.a. 

~ A BOON TO BUSYBODIES ~~ 
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spychip) to be affiXed to motor vehicles. The transponder would carry the 

make, model, and vehicle identification number of the car to which it was 

affixed.22 As of the writing of this book, the outcome of the bill is still unknown. 

The TransCore "eGO" tags lawmakers probably had in mind can be scanned 

remotely from over thirty feet away with a handheld or pole-mounted reader.23 

Alternatively, portable readers could be temporarily positioned along the road 

to monitor locations of interest.24 

RFID IN DRIVERS LICENSES 

National ID is a controversial topic. I~ mere mention conjures images of jack-

. booted authorities demanding, "Your papers, please." A Gartner study in 2002 

found "strong opposition" to the establishment of a national ID card due to "the 

potential for abuse:'25 But when it .comes to driver's licenses, people are more 

accepting. So lawmakers seeking national ID went through the back door-our 

driver's licenses. 

The Real ID Act signed into law in the spring of 2005 requires state-issued 

driver's licenses to contain a digital photograph, include anti-counterfeiting fea

tures, and be machine-readable. It also puts the Department of Homeland 

Security in charge of setting driver's license standards.26 Given the cozy rela

tionship between Homeland Security and the spychip industry, we predict we 

may soon hear a call for RFID in driver's licenses, too. 

No MOVEMENT UNNOTICED 

Government-sponsored RFID transportation initiatives are promoted as ways to 

make us all more efficient and keep us safer. But no matter how they hype the ben

efits, downshifting into surveillance gear, a state where every move will be subject 

to approval and monitoring by Big Brother, could have some unexpected conse

quences as we'll see in the chapters that follow. 
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THE CHIPS 
THAT WON'T DIE 

It is desirable to continue utilizing the RFID tag as a data transponder, 

without destroying the tag or deleting its data memory, after an item 

containing the tag has been purchased at a point of sale. 

-IBM patent application 200500733417 1 

" H ow many seconds should we try?" Katherine asked as Liz looked on. She 

had loaded the first RFID tag into the old microwave oven retrieved from base

ment storage. 

"I have no idea;' Liz replied honestly. "I'd be conservative just in case:' 

We were both neophytes to tag-killing back in the summer of 2003. But in 

the interest of privacy, we owed it to CASPIAN members and the world at large 

to find out if spychips could be killed by zapping them in the microwave. 

Friends and supporters had recommended it as a possible solution to the loom

ing RFID threat. 

"Let's try fifteen seconds;' Katherine said, confident that such a short time 

would meet Liz's "conservative" recommendation. 

145 
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Beep, beep, beep, hummm. The microwaves rained down on the tag as we 

peered through the illuminated viewing window in anticipation of we knew 

not what. 

"Oh, no!" we exclaimed simultaneously as the experiment poofed, arced, 

and flamed. Katherine frantically pushed stop to abort the test. 

"How long was that?" 

"Six seconds:' Liz laughed, relieved that we didn't burn down the house. 

"Wow!" 

Katherine removed the charred tag and wrote the cook time on the back of 

it. Then she reloaded, ignoring the smell of danger. "How long this time?" 

"Three seconds at the most:' Liz cautioned. "Let's try three:' 

Beep, beep, hummm. & the time end signal chimed, this tag was just on the , 
verge of smoking as evidenced by the long brown char mark over the silicon 

chip. Katherine wrote the time on the back of the tag . 

. We fried a few more tags by zapping them for two to three seconds. 

While we were successful in disabling passive tags with the microwave, we 

don't recommend you try this yourself. Not only is ~t dangerous, it would sure

ly damage items in which the tags are embedded-and it could potentially 

harm the microwave itself. We've been hunting for a viable tag killer ever 

since--one that would not be burdensome, expensive, dangerous, or destruc

tive. We regret to say that we haven't found one for generaI consumer use. 

While drastic measures like crushing the silicon chip with a hammer and 

cutting the connection between the chip and its antenna kill spychips, the trick 

is knowing where tags are located and accessing $em-not an easy task since 

spychips are easily hidden and removing them could damage the items. What's 

more, such low-tech measures are time-consuming and could pose other prob

lems. We can envision a neighbor dropping by for tea, as~g the kids where to 

find us. "Oh, they're out in the garage with their hammers beating on the new 

clothes they bought today to destroy any spy chips:' 

We've heard many tag-killing suggestions over the years, including running 

the tag through the wash cycle, passing a magnet over it, or subjecting it to a 
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! L-___ ~ 
Disabling RFID tags in the microwave works, but it's very dangerous. Don't try 
this at home. 
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VHS tape eraser. Unfortunately, these are not reliable fixes. Magnets and VHS 

tape erasers have no effect, and there are commercial laundry tags that can with

stand high temperature washings and dryings. 

Several inventors have contacted us with plans to develop "tag zappers," but so 

far, they are merely prototypes. We'll let you know on the Spychips website if we 

find a realistic tag-killing solution, but as of this writing, the best plan is to boycott 

stores that spychip their products so you don't have a problem in the first place. 

SPELLING OUT THE ISSUES 

To help alert the world to the looming RFID threat of spychipped products back 

in 2003, we helped author a document called the "Joint Position Statement on, 

the Use of RFID on Consumer Goods:' This document laid out the case against 

using RFID on individual products and was endorsed by over forty of the world's 

leading privacy,and civil liberties organizations, including the ACLU, EPIC, the 

Electronic Frontier Foundation, the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, and Privacy 

International.2 There, we 'identify a number of RFID privacy fixes the industry 

has proposed, like killing RFID tags at the point of sale, having consumers tote 

around electronic devices to ward off spychip scans, and loading spychipped 

purchases in tag-killing kiosks. You can read the entire text of the position state

ment at our website: www.spychips.comljointrfid_position_paper.html. 

As we illustrate in the position statement, none of industry's proposed fixes 

offers a long-term solution to the problems RFID creates. In fact, many of these 

so-called solutions are merely smokescreens designed to appease consumers, 

while industry pushes forward with its plans unabated. As we've already seen, 

their first line of defense will be to assure you that you can "throw it away when 

you get home:' If people refuse to take live spychips home, however, retailers 

may next offer to kill the tags at the checkstand when products are purchased, 

in much the same way they now disable anti-theft tags. But that's no good 

either. The only good solution is to keep products spychip-free from the outset. 

Here are some of the reasons why: 
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Killing tags after purchase does not address in-store tracking of consumers. 

To date, nearly all consumer privacy invasion associated with RFID on products 

has occurred in stores, long before consumers reached the checkout counter 

where chips could be killed. As we've already shown, the industry has big plans 

to use spychipped packages and products in conjunction with strategically 

placed readers to create the "retail zoo:' where your every move is carefully 

observed and minutely recorded. 

Tags can appear to be ''killed'' when they are really "asleep" and can be reacti

vated. Some RFID tags have a "dormant" or "sleep" state that could be set, making 

it appear to the average consumer that the tag had been killed. It would be possi

ble for companies to claim they had killed a tag when in reality they had simply 

rendered it dormant. They could later reactivate and read such a "dormant" tag. 

The tag-killing option could be easily halted by government directive. It 

would take very little for a security threat or a change in government policies to 

remove the tag-killing option. If we grow complacent and allow RFID tags to 

become ubiquitous in products, we could be setting the stage for an instant sur

veillance society down the road. All it would take is a single government direc

tive to remove the safeguards (say, by making tag-killing illegal), and we'd be 

trapped in an inescapable surveillance world of our own making. Why hang the 

sword over our own necks in the first place? 

Retailers might offer incentives or disincentives to consumers to encourage 

them to leave tags active. Customers who choose to kill tags might not enjoy the 

same benefits as other consumers. For example, they might not be eligible for 

sale prices, or they might not be allowed the same return policies. 

The creation of two classes of customers. If killing tags requires some effort 

on the part of consumers, many will either be too busy or too trusting to both

er. This would create two classes of consum~rs: those who "care enough" to kill 

the RFID tags in their products and those who don't. Being a member of either 

class could put shoppers at a disadvantage. 
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BLOCKER TAGS 

What about using technical fixes to protect against spychip scans while we're in 

stores and other public places? Researchers at RSA Security have come up With 

an idea for something called a "blocker tag," an electronic device that would the

oretically disrupt someone's ability to scan RFID tags by overwhelming their 

reader With irrelevant data. The idea is to embed the blocker tag in a shopping 

bag, purse, or watch that is carried or worn near tags With information con

sumers want blocked.3 It's a great idea, but it has some problems: 

Blocker tags are still theoreticaL As of this writing, the blocker tag does' not 

yet exist. Until a blocker tag is built and tested, there is no way to know how 

effective it could be or whether it could be defeated-either on purpose or 

because it stopped working naturally. 

Encourages the widespread deployment o/RFID tags. If people' rely on them 

as a "cure" rather than pushing for "prevention:' devices like the blocker tag 

might actually encourage the spread of spychips. 

The blocker tag cl!uld be banned by governm,nt directive 'or store 

policy. Consumers could lose the right to use anti-RFID devices if the govern

ment someday decides that it's valuable to know what people are wearing or 

carrying. Retail stores might ban blocker tags as a "security measure:' Once 

RFID tags and readers are ubiquitous in the environment, a change in policy 

could leave us all exposed and vulnerable td privacy invasion. 

Adds a burden to consumers. Requiring consumers to deal With RFID tags 

themselves shifts the burden of privacy protection away from the manufactur

ers and retailers where it belongs and onto our shoulders. Do we really want to 

have. to remember to carry a blocWng device every time we go out if we don't 

want strangers remotely rummaging through our pockets? 
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You CAN TRUST Us ... REALLY 

All of this brings us back to the RFID industry's favorite solution ... drumroll, 

please ... do nothing. They want the tags live, so they can track your products for 

as long as you own them and even after you've thrown them away. But if you still 

need more reasons not to put such a powerful and dangerous tool in their 

hands, you need only look at their track record-and their patents. 

Are these people you woul~ trust with RFID? 
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ADAPT OR DIE 

,~ .'":l0W RFID eACKERS HOPE 

" T~;1i£T'YOU;i:t:JN:('Co~RI? '~~t~ " 

"Selling" the technology, the vision, or the consumer benefits exacerbates 

consumers' problems .... The best communication strategy appears to be 

positioning the technology simply as an improved barcode. 

-Helen Duce, associate director Europe, 

Auto-ID Centerl 

[Iln the case of EPC network there are currently no clear benefits [for 

consumers 1 by which to balance even the mildest negative .... The lack of 

clear benefits to consumers could present a problem in the "real world:' 

-Auto-ID Center Executive Briefing, 20032 

HITTING PAY DIRT 

C n a lark, Liz typed the word "confidential" into the website search engine, 

figuring it would flash back "no documents found." Instead, she gasped in 

amazement as the Auto-ID Center's website, the electronic heart of the con

sortium developing RFID, delivered over sixty confidential documents-and 

were they ever scorchers. 

Clearly not meant for our eyes, the insider presentations and reports 

detailed plans to pacify consumers3 and co-opt public officials.4 There was 

even a private list of direct telephone numbers for some of the world's most 

powerful business executives-direct lines to the people who had funneled 

millions of dollars into the development of the spychip. 

153 
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It was unbelievable. The very same people who had promised us that RFID 

data would be safe because "Internet security is very good"5 had given us a 

compelling demonstration of exactly the opposite-and given us a close-up 

look at their dirty laundry in the process. 

THE RFID INDUSTRY HAD A PROBLEM 

As we read the documents, it soon became clear the Auto-ID Center had prob

lems that went well beyond their failure to secure their website. According to 

the studies they inadvertently made available to us, a whopping 78 percent of 

consumers surveyed reacted negatively to RFID on privacy groundS and "more 

than half claimed to be extremely or very concerned" about the technology.6 

Getting people to accept RFID was not going to be easy. 

Did they take that as a sign to stop? Of course not. Rather than rethink 

their spychipping plans, they did what powerful corporations do: They threw 

money at the problem. 

The Auto-ID Center hired the pricey public relations firm Fleishman

Hillard and set out to "develop best messages to pacify" consumers. Yes, pacify. 7 

They came up with a plan to "identify potential consumer road blocks/fears, 

. construct a proactive message framework to minimize negatives arising [and] 

assess consumer reaction if [the] press develop scare stories:'8 They conducted 

focus group research in North America, Europe, and Asia for insights to help 

them manipulate public opinion and prevent a consumer revolt. 

And what did the people they surveyed say? Not surprisingly, the studies 

reported that their "biggest concern" was abuse. Consumers feared they could 

be tracked through their clothing, spied on by corporations and governments 

monitoring their purchases, and taken advantage of by thieves secretly frisk

ing them. Their concerns read like a table of contents for this book: 

• "I'd feel naked if people know what I'm wearing." 

• "I could be tracked by the clothes I'm wearing:' 

• "Companies or the government will be able to monitor everything I 

buy and spy on me:' 
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• "Someone could see everything I buy by reading my trash." 

• "Muggers could know what is in my shopping bag or if I'm wearing a 

Rolex." 

• "The technology will improve to allow people to read through the wallS:'9 

. Wow. Even at that early stage in 2002, consumers had an intUitive mistrust 

of RFID and the direction it would take. Unbeknownst to the participants, at 

the very time these interviews were conducted, the abusive scenarios they 

feared were being developed in corporate laboratories around the world. We 

know, because companies were eagerly applying for patents to corner the 

market on those.invasive ideas. 

THE STRATEGY 

The Auto-ID Center's advisors knew it would be tough to steamroll past the 
. . 

three-quarters of the population that would oppose their technology, so they 

proceeded on tiptoes and tried not to wake the sleeping giant. If their plans were 

discovered, they hoped consumers would feel hopeless and too "apathetic" to 

react (their exact quote was "on balance they are negative but apathetic").l0 

Above all, they crossed their fingers that no privacy or consumer advocate 

would come along to shake things up. 

"The best communication strategy appears to be positioning the technol

ogy simply as an improved barcode:' they advised, noting that, " ... discussing 

any benefits or using rational argument is largely ineffective and is perceived 

as 'spin: Once consumers are concerned, they remain concerned, no matter 

what we tell them:'ll 

In other words, keep it low-key, slip it in, and hope nobody notices until 

it's too late to stop. 

SPINNING: THE INDUSTRY SOUND BITES 

At least, that was their strategy until we exposed their plans and began to 

fight back. Suddenly, the RFID industry could no longer rely on silence and 

tiptoeing to implement the spychip infrastructure. It was clear the public 
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would never give corporations and the government the power to track every 

object on earth without a major battIe. Unless the indus~ry could find a way 

to spin RFID to make it seem more palatable, their plans were doomed. So 

spin they did. 

The following are some of the "best arguments" they could come up with. 

See if you can spot the desperation in their numerous (and sometimes 

humorous) spins intended to drive RFID adoption: 

Spin: It's Just an Improved Bar Code 

Whenever you hear the term "improved bar code:' you know you've been 

spun. As revealed in the Auto-ID Center's internal documents, that sound bite 

was identified as "the best communications strategy:'12 

But as we point out in Chapter Three, RFID is very different from a bar 

code. It contains a unique serial number, can be read through your clothes or 

backpack, and may cause health probJems because of the electromagnetic 

radiation the reader devices emit. 

Even the former director of the Auto-ID Center hims~lf, Kevin Ashton, has 

commented. on the stark difference, saying, "I think it is reasonable to compare 

RFID to the barcode, probably in'the same way it was probably reasonable to 

compare the automobile to the horse. These are different technologies:'13 

Spin: It's Not RFID 

In the trove of documents, we found the industry's PR advisor, Fleishman

Hillard, recommending a new name for the RFID tag to make it more palat

able to consumers. Their suggestion? "Green tag:' 14 We're guessing that was to 

conjure images of springtime, flowers, and caring for the environment. 

Since we exposed that flash of Machiavellian brilliance, it's no longer an 

option, so the industry is looking to other possibilities for re-branding the 

technology. Who can blame them? The Procter & Gamble and Gillette RFID 

scandals have made the term "RFID" practically synonymous with spying and 

privacy abuses. 

So a major re-branding effort is underway. The industry figures if they 
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fool you with fancy verbal footwork, you won't figure out that what they've 

put in your shoe or your credit card or your passport is really RFID. 

Tesco calls them "radio barcodes:' 

Marks & Spencer calls them "intelligent labels:' 

Wal-Mart calls them "electronic product codes:' 

The Auto-ID Center suggested calling them "green tags:' 

The Department of Homeland Security now wants to call them "contact

less smart cards."15 

Don't be duped. If a card, tag, or label contains an identification number 

or other information that can be read remotely via radio waves, it's almost 

certainly using RFID, no matter what they call it. 

Spin: We're Only Doing This for Consumers 

The industry has had several years to think up consumer benefits, and so far 

the best they've come up with is "faster checkout;' "better product availabili

ty;' and "improved recalls:' While these are arguably positive things, they are 

certainly not critical enough to justify sacrificing our privacy and rendering 

our every belonging trackable. 

There's a reason why the consumer benefits seem skimpy: This technology 

was designed by and for giant corporations, not consumers. Heck, we weren't 

even told they were doing it, much less consulted about the direction it should take. 

The next time someone claims that spychips were developed to benefit 

consumers, remind them of the Auto-ID Center gem that opened the chapter: . 

"[I]n the case of EPC network there are currently no clear benefits [for con

sumers] by which to balance even the mildest negative .... The lack of clear 

benefits to consumers could present a problem in the 'real world."'16 

Spin: The Tag Only Contains a Number 

Refer to Chapter Three where we explain that every number could be associ

ated with its own webpage and linked to unlimited amounts of information. 

If numbers are so safe, why don't we all wear T-shirts emblazoned with our 

Social Security numbers? 
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Spin: It's Got a Short Read Range 

You don't need to be able to read tags from hundreds of feet away or from a 

satellite to invade people's privacy. In fact, sometimes a short read range is 

more powerful. For example, if you want to read an RFID tag in someone's 

shoe to determine exactly who is standing in a particular place, a short read 

range would be more effective than one that would pick up all the tags in the 

room. 

Spin: It Would Cost a Fortune to Put RFID Readers Everywhere 

Recall the reporter in Chapter Four whose sixty miles of travel could be 

tracked with just four reader devices. You don't need readers everywhere, as 

long as they're placed strategically. 

Spin: Why Would Anyone Want to Collect All That Data? 

What motivates Wal-Mart to collect and store twice as much data as the whole 

Internet? In part, it's because they can. With today's bargain basement prices 

for data storage, companies have little incentive to limit the amount of data 

they collect. They figure it could someday come in handy to refine store oper

ations, run a marketing campaign, or even help government agents check up 

on a "person of interest:' 

. Of course, no single human could sort through all those facts by hand. 

Instead, companies use a technique called "data mining" to extract the gems 

from the mountain of information they have collected. Think of it as looking 

up an article in a set of encyclopedias. You want the encyclopedia so when you 

need the information, you'll be able to find it. But that doesn't mean you're 

going to read it cover to cover. 

Spin: Killing Tags at Point of Sale Solves the Privacy Problem and Putting 

RFID Tags on the Packaging Protects Consumers 

We've already thoroughly debunked these myths, but there are a few more you 

haveri't seen yet-so keep reading. 
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Spin: You Just Need to Be Educated 

"Education" is the PR spinmeisters' word for propaganda designed to sell you 

on all the supposed benefits of RFID. The supposed "educational materials" 

we've seen fail to mention any of the technology's downsides, nor do they pro

vide any meaningful information about how yoo. can protect yourself. 

Spin: We're Only Using It in Our Supply Chain 

Many RFID propone~ts claim they only intend to use RFID in their supply 

chain, implying that consumers need not fear that it will ever impact them 

directly. But some people have an unusual definition of "supply chain:' 

Take Elizabeth Board, head of EPCglobal's Public Policy Steering 

Committee, for example. (Remember, EPCglobal is the organization that 

inherited the RFID "Internet of Things" from the Auto-ID Center.) Board 

recently explained that from her perspective, the supply chain extends all the 

way to the recycling center. So while consumers might see "supply chain" and 

think warehouses and distribution centers, apparently, some industry execu

tives believe it includes your home, toO. I7 

t 

Spin: SpychtpsWili Keep Babies Safe in Hospitals ' 

That's a diaper full of nonsense. Baby-snatching from healthcare facilities is 

actually extremely rare. According to a January 2003 report by the National 

Center for Missing & Exploited Children (NCMEC), out of approximately 4.2 

million births per year at 3,500 birthing centers in the United States, abduc

tions by non-family members are estimated at between 0 and 12 children per 

year. Of those, the baby is reunited with mom 95 percent of the time. IS 

Ironically, relying on RFID to prevent baby abductions could actucillyend 

up making a rare occurrence even more likely. Once hospital staffers rely on 

computer systems to track the human inventory in their care, they are likely to 

become less vegilant. According to the NCMEC, most abductions occur in 

larger, more impersonal hospitals.I9 
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Spin: Once People Understand the Technology, They No Longer Fear It 

Not so fast. We have spent a great deal of time studying the technology, and, the 

more we learn, the more concerned we are. Even Ph.D. engineers who are experts 

on RFID have expressed concerns. Ari Juels, Ronald Rivest, and Michael Szydlo, 

three well-respected engineering and security experts who developed the "block

er tag" to mitigate RFID privacy risks, recently wrote, "The impending ubiquity 

of RFID tags ... poses a potentially widespread threat to consumer privacy .... 

\ Researchers have recognized the RFID privacy problem for some time ... :'20 

Spin: RFID Will Save You Time and Money 

Even if it saves you a minute here and a few cents there, the savings won't be 

earth -shattering, though the side effects will be. Procter & Gamble itself 

admits that the promise of time savings from RFID "may all appear to bea bit 

exaggerated and useless. At the end of the day it will save us only a few min

utes:'21 Rather than universal cost savings, consumers are more likely to see 

variable prices. This could spell huge price increases for some shoppers-par

ticularly the poor and those who enjoy bargain shopping. 

Spin: We Have No Interest in the RFID Tag after Sale 

Pure hogwash. The proof is, in the large number of patent applications by 

major industry players that propose tracking live RFID tags after purchase. As 

we discussed, one patent application by IBM even proposes using RFID tags 

embedded in everyday objects to track persons of interest in public areas such 

as "shopping malls, airports, train stations, bus stations, elevators, trains, air

planes, restrooms, sports arenas, libraries, theaters, [and] museums:'22 

BACKED AGAINST THE WALL: 

DESPERATE TIMES CALL FOR DESPERATE MEASURES 

When it became clear that consumers weren't buying the stock sound bites, 

RFID proponents were forced to ratchet up their tactics. Soon spin was sup

plemented with "slurs" as the industry stepped into the ethi~al gray zone in 

pursuit of their goals. 
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On December 17,2003, Katherine received an e-mail from the Grocery 

Manufacturers of America (GMA), a group that, according to its website, 

serves the interests of the food, beverage, and consumer products industry 

through efforts to "influence public policy" and "communicate industry posi

tions to the media and the public:' Their membership list reads like a who's 

who of the world's spychippers, and .their support of the RFID initiative is well 

known. What is less well known are the tactics the organization uses to 

achieve its aims, including an attempted smear campaign. 

According to e-mail evidence, a GMA employee e-mailed Katherine to 

request a copy of her bio, "for our sources." Katherine found the request 

unusual and responded by requesting further information. To her great sur

prise, the following day, she received a message that was clearly intended for 

someone else: 

I don't know what to tell this woman! "Well, actually we're trying to see if 

you have a juicy past that we could use against you:'" 

Concerned, Katherine requested an explanation from C. Manly Molpus, 

the CEO of GMA, and James Kilts, who in addition to being the chairman of 

GMA just happens to be the CEO of Gillette. Moll>US issued an apology for 

the e-mail, explaining that the comments were made by an intern and were a 

"youthful indiscretion:' He added, "Her request for a copy of your bio was 

simply part of a normal effort to obtain information about those who lead 

organizations with an interest in industry issues." However, GMA spokesman 

Richard Martin was later forced to admit that Katherine was the only person 

the organization had contacted.23 

The incident quickly hit the headlines, and the press coverage was 

scathing. "Errant e-mail shames RFID backer:' proclaimed Wired News.24 

,. Copies of the GMA e-mail exchanges are available at the Spychips website at 
www.spychips.comlpress-releases/gma.html. 
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"Digital blunder exposes 'dirty trick' in RFID war," said CNET Network's 

online news site Silicon.com.25 "Grocery manufacturers ap~logise [sic] to 

anti-RFID activist over slur;' wrote Australia's Sydney Morning Herald.26 

Bloggers had a, field day, calling it a "smear campaign" and proclaiming 

that "RFID's intentions are as invasive and bad as the critics make them out to 

be:' Activists everywhere shuddered. 

Whether or not the e-mail was the start of an organized effort to discredit 

our efforts, we may never know. But even after the GMA backed down, other 

RFID players continued to sling mud in our direction. Here are a few of the 

more outrageous slurs we've had to deflect. 

Slur: RFID Opponents Like Katherine Albrecht Are "Confused" 

One of our favorite slurs comes from Dr. Cheryl Shearer, IBM's own global 

leader of business development for emerging markets. She characterized 

Katherine as "confused" and attempted to discredit her in an interview with 

ZDNet, a major online technology publication: "Katherine Albrecht ,has some 

sort of weird thing in her mind that helicopters might descend and follow 

you, I mean how low are these things going to fly?"27 

For the record, we have never proposed that helicopters would be used to 

track RFID tags. After all, why use a helicopter when IBM has developed far 

more efficient, earthbound ways to track consumers? As detailed in their 

patent application, IDENTIFICATION AND TRACKING OF PERSONS USING 'RFID 

TAGGED ITEMS, IBM has developed an invasive "person tracking unit" that 

looks plenty effective.28 

Perhaps Dr. Shearer needs help with her own apparent confusion. The 

"weird things" appear to be in the minds of Dr. Shearer's very own IBM col

leagues who have developed such sophisticated ways to abuse RFID. 

Slur: RFID Opponents Are "Fringe" I 

Derren Bibby, chief technologist at British IT strategy firm Noblestar and a 

zealous RFID proponent, called CASPIAN "some kind of fringe group in 

America" in his keynote address at the fall 2004 Enterprise Wireless 
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Technology show in London, England. He added, "These are the kind of 

people you need to watch out for:'29 
I 

It's true that Bibby and his cohorts should be watching out for us, but it's 

not because of who we are, but what we know. Far from being fringe, CASPI

AN represents a broad cross-section of the public, with members in over thir

ty countries from a variety of political, philosophical, and social viewpoints. 

They include business owners,. homemakers, politicians, engineers, students, 

scientists, lawyers, factory' workers, authors, and more. Katherine, CASPIAN's 

founder, is a former school teacher and is currently completing her doctorate 

in education at Harvard. Liz is certified as a public accountant and worked for 

years as a bank examiner. (You certainly don't get to audit banks by being 

"fringe:') And, of course, we're both wives and moms. 

Slur: Privacy Activists Are Alarmists 

Frankly, there are times when an alarm desperately needs to be sounded. 

If that's what it takes to alert people to the danger headed our way, the 

alarmist label is one we don't mind wearing. 

Slur: Only a "Vocal Minority" Is Concerned about RFID 

Actually, the opposite is true, accorlfulg to the industry's own studies. Only a 

small minority isn't concerned. 

In October 2003, consulting firm CapGemini surveyed one thousand con

sumers and found that, in relation to RFID, "almost seven out of ten respondents 

said they were 'extremely concerned' about the use of consumer [RFID] data by 

a third party: 67% were concerned that they would be targeted with more direct 

marketing; and 65% were concerned about the ability to track consumers via 

their product purchases:'30 And that's a study conducted by an RFID supporter. 

An Ohio-based marketing research firm called BIGResearch has reached 

similar conclusions. The company's March 2005 survey found that "the num

ber of people concerned about the technology has stayed consistently around 

65 percent frOIp September [2004] through March [2005]," according to an 

industry analyst who works with BIGResearch.31 
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FROM SLURS TO SINS 

With the majority of the world's citizens in opposition, the industry knows 

that "spin" and "slurs" alone might not be enough to rescue RFID from com

mercial failure. Sl?ychip promoters have turned to even more' underhanded 

methods, doing things we consider "sins" to promote their agenda. 

Sin: Delay the Debate Until It's Too Late 

RFID proponents like the GMA and EPCglobal are doing everything in their 

power to postpone a public discussion of the technology. They figure if they 

can get their infrastructure in place first, it's unlikely lawmakers and con

sumers will force them to dismantle it after the fact. 

·One delaying tactic is to portray the technology as "too new" or "not pow

erful enough" to warrant concern. Another strategy is to protnise it's only 

being used in the supply chain, not on consumers. If they can delay long 

enough, they hope RFID will someday become "old news," raising little more 

than a polite yawn from cutting-edge journalists and the public. The time to 

discuss RFID is now. 

Sin: Threaten Other Businesses-Adapt or Die 

In July 2003, the Auto-ID Center organized an event to encourage major 

companies to get on board the spychip train. Th~ invitation-only "CEO 

Summit" they sponsored at a posh Boston hotel was laden with a heavy 

subtext: Do it our way~r else. The not-so-subtle message was driven home 

by a book given to every senior executive in attendance. It was literally titled 

Adapt or Die. 

Considering what happened next, it's hard to believe the book title was 

unintentional; Just months after the event, key Auto-ID Center sponsor Wal

Mart made good on the threat when it delivered a real live "adapt or die" mes

sage to its one hundred top suppliers. They would be forced to affix RFID tags 

to crates of products bound for Wal-Mart warehouses or risk losing access to 

the lucrative Wal-Mart market altogether. Failure to comply would mean los-
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ing Wal-Mart as a business partner, which, in turn, would mean financial ruin 

for most of these companies. So adapt they did, spending millions to comply 

with the mandate. The RFID train had left the station. 

Sin: Co-opt Public Officials and Privacy Organizations 

If you recall from Chapter Three, Katherine heard a senior executive com

ment about vocal opponents, "We should bring them in so that they ... I don't 

want to use the word 'co-opt' but ... we should make sure we deal with their 

[issues]:' Well, it wasn't just talk. We've got hints of it in writing, too. 

A confidential Auto-ID Center document identified "key government, reg

ulatory, and interest group leaders" they hoped to "bring into the Center's 

'inner circle: "32 These included: 

• u.S. Senators Patrick Leahy and John McCain 

• U.S. Representative John Dingell and W.J. "Billy" Tauzin 

• FTC Bureau of Consumer Protection 

• National Association of Attorneys General 

• AARP (American Association of Retired Persons) 

• AFL-CIO (A federation of fifty-eight American labor unions) 

Many of these organizations and individuals have yet to weigh in on the 

RFID controversy, but we certainly hope they'll take the public's side when 

they do: 

The Ultimate Sin: We'd Never Use RFID on People 

Of course, spychippers vehemently deny they have plans to track people at all, 

never mind putting RFID devices directly on people. But in the next chapter, 

we'll share proof that RFID has already been used to monitor people against 

their will, and government agencies have discussed doing it again. Will you be 

next? 





14 

ARE You NEXT? 

And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, 

to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads. And that n,o 

man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the 

beast, or the number of his name. 

-Revelation 13:16-17 

That same scanner in a Wal-Mart that is used to bar-code your goods 

can be used to identify you . .. 

-Scott Silverman, CEO of Applied Digital Solutionsl 

" Bang!" went the rivet gun. Ronald LaFortune* flinched as a black identifi

cation bracelet was clamped around his right wrist. Within minutes, he was a 

fingerprinted, photographed, and numbered subject of the military's 

Deployable Mass Population Identification and Tracking System. 

His relief at leaving the whirring, buzzing, and riveting technology of the 

processing center tent was short-lived. As he queued obediently in the next 

line of his saga, the warm Caribbean sun glinted off the unending tumble-

* Ronald LaFortune is a fictional person whose account was based on our interviews with 
Haitian refugees who lived through internment at Guantanamo Bay during Operation Sea 
Signal, witnesses with firsthand knowledge of the situation, and written accounts by the mili
tary and industry reporters. 
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weeds of razor wire and M -16 gun stocks, hinting at the horrors to come. He 

took a deep breath and surveilled the guard towers dotting the perimeter of 

what he thought would be a retreat from the violence he fled in his homeland .. 

Instead of the anticipated sweet smell of liberty, his nostrils were invaded by 

the interminable stench that he would endure for the many months of deten

tion in the island internment camp.2 

That fetid smell punctuated his mornings and wafted by as he swatted the 

'malarial mosquitoes that drilled into him every night before he drifted off 

into a fitful sleep that was interrupted by the nightly wailing of children. 

Boredom, stress, and hopelessness weighed heavier and heavier on the sea of 

hum~s who were crammed into the squalid makeshift tent camps.3 

Since there wasn't much constructive activity for the internees, apart from 

picking the occasional vermin out of their food rations, they were able to 

, focus fully on all the impediments to feeling like full-fledged human beings. 

There were several conditions that vied in the game of most grievous. The 

parched, dusty landscape made the scarcity of water unbearable, and their 

portable t~ilets were clogged with a mixture of human excrement and worms: 

Rats ran rampant.4 There wasn't even a private nook wh~re they could weep 

about the rapes they had endured, the friends and family who had vanished 

without a trace, and the homes they were forced to abandon to save their lives. 

And then there were those cursed black bracelets embedded with radio 

frequency identification chips. Each chip contained a unique nine-digit num

ber, like a social security number, that linked to a central database.5 The 

guards could wave a high-tech scanning device in read range of the chipped 

bracelet to determine facts about the wearer, like name, date of birth, and 

assigned camp. 

Ronald recalls that the bracelets looked a lot like the watches kids get in 

McDonald's happy meals-except you couldn't take them off. A few of the 

refugees attempted to chew them off in desperation or cut them off with 

crude knives fashioned from metal scraps they scavenged.6 But they were 

hauled off to a prison that made their miserable camp conditions seem 

livable. 
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So Ronald and the other refugees reluctantly accepted the bracelets as 

itchy reminders that they were at the mercy of their host country and the men 

in fatigues who rounded them up in what could best be described as a human 

cattle drive. 

The refugees had more in common with cattle than would be noted by the 

casual observer. The company that made the disturbing black bracelets and 

the scanning devices that could read the numbers on the embedded Radio 

Frequency Identification chips was American Veterinary Identification 

Systems, Inc. (AVID), of Norco, California. The technology q.sed to monitor 

and control the refugees was developed to keep tabs on farm animals like cows 

. and laboratory animals like experimental rats. 

Ronald was one of some fifty thousand Haitian and Cuban refugees who 

were numbered, indexed, tagged, and tracked by the United States military at 

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, in 1994 as part of Operation Sea Signal.7 Ironically, 

Sea Signal was a humanitarian mission to pick up the "boat people" fleeing 

the poverty and political repression of Haiti and Cuba. To the best of our 

knowledge, it was the first time in history that a mass of human beings was 

forcibly monitored and controlled with Radio Frequency Identification. 

It probably will not be the last. 

SPYCHIPPING THE VICTIMS 

You might wonder how much you should worry about technology that was 

used on desperate people fleeing third-world countries. The answer: plenty. 

We are all potentially just another 9/11 incident away from martial law and 

forced monitoring. An outbreak of smallpox, the release of a "dirty bomb:' or 

the perceived need to control a particular swath of humanity might be seen as 

justification to round up targeted classes of humans, tag them, and track them 

with this technology. 

How do we know we're just one emergency away from being rounded up 

like cattle? At a February 2000 conference, "Bioterrorism: Homeland Defense: 

The Next Steps:' sponsored by the Rand corporation, government officials 

discussed how local, state, and federal officials should resp~nd to a bioterror 
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incident. San Marino, California, fire chief John Penido explained how he 

"anticipated working with the thirty-two municipal fire departments in Los 

Angeles County and local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies to' for

mulate a response." Presumably, he and the other public officials in atten

dance envision tagging the occupants of a terror zone with some form of 

RFID. Referring to the "Deployable Mass-Population Identification & 

Tracking System:' or DMPITS (the veterinary tracking system used on the 

refugees at Guantanamo Bay), he said, "DMPITS can be easily adapted for 

public health emergencies:' adding, "to be effective, it must be initiated imme

diately and be capable of handling large numbers of patients."8 As these state

ments were made prior to the September 11 terrorist attacks, we can only 

imagine how much these plans have advanced since then. 

But it won't take a national, emergency for people to become trackable if 

things proceed on their current course. The technology is already, creeping 

into our lives in the form of removable chips and appears to be growing more 

sophisticated and invasive, progressing to chips injected into the flesh-per

haps even embedded deeply in the natural pockets of our internal organs, as 

you'll read later in this chapter. 

If the ubiquitous networks of reader devices are deployed as planned and 

then supplemented with GPS transceivers, RFID chips in the things we wear 

and carry, and even our own bodies, could create a global, borderless human 

tracking system where anyone could be pinpointed on the earth in real time. 

TRACKING PEOPLE AS INVENTORY 

As we've explained in previous chapters, allowing our clothing, pos~essions, 

and the cards in our wallets to become spychip beacons will enable third par

ties to keep tabs on our whereabouts. RFID readers strategically installed at 

building entra!1ces and exits could serve as "checkpoints" to create a log of 

people's movements. Such scans will make it possible to create detailed 

reports on where and how people spend their time and to make reasonably 

accurate guesses about whom they spend their time ,with. 

At an industry conference in October 2004, Paul Heino of Sundex 
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Information Systems demonstrated this type of "people-as-inventory" track

ing scenario. Promotional materials from the conference describe how atten

dees were rigged up with RFID tags and tracked-exactly like inventory: 

As a delegate you will have an RFID tag in your badge, and Paul Heino will 

briefly explain ... how RFID technology can track the movement of 

delegates (as "products") by tracking their movements around the confer

ence. This demonstration will illustrate the tremendous potential for greater 

efficiency through RFID-centric automation. Don't worry; there's NO risk 

to your privacy.9 

While Heino's conference attendees were willing participants, it's obvious 

that such a system could be deployed covertly. In fact, that's exactly what was 

done with the conference badges worn by high-ranking government officials 

at an important European security event held in Geneva, Switzerland, at the 

end of 2003.10, 11 Prime ministers, presidents, and other high-level officials 

from around the world were secretly tagged with RFID-enabled identification 

badges at the World Summit on the Information Society. Fortunately, the read 

range was short and data collection was apparently limited, but it illustrates 

how easy it is to slip tracking devices into seemingly innocent items. This inci

dent shows that no one is immune-not even world leaders with highly 

trained security staffs. And, as they were unaware of the threat, there were no 

comforting assurances that their privacy was protected. 

Human tracking is a hard product to sell to the public. When asked, few 

people say they are willing to voluntarily allow their own movements to be 

monitored. This may explain why most early tagging programs have involved 

groups who. can't really say "no." These include the military, government 

employees, school children, and prisoners. 

MANAGING THE MILITARY WITH RFID 

The military has supported the development of the spychip infrastructure 

from the start. The Department of Defense was one of the earliest sponsors of 
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, 
the Auto-ID Center and gave the technology a huge boost when it announced 

a mandate in early 2004 that its suppliers would be required to affix RFID tags 

to shipments bound for DOD warehouses.12 Many credit this move, along 

with the similar mandate by Wal-Mart, with starting the ball rolling on supply 

chain and inventory management applications for RFID. 

Not surprisingly, the DOD is now looking beyond crates and pallets to use 

the technology to keep track of its most important inventory: soldiers. During 

a field trial in Iraq, wounded soldiers were fitted with RFID-enabled wrist

bands to track them from the battlefield through their treatment in a navy hos

pital. Handheld RFID readers equipped with a GPS module wrote information 

to the tags and recorded the location where each soldier was found. This infor

mation was updated throughout their treatment. Precision Dynamics 

Corporation, the company that supplied the wristbands, indicates on its web

site that the same technology has been used in Iraq to track enemy prisoners 

and refugees along with hundreds of wounded soldiers and airmen.13 

You may recall Precision Dynamics from the earlier discussion about 

healthcare applications of RFID. They were the company we caught misquot-

RF-Linked Smart "Dog Tag?' 
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ing medical studies and inflating the statistics about medical errors to pto

mote their hospital tracking product. 

But wristbands are just the beginning. Eventually, the military hopes to 

outfit each soldier with an RFID-enabled digital dog tag that could wirelessly 

transmit his or her name, rank, arid serial number. IS The men and women 

serving our country fear the next step may be a subdermal RFID implant. 

We've received letters from servicemen who are concerned at the prospect. 

Some have told us they would rather face a court martial than be chipped. 

SCHOOL KIDS: THE YOUNGEST CAPTIVES 

To the spychippers at Texas Instruments, the nation's fifty-five million school 

children 16 must look a lot like dollar signs. At least that seems to be the case 

since the company has apparendy sighted inner city schools as a lucrative tar

get market for its RFID card and reader systems. In 2003, TI landed a contract 

to use RFID to track students at the Enterprise Charter School in Buffalo, New 

York. I7 

Enterprise belongs to a network of sixty New York charter schools with an 

85 percent minority enrollment and a high proportion of kids on public wel

fare. Seventy-five percent of kids attending New York charter schools are so 

poor they qualify for state-subsidized lunches. Is As far as we've been able to 

determine, Enterprise was the first school in the U.S. to require mandatory 

RFID tags to attend school. Now the school's 460 kids are forced to wear Texas 

Instruments RFID tags around their necks that can be scanned from eighteen 

to twenty-four inches away. When scanned, the tags call up the kids' photos, 

dates of birth, and enrollment details as they enter the school building or go 

up to its second floor. 

"I've been labeled the devil," says school director Gary Stillman, of criti

cism he's received over the mandatory program. But he's proud of the fact that 

none of the complaints have come from the kids' parents. "So far we haven't 

had one parent even question it. Not one. Because it's just so simplistic. We're 

just taking attendance;' he says.I9 Of course, Stillman doesn't mention the fact 

that the school has a waiting list to get in, and students must reapply each year 
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to continue their studies. Even had they heard of RFID and its dangers, how 

many of these poor parents would rock the boat if it might mean losing their 

child's coveted spot at the exclusive school? 

Then there's the question of cash-strapped New York schoo~s, struggling 

to fund even basic necessities like teacher salaries and textbooks, spending 

tens of thousands of dollars to install this system. It hardly seems like a wise 

use of resources. 

Another school district considering a Texas Instruments RFID tracking 

program is the Spring Independent School District just north of Houston, 

Texas. The Spring District wants RFID badges to· monitor its twenty-eight 

thousand students as they get on and off school buses-supposedly, for the 

safety cjf the kids. Despite the fact that no child has ever been lost or abduct

ed in the Spr~g District, students will be RFID tagged "just in case" (and at a 

considerable cost, toO).20 The District's foolhardy adoption of the spychips 

would be unsurprising, though, since Texas is the home of the company mak

ing the chips. What's more, spychip proponent Hewlett-Packard has one'of its 

own seated on the Spring School District board of trustees (Kirby Bergstrom), 

who happens to be the chairperson of the board's finance committee, as well 

as a member of its technology committee.21 

Kids report that rather than making them feel safer, the program makes 

them feel demeaned and insulted. One fifteen-year-old put it succinctly, say

ing that the tagging "makes me feel kind of like an animal:' According to the 

New York Times, there have already been suggestions that subdermal RFID 

implants would be a more secure alternative to the badges, since kids can't 

lose or trade a microchip embedded in their flesh.22 

LAB RATS IN THE ALL-KNOWING CLASSROOM 

"We propose to target early childhood education as a testbed for our 

, technologies .. :' 

-UCLA researchers working on RFID applications23 
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RFID badges can be used for a lot more than attendance-just ask the 

UCLA researchers'who developed the "Smart Kindergarten," a spychipped 

fishbowl for watching four- and five-year-old kids. They've created a chilling 

Orwellian classroom where every object-including the children-is RFID

tagged and continually monitored. Microphones and video cameras record 

kids' every inove and statement. Spychipped hats equipped with RFID tags 

called iBadges keep track of where kids are looking. Nothing escapes the com

puterized watchers. 

The "iBadge" is equipped with sound, localization and temperature sensors 

but weighs just a few ounces and is not much larger than a quarter. To set up 

a test room in his lab, [a UCLA electrical engineering professor] has 

embedded tiny sensors into objects commonly used in a classroom and 

strategically placed miniature cameras and microphones around the space. 

Specially tailored "Gilligan Island" -style hats, which will eventually be worn 

by students, have been fitted with sensors to track speech and movement 

The books, blocks and people will be interconnected to each other and to a 

database that can sift through all the information that the sensors gather.24 

The researchers explain that the classroom toys, "in the form of objects 

familiar to children, will allow the environment to be instrumented with [sen

sor] devices in disguise:' This will "enable applications that require unobtru

sive capture of a child's actions (e.g., capturing what a child says when she is 

reading aloud):' 

Why would they want to capture what a child says when reading aloud? 

And why would they need to use a disguise? To help the teachers manage the 

impossible task of "continuously listen[ing] to all conversations in the class

room." The plan is for every audio signal to be recorded, archived, and anno

tated for the teacher's later use. "[O]ur goal is to embed wireless microphones 

and speakers at strategic places, objects in the environment, and perhaps 

microphones even on kids [themselves] for localized speech and audio cap

ture:' researchers explain.25 
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If this is what researchers are working on in their laboratories, the spy

chipped school ID badges we've seen elsewhere may be just the thin end of the 

wedge. If parents get complacent about kid-tagging programs like those in 

New York and Texas, the next step for the insatiable watchers would be to 

implement the UCLA-pioneered classroom fishbowl. Then, they'd push for 

the workplace fishbowl. Then, the home fishbowl. 

Fortunately, not all parents have been so docile when confronted with 

efforts to tag their children. In late'2004, Alien Technology (remember them 

from the hospital tagging trial?) linked up with a local company to tag K-8 

school kids at the Brittan School in Sutter, California. The plan was for kids' 

spychipped name tags to communicate with a network of readers in class

room and bathroom doorways so school administrators could monitor their 

movements at all times. 

Heavy-handed school officials distributed the name tags and told students 

to wear them--or else. Superintendent Earnie Graham made comments like, 

"[The badge] is just like a textbook, you have to have it. I'm charged with run

ning the school district and I get to make those kinds of rules."26 Graham 

struck observers as the quintessential administrative bully-exactly the kind of 

guy you would not want having the power to monitor your child's bathroom 

visits. But Graham and his cronies got their comeuppance when Sutter parents 

mounted a tenacious protest campaign that garnered the attention of the 

. national media and brought in privacy groups like the American Civil Liberties 

Union (ACLU), the Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC), and the 

Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF). Within weeks, the invasive RFID pro

gram had been withdrawn, and a "just say no!" precedent had been set.27 

TRACKING ON THE JOB 

While vigilance saved the day in Sutter, other RFID applications have snuck 

into society beneath our radar screens, gaining a toehold before people 

understood their privacy-invading potential. Now entrenched, these RFID 

applications are harder to get rid of. One example is the millions of RFID

chipped employee ID ~d access badges used to track employees' movements. 
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Every time workers wave a plastic card at a wall-mounted reader to open a 

doorway or get on an elevator, they are giving out valuable personal data 

about their location and activities. 

While it may occasionally occur to workers that their badges' can squeal 

on their movements, there's one place they probably don't expect to find an 

RFID reader: the bathroom. But a company called Woodward Laboratories 

has found a way to embed a tag reader into a product they call the "iHygiene 

Perfect Pump." It's a liquid soap dispenser that doubles as an employee badge 

reader and monitoring device. 

To unsuspecting employees, the device appears to be a perfectly normal 

soap dispenser. But hidden within its sleek plastic exterior is an electronic spy 

that captures the ID badge number of the person standing at the sink and 

watches to see if the employee washes his or her hands. A report of each 

employee's bathroom hygiene practices is then "easily transmitted via the 

Internet" to enable "enterprise-wide hygiene compliance monitoring."28 

Though. few would disagree that employee handwashing rules are sensi

ble and important, it's a big leap from there to concluding it's appropriate to 

hide RFID readers in the soap dispenser to watch people when they're in the 

bathroom. There are many useful rules in society that should be obeyed. But 

do we really want to set a precedent that it's okay to secretly monitor people 

any time there is a rule in place? That's dangerous logic. While the person 

being monitored today could well be someone you don't know, tomorrow 

the camera could be focused on you and your loved ones. If being the moni

tored is something you'd rather not have happen to you, then you need to 

take a stand today to prevent such technological invasions from creeping into 

your workplace. 

Taken to its logical endpoint, the same reasoning used to justify hidden 

recording devices in soap dispensers could one day be used to justify mon

itoring you in your favorite restaurant, your automobile, or even your 

home. After all, there are numerous rules you shouldn't be breaking, and 

keeping an eye on you twenty-four hours a day would help ensure your 

complete compliance. 
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The handwashing surveillance system requires employees to wear RFID

enabled badges, but soon employees' actual uniforms could report on them 

instead. The nation's top two uniform rental companies, Cintas (which 

clothes workers at Starbucks, Disney, Sears, and Wal-Mart)29 and Ameripride 

(with clients like Outback Steakhouse, 3M, and Chevrolet)30 have quietly 

begun slipping spychips into employee uniforms to keep track of washing and 

rentallogisties . 

. The tags come encased in sealed plastic disks that can withstand years of 

commercial laundering, yet still beam out their unique 1D numbers whenev

er they come within range of a reader device. Uniform companies aren't rush

ing to tell workers about the spychips in their trackable clothing, but they're 

eager to sell employers on the embedded spychips. AmeriPride's website, for 

example, shouts "STATE of the ART TRACKING TECHNOLOGY" next to an 

animated, spinning RF1D laundry tag featuring the company's eagle logo.31 

And as far back as 1997, Accenture (who else?) slipped early model RF1D tags 

into the ~aistbands, shirttails, and collars of eighty thousand uniforms worn 

by Australian workers as part of its "Silent Commerce" initiative.32 

Though the spychips are promoted as a way to trackuniforms,_ not 

employees, it doesn't take a radio engineer to see the potential for tracking the 

workers wearing them. Signals captured from an employee's uniform could be 

used to time restroom visits,. monitor trips to the water cooler, or measure 

time spent at a desk. They could even be used to record who is spending time 

with whom-not only curbing office romances but potentially chilling whis

tle-blowing as well. 

( 
Close to thirty million American workers wear rented uniforms to work 

each day, including workers in retail, manufacturing, law enforcement, food 

service, healthcare, transportation-you name it. We foresee an outcry when 

these millions of workers all take a close look at their uniforms and find thehid-" 

den tracking devices. Like the parents in Sutter, California, we envision them 

banding together, speaking up, and putting a speedy end to the hidden tags. 
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EMBEDDING AN RFID TAG IN YOUR FLESH 

Up until now, everything we've discussed can be removed. If you don't want 

the school or the boss tracking you, you can simply take off your badge or 

demand ~ new uniform. But what if the RFID device was a part of you, 

embedded in your flesh? There now is such a device. Manufactured by a 

Florida company called Applied Digital Solutions, the "VeriChip" is a glass

encapsulated RFID tag that is injected into the flesh, typically in the triceps 

area, midway between the elbow and the shoulder. The device has already 

been implanted into millions of dogs and cats around the world, and now its 

developers want to put it into people. 

While it is usually described as being "about the size of a grain of rice:' the 

VeriChip actually measures 12 mm (.47 mches) long, making it a bit shorter 

than the diameter of a dime. That's a lot larger than any rice we've ever seen

and we both eat long grain rice. Perhaps the company uses the "rice grain" 

description to help soothe the fears of potential implantees who might be 

understandably nervous when they see the intimidating hypodermic injec

tion apparatus coming at them. From what we can gather, it's a pretty painful 

. process; 

Eighteen government workers in Mexico experienced this firsthand in 

June of 2004, when former attorney general Rafael Macedo de la Concha spy

chipped himself and many of his employees as a way to secure access to a sen

sitive records room. Rather than use a key or a swipe card to get in, the 

chipped employees pass by an RFID reader portal that scans their VeriChip 

implants. If an employee's chip returns an authorized number, he or she is 

allowed to pass through the door. 

We don't know how many staff members were asked to take the chip or what 

the penalty was for refusal. (While many press reports indicate that 160 employ

ees were chipped, we contacted their press office directly to ferret out the real 

story and learned that the initial reports were greatly exaggerated.33) 

Presumably, employees who refused were reassigned to jobs that did not require 

access to the room. We're guessing they probably felt pressure to comply with 

the chipping. 
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The "Home Again" chip 

marketed by Schering-Plough 

for implantation in dogs and 

cats is essentially the same as the 

VeriChip RFID Implant for 

humans. Both are manufactured 

by subsidiaries of Applied 

Digital Solutions. 
The whitish substance on the 

, end of the chip is an anti

migration coating that 

encourages tissue growth so 
the chip doesn't move around 
inside of the animal-human, 
feline, or canine. 

Photo of a VeriChip courtesy of Applied 
Digital Solutions. 
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The cannula (injector device) to insert the chip into an animal. This is one 

.honker of a tool. Applied Digital Solutions never responded to our requests for 

images of the "human" implantation device. 

Not only is the program invasive (to say the least!), but it's foolish for the 

employees from a security standpoint, too, especially given Mexico's serious 

kidnapping problems. A criminal wanting access to a secure room or some

one's bank account will now be tempted to kidnap the person directly and 

remove their chip by force. The result could be quite gruesome. According to 

reports, at least one criminal gang in Mexico known as Los Chips assumed its 

wealthy kidnapping victims had a chip hidden somewhere in their bodies. 

They threatened their victims with violence if they wouldn't reveal the loca

tion of their implanted chips.34 

Despite valiant efforts to market the VeriChip, including the creation of a 
I 

rolling implantation clinic dubbed "The Chipmobile:' and the dubious slogan 

"Get Chipped:' clients haven't exactly beaten a path to the company's door. 

This may explain why they've now pinned their hopes on markets with fewer 

inhibitions: the drunk and the dead. 

CHIPPING BAR HOPPERS 

Applied Digital's first foray into the drunken market niche took them to the bar 

scene in Barcelona, Spain. There they found the Baja Beach Club, a nightclub 

catering to the under-twenty-five crowd, described as a cross between Hooter's 

and Spring Break: The Movie. To give you a feel for the place, one visitor 

described procuring "the services of one of the beach babes walking around. For 

eight euros, she will 'interact' with the [customer], her props being test-tube 

cocktails, whipped cream, her amazing body and lots of imagination!"36 
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» VERICHIP: INVITATION FOR 

KIDNAPPING & MUTILATION? ~ 

In March 2004, the nightclub staged a VIP chipping night featuring vari

ous B-grade Spanish movie stars. Several of them had achieved their fame by 

living in a house rigged with cameras and allowing their exploits to be tele

vised on the Gran Hermano TV program, the Spanish equivalent of America's 

Big Brother series. 

During the VeriChip promo night, a company representative in a white lab 

coat was on hand to inject the stars and any others foolish enough to pur

posely embed a microchip payment device in their flesh. The lure: the ability 

to breeze past the bouncer; access VIP areas of the club, and pay for drinks 

without bothering with cash or a credit card. As a scanner is passed within a 

few inches of the patron's spychipped flesh, the implanted RFID device trans-

. mits a unique ID number that can be linked with financial accounts and club 

. membership information. 

The bizarre event was such a novelty (and garnered so much media atten

tion) that several other bars followed suit, including the Baja Beach Club in 

Rotterdam, Holland, a night spot called Bar Soba in Edinburgh, Scotland, and 

the Amika nightclub in Miami Beach, Florida. 
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Though a handful of people have undergone the procedure, it's still not 

considered mainstream, even at those clubs. 

CHIPPING CORPSES 

After minor successes chipping nightclub revelers, the RFID industry turned its 

marketing efforts to an even more acquiescent crowd: the dead. They were on 

hand with microchips to implant into the corpses of the victims after the dev

astating Southeast Asian tsunami,37 and they're ready to help should research 

organizations like the University of California decide to embed RFID chips into 

cadavers and associated body parts. The school is considering microchips as one 

possible way to stop the illicit trafficking of human remains donated to their 

school in the wake of lawsuits by donor families.38 

. ~ PAYMENT IMPLANTS AND THE MARK OF THE BEAST ~~ 
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THE "MEDICAL DEVICE" THAT DOES MORE HARM THAN GOOD 

Perhaps hoping for some respectability, the folks at VeriChip's parent compa

ny, Applied Digital Solutions, have tried promoting their product as a life-sav

ing piece of medical equipment. In October 2004, the FDA approved the use of 

the VeriChip as a medical device to store a unique ID number linked to patient 

health information.39 The idea is for Applied Digital Solutions to maintain 

subscribers' health records in a central database that could be made available to 

hospitals and paramedics equipped with handheld VeriChip readers. 

Theoretically,·in an emergency, medical personnel could quickly determine 

a patient's medical history, allergy status, etc., by waving the reader over the 

patient's arm, getting the number, an4 cross-referencing it in the central data

base. The problem is that hardly any medical facilities have embraced the plan. 

They have a hard time seeing why people should switch from the Medic-Alert 

bracelet, a far more efficient, low-tech method for communicating serious aller

gy and medical information that has served the public well for over fifty years. 

Plus, for a chip that is supposed to save lives, the VeriChip has a surprising 

number of medical downsides and risks associated with it. Some are so bad 

that, ironically, people with RFID implants may actually need to wear a 

Medic-Alert bracelet to tell medical personnel of the chip buried in their arm. 

Back when the company was boasting of its FDA approval, we poked around 

in their SEC filings and found a scorching letter from the FDA outlining a 

laundry list of serious risks associated with "an implantable radiofrequency 

transponder system:' According to the FDA: 

The potential risks to health associated with the device are: adverse tissue 

reaction; migration of implanted transponder; compromised information 

security; failure of implanted transponder; failure of inserter; failure of 

electronic scanner; electromagnetic interference; electrical hazards; 

magnetic resonance imaging incompatibility; and needle stick.4O 

The line about magnetic resonance imaging, or MRI, would seem to be a 

real problem. Metal in the body, such as the antenna inside the VeriChip, has a 
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disconcerting tendency to heat up and move through body tissues when 

exposed to the energy fields of an MRI. Theoretically, an implanted chip could 

overheat, causing the device to burn the patient or fail. It might also tunnel 

through sbmeone's flesh when exposed to the energy of a high-powered MRI.41 

VERICHIP'S EXTRAORDINARY POWERS? 

Even the supposed medical benefits of the chip have not gotten large numbers 

of people to sign up. Perhaps out of frustration, some distributors have made 

exaggerated claims, implying that the VeriChip has amazing abilities to make 

people secure. The most common misperception is that it can prevent kid

. nappings and locate kidnapping victims. The Veri Chip's read range is only a 

few inches-not the miles that would be needed to locate a missing person. 

Unless a kidnapping victim passed within eighteen inches or so of a VeriChip 

reader, the chip would lie dormant without transmitting anything to anyone. * 
Some of the misunderstanding may stem from marketers like Applied 

Digital Solutions' Mexican distributor Solusat, which uses extensive satellite 

imagery on its website.42 Or companies like Vinoble, a holding. company that 

ridiculously claims that their "RFID Mobile Location technology:' which is 

"about the size of a grain of rice:' offers "corporations, executives, high profile 

individuals, and any person an added level of safety and security from the threat 

of terrorist or criminal activity such as kidnapping:'43 Unfortunately, such mes

sages have spread through the culture, leading many to mistakenly believe that 

the current version of the VeriChip implant can track people from space. 

Even though long-distance tracking with the current chip is not possible, 

there is a more realistic way that people's locations could eventually be tracked 

through VeriChip-type implants. Applied Digital Solutions markets a door

way portal capable of reading the implants whenever a chipped person walks 

past. Ultimately, such doorway.portals could be installed at strategic locations 

*While the "grain-of-rice-sized" implant can't track people from space, its parent company has 
discussed a prototype GPS implant, the size of a pager, that woUld be surgically implanted 
under a user's collar bone. This active device would contain a battery and more sophisticated 
technology that could transmit the wearer's coordinates to a centrallocai:ion. While the com
pany has discussed this prototype for years, no one we know of has ever actually seen one. 
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around the world, making a log of the comings and goings of chipped people. 

(Or Applied Digital could piggyback their reader technology into 

Checkpoint's and Sensormatic's anti-theft portals, already installed at hun

dreds of thousands of locations.) Such a system would be unlikely to stop 

kidnappers (who would be smart enough to remove th~ir victims' c~ps or 

block their signals before taking victims out in public), but it would make the 

lives of other chipped individuals an open book. 

CHIP REMOVAL 

At the time of this writing, we learned that Mexican attorney general Macedo 

de la Concha had resigned from his post, raising an interesting question. What 

happens when you no longer need or want the RFID chip? 

The glass capsule housing the chipsis coated in something called Biobond, 

a polypropylene substance that encourages the formation of scar tissue 

around the implant to keep it from migrating. Though chip promoters claim 

the device is easy to remove, removal would entail far more than a reverse 

injection process. A surgeon would have to make an incision and cut the chip 

away from the surrounding tissue to remove it. 

While we wouldn't say that sounds exactly easy, a California company 

called Persephone, Inc., thinks it isn't hard enough. They want RFID implants 

to be almost impossible to remove. 

Their proposal? Plant them deeper. Much deeper. 

THE INTERNAL ORGAN CHIP You CAN NEVER REMOVE 

A patent application titled METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR LOCATING AND TRACK

ING PERSONS lays out Persephone's nightmarish idea: the surgical implantation 

of their tracking device deep in the body.44 They've targeted the head, the 

torso, the deep muscle of limbs, and the lumen of organs like the gastroin

testinal tract and the uterus as ideal locations for implantation. There they'd 

be next to impossible to remove without major surgery. 

The patent application explains one of the advantages: "Removal of the 

implanted device by a runaway juvenile would likely be impossible. Even if 
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possible, such removal would likely place the runaway at significant medical 

risk, which is counter to the runaway's goal of safe escape and survival from 

parents or guardians;' explains the application. 

When not tracking runaways and kidnapping victims, the deep organ 

implants could have "secondary uses" to track "incarcerated individuals, mil

itary personnel, business travelers, [and] mentally impaired individuals .... " 

Someday, they may even include GPS-type implants, so that people could be 

hunted down "when an activation signal is sent to the implantable device to 

begin locating and tracking the person;' 

The device could do more than just track-it could also vibrate, electroshock 

the implantee, broadcast a message, or serve as a microphone to transmit his or 

her words to a remo~e location. Imagine getting an electroshock in your pan

creas, or having a microphone inside your head! Here are the relevant excerpts: 

Patent AppUc:adoD I'ubUc:adoD Scpo 9, 2004 Sbeet 4 IIf 12 US 2004/0174258 Al 

Wustration of areas within 
the female body that could 
accommodate a deep organ 
implant, from U.S. patent 

application No. 20040174258. 
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• "Because the device is implanted in the person, it can also provide a 

shock, vibration, or other warning ... [that] may be progressive, such 

that a person is subjected to a shock of increasing magnitude as he 

leaves a zone of confinement or enters a forbidden zone." 

• ''Au alert can also be broadcast to the person when urgent contact is 

required. Thus, the device may vibrate br provide other notice when an 

emergency occurs that requires the person's immediate attention." 

• . "The device may ... include a microphone or similar device for moni

toring acoustic information, thereby permitting the person to talk to a 

remote location." 

Since the invention can track several persons at the same time, its inven

tors suggest it would be a great way "to track soldiers on a battlefield, employ

ees within an enterprise campus, or business travelers within a geographic 

region." Yikes! So if you lose the big contract, the boss can electroshock the 

entire sales team at once. This makes the Mexican attorney general's office 

look like a mild workplace. 

It can even track people for the heck of it: "The device may also be activat

ed periodically to take a series of fixes on a person's location, even if an emer

gency, such as a kidnapping, has not occurred." 

Why do we think that such a device, if ever mass produced, would be 

abused beyond our wildest nightmares? Call us cynical, but this is one bad 

idea that needs to be buried deep-in the dustbin. 

THE HUMAN ENSLAVEMENT DEVICE 
\ 

Not up for a deep organ implant? One future-thinking individual is hoping 

that governments will take prisoner-tagging to new levels, putting the old 

ankle bracelet to shame but avoiding the fuss of an implant. Illinois inven

tor George Vodin has come up with something he calls the METHOD AND 

APPARATUS FOR REMOTE MONITORING AND CONTROL OF TARGET GROUp.45 In his 

plan, members of the "target group" would be outfitted with a tough, 
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tamper-proof armband made of Kevlar bulletproof fabric that would be 

nearly impossible to remove. But the real kicker is the payload inside-an 

"injection module" that can be remotely activated to deliver a knockout 

dose of anesthetics. 

Vodin has thought up a lot of applications for his invention. It could be 

used to restrict people's movements, immobilizing them if they go beyond the 

bounds set by their captors. An RFID tag in each armband would respond to 

signals from a "radio gateway" if the person approached an unauthorized 

area. When triggered, the armband would automatically release its payload 

into the subject's bloodstream, causing unconsciousness within seconds. Or 

guards could use a remote control device to instantly knock someone out

just point and shoot, and the person falls helpless to the floor. 

The armbands would be particularly effective for controlling large popu

lations. Each would contain a unique ID number that would allow captors to 

target specific individuals, pinpoint them from a distance (say, through a 

wireless phone network, which would give them virtually unlimited range), 

and, with a push of a button, render them unconscious. And if the hypoder-

. mic needle isn't enough, the armband can be souped up with "high voltage 

pulse circuitry, commonly found in tasers or cattle prods" so guards can 

administer electric shocks, too. 

Of course, the "armband" needn't be limited to the arm. It can be 

redesigned and placed around a person's neck, ankles, or leg. While drug 

dosages could be calibrated to match different weights and ages, the inventor 

regrets that it is probably not appropriate for infants, since it may be hard to 

fit the device to their tiny bodies and "unsafe" to do so. He suggests, instead, 

imprisoning infants and the elderly in a "separate section with a physical bar

rier isolating [them] from the armband monitored/secured occupants." 

. Reading this, it's hard not to think of cattle cars and concentration camps. 

But if all this talk of government control has got you down, there's another 

side to Mr. Vodin's invention. He explains that the armbands could be used to 

monitor patients' vital signs and administer regular doses of prescription 

drugs. We're still scratching our heads over what sorts of medications would 
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have to be administered through bulletproof armbands, though. ("It's time 

for your daily dose of apathy, Ms. Albrecht:' Bzzzt! ) 

Or here's cine: How about using the anesthetic armbands to keep the skies 

safe for travel? The inventor suggests that fitted onto airline passengers, the 

armbands could "automatically activate a drug injection" if a passenger goes 

"through radio gateway barriers, for example past the passenger area of an 

airplane towards the cockpit." The captain has turned off the seatbelt sign

but don't take a wrong turn on the way to the bathroom! 

We hope this invention will never be implemented. But if some day you 

find one clamped around your arm, here's a word of advice: Don't try to 

remove it, bang it forcefully, <?r block its signal. Stay within range of the read

ers. And pray the battery doesn't fail. The armband is set to monitor all of 

these conditions, and will administer "an immobilizing dosage if it detects 

attempts to remove, isolate or otherwise disable the armband." If the battery 

does die, its last official act will be to activate the payload and knock you out. 

While Mr. Vodin limits his discussion to anesthetics like sodium pentathol 

and ketamine to render you unconscious, it would be just as easy to load the 

injection modules with something more lethal. 

If there were an award for most awful way to use a spychip, we would be 

hard-pressed to choose between this armband and the deep organ 

implant!microphone! electroshock device. Slaveholders, third world dictators, 

sadistic school administrators, terrorist kidnappers, and dungeon prison 

guards overseeing hell holes everywhere would love to get their hands on one 

of these-or better yet, on a warehouse full ~f them. 

Who said RFID couldn't be used to control and enslave people? 
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AT WORK 

The nine most terrifying words in the English language are, "I'm from 

the government and I'm here to help:' 

-Ronald Reagan, 40th U.S. president! 

ID SNIPER RIFLE 

D arnn! They've got some big mosquitoes around here!" you might exclaim 

as you slap the spot on your arm where a glass-encapsulated RFID device had 

just penetrated your flesh. You would never guess you'd just been tagged by 

government officials wielding the latest high-tech weapon: the Empire North 

ID Sniper Rifle. 

Capable of delivering a GPS-enabled Veri Chip at a distance of over a 

thousand yards, the rifle is promoted by its developer as the ideal tool for 

"managing and controlling crowds." A government sniper could inject the 

grain-of-rice-sized microchip implants into persons of interest-say at a 
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protest or demonstration-and then secre~y track them by satellite. The best 

part is that the demonstrators would never know. According to Empire North, 

the impact of the gun's payload feels "like a mosquito bite, lasting a fraction of 

a second" and leaves no obvious skin marking. Because the victims would 

have no inkling of the surreptitious monitoring, it could all be done "without 

causing damage to the all-important image of the state," the company 

promises. 

Does this sound preposterous to you? It should-especially if you read the 

last chapter where we explained that not only is the VeriChip bigger than a 

grain of rice and would hurt like heck going in, it's not directly trackable by 

satellite. It doesn't have a GPS feature. In fact, it can't even be tracked across a 

room, since its read range is less than a few feet. 

But the Chinese government was a bit more gullible. Rather than question 

the unbelievable claims of the arms dealer, they bought the concept hook, 

line, anel sinker. 

IDSNIPE~rIfI8 
GPS rnJaOdIIP baS8d 

Jakob Bo~skov displays his concept of the world's most sinister weapon, the ID 
Sniper Rifle. 
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What they didn't know was that Jakob Boeskov, the CEO of Empire North, 

was no arms dealer. Rather, he was a gutsy Danish artist bearing phony busi

ness cards and bogus blueprints to see if governments of the world would buy 

into a plan to secretly tag and monitor people with the most sinister weapon 

he could devise. 

Surely no one would go for this, Boeskov figured. But when he promoted 

his weapon at China Police 2002, an international weapons trade show held in 

Beijing, his worst fears were confirmed. Not only were the Chinese police 

extremely interested in tracking their citizens with secret microchip implants, 

but representatives from several other countries expressed an interest, as well.2 

Imagine that. 

Fortunately for Boeskov, no one caught onto his charade or he might 

have been thrown into a Chinese prison by officials displeased to discover 

they had been the brunt of the creative caper. But unfortunately for the 

world's citizens, if Boeskov's weapon did exist, it would likely be embraced 

and put to use. 

GOVERNMENT ABUSE OF RFID 

Would the United States government be interested in using a surreptitious, 

high-powered people-chipping weapon? We hope not. But it's clear that the 

powerbrokers in Washington have their own plans to promote RFID technol

ogy and use it to track and monitor both citizens and visitors to our shores. 

Some of these efforts will be announced publicly, like the government

mandated chipping of passports and visitor documents. Others could be vir

tually invisible to citizens since the bureaucrats won't do the dirty work them

selves. They'll leave it to private companies to embed RFID tags into every

thing, then let retailers associate those numbers with individual consumers. 

Finally, they'll allow information brokers to record it all in massive databases. 

That way the government can simply buy the information it wants later, or 

usurp it outright in the name of national security. 

This strategy would give government officials access to the kind of granu

lar, detailed information about us that they want but aren't allowed to collect 
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themselves, thanks to limits pla~ed on them by the Fourth Amendment-the 

one that pI:otects us from unreasonable search and seizure by the government. 

LAw ENFORCEMENT AND SURVEILLANCE 

Obviously, accessing RFID tag information would let the government spy on 

its own ,citizens to an undreamt-of degree. But what makes us think they'll 

want to do that? 

Their past history. 

Back in May 2004, the United States General Accounting Office (GAO) 

issued a report that documented federal data mining efforts aimed at helping 

detect bureaucratic fraud, waste, and abuse--a fine and worthy goal. But it 

also revealed another side: The government uses the same processes to scruti

nize us, too. Combing through commercial databases chock full of personal 

information on consumers, they seek out people that fit certain profiles and 

target them for close evaluation and scrutiny.3 In other words, they're using 

commercial data to go on warrantless fishing expeditions. 

Just how widespread are these fishing expediti<;>ns? When th.e GAO sur

veyed 128 federal departments in late 2003 and early 2004, they found nearly 

200 data-mining efforts either planned or underway. Of these, 36 used per

sonal information like credit card transaction data gathered from private sec

tor databases. 

Most of us would never volunteer this information to the government 

unless we were served with a search warrant or someone put a gun to our 

heads. But the corporations who sell it have no such qualms. 

The government is analyzing this information through data mining, a 

process they describe .as using "techniques-such as statistical analysis and 

modeling-to uncover hidden patterns and subtle relationships in data ... 

[ to] allow for the prediction of future results."4 

So the government wants to know not only everything we've done in the 

past but what we're going to do in the future, too. 

What's next, tea leaves and fortune tellers? 

This may be just the tip of the iceberg. Several key agencies declined to 
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discuss their data-mining activities with the GAO, including the Central 

Intelligence Agency (CIA), the National Se~urity Agency, and the Defense 

Department's Department of the Army.6 One can only guess at the extent of 

their data-mining activities-or why they chose to keep a tight lid on them. 

Perhaps the Defense Department has decided it's best to keep such efforts 

quiet after the public backlash its "Total Information Awareness" program 

faced a while back. 

~ FEDS ACKNOWLEDGE THEy'RE 

VIOLATING OUR PRIVACY ~ 

TOTAL INFORMATION AWARENESS 

Total Information Awareness, or "TIA" for short, was a Defense Department 

project designed to capture information about virtually every transaction in 

every commercial database in the United States. These records-on every

thing from our phone calls and bank deposits to our store. and mail order 

purchases-were to have been consolidated into centralized government 

databases where they could be watched around the clock for any unusual 

activity.7 

The Total Information Awareness project was de-funded by Congress after 

a public outcry (some believe it is now operating as a "black bag account;' not 

subject to Congressional scrutiny),8 but the drive to access increasingly 

detailed knowledge about us has not gone away. One more terrorist incident 
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and bureaucrats will be clamoring to tear down the remaining shreds of pri

vacy we have left. Of course, unless we're careful, the next time around, they'll 

get more than our credit card records. They'll get the RFID numbers in our 

shoes and shirts, too .. 

WHEN THE DATABASES CONTAIN RFID TAG NUMBERS 

If the government gets access to purchase records containing RFID tag num

bers, it would be a simple matter to scan the things people are wearing or car

rying, look them up in the purchase database, and identify those individuals. 

This would make it easy to identify political opposition and crack down on 

civil liberties. 

Here's an example. Depending on your politics and interests, imagine 

you're attending a gun show, a peace rally, a union meeting, a religious serv

ice, or a talk by a prominent Muslim cleric. Your right to attend anyone of 

these events is protected by the First Amendment, which guarantees you free 

assembly with others, so it would be inappropriate for government agents to 

storm such an event and demand to see ID. 

In the spychipped future, however, they could figure out who was there 

without having to ask. With portable RFID readers in their backpacks, agents 

could mill around such events, pick up all the RFID tags associated with the 

people in attendance, cross-reference them in commercial databases; and cre

ate a fairly thorough list of who was there. 

Not only would that information identify those people, but it could identify 

their extended web of contacts as well. For example, if Katherine were scanned 

while wearing her husband's winter scarf, the watch her mother bought her for 

graduation, and a pen she borrowed from a journalist, the government would 

know whom to begin quest;ioning about her for more information. 

Even if the government could not determine who purchased the objects 

detected at the event, the unique RFID numbers the objects contain could still 

pose a threat to their owners' civil liberties. After agents skimmed the n~

bers from the items associated with a peace rally, for example, they could put 

the objects themselves on a watch list. Even without conveying the identity of 

the individuals carrying them, the objects could communicate a "peace rally 
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association" (or a gun show association, or a Muslim association, etc.) that 

government agents could use later. 

That way, if a pair of shoes detected at a controversial event later showed 

up at an airport checkpoint, the wearer could be singled out for further ques

tioning-or even be prevented from boarding the aircraft at all. * 

RFID IN FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 

Some have predicted the death of cash, since credit cards and electronic pay

ments are being used more often and for smaller purchases.9 However, many 

people (like us!) continue to highly value c~sh because of the anonymity it 

affords. This may soon change if RFID takes hold because a method has been 

developed to track cash and create a history of its ownership trail. 

Hitachi has developed a tiny RFID chip called the mu chip, which we men

tioned in Chapter Two. A mere OAmm square, the mu chip, which contains an 

integrated antenna, has a read range of only a few centimeters. In spite of its 

tiny read range, this chip holds the potential to eliminate the anonymity of 

cash because it is small enough to be embedded in paper currency,10 and its 

unique ID number could be captured at any point where cash is transferred. 

Imagine if when you took a hundred dollars out of the ATM, each of the 

twenty-dollar bills you withdrew contained its own unique ID number that 

could be captured and associated with your account. When you later used one 

of those bills to make a payment, its number could be captured again by the 

retailer at the point of sale. If records of these transfers were stored in a mas

ter database operated by the federal government (or a private entity that 

would provide it on demand), it would be possible to literally follow the trail 

of cash through the economy. 11 

Are any governments using this system? Frankly, we don't know. It was 

reported a few years back that the European Central Bank was in discussions 

with Hitachi over chipping EU banknotes to reduce counterfeiting, and it has 

been rumored that the Japanese government also considered tagging high 

* Under the CAPPS II passenger screening program, airport screeners don't even have to offer 
a reason for denying you a boarding pass. 
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denomination yen notes with the mu chip.12 However, we don't know if they 

ever tested or deployed the system. 

While there have been Internet rumors that U.S. currency has been tagged 

with RFID, we have not found any credible evidence to suggest this is the 

case-though we wouldn't put it past them at some future point. 

WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS OF RFID IN CASH? 

Of course, once cash is tagged, there will be no more anonymous payment 

options left-short of bartering (and even that could be problematic if items 

carry their ownership status in embedded tags). What's more, there will be a 

tremendous incentive to keep an eye on everyone's financial transactions as a 

way to reduce or eliminate money laundering, drug dealing, and .the black 

market economy. If money becomes trackable, even giving money to panhan

dlers and the destitute could land you in trouble. Imagine giving twenty dol

lars to a homeless man, then having that bill turn up at a drug bust a few days 

later. Drug enforcement agents could scan the bill and determine that it was 

issued to you through your bank's ATM machine, and you could find yourself 

answering some awkward questions. 

The read range on RFID tags in cash would be limited to a few inches, 

given current technology. Nevertheless, astute pickpockets could still pinpoint 

the easy marks from a crowd by bumping against their pockets with handheld 

reader devices. 

THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 

Through wind and rain, snow and hail, we deliver spychipped maiL That could 

be the new United States Postal Service motto if they embed RFID tags in 

postage stamps as predicted. According to Sun Microsystems, provider of 

RFID software, the Postal Service is "considering putting RFID capabilities on 

postage stamps, in order to track and locate mail much more quickly:!l3 A 

unique RFID number on each stamp could one day be used to register every 

. letter to the person mailing it, putting an end to the romance of anonymous 

love letters and the freedom of correspondence. 
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A new presidential proposal to grant the FBI authority to track the mail of 

suspected terrorists could push the timeline up on spychipped stamps. Under 

the proposal, postal inspectors would be required to supply to the FBI data 

contained on the outside of correspondence sent to or from subjects of terror 

investigation.14 This time-consuming project could be streamlined with 

RFID-enabled stamps. 

In the meantime, the Postal Service is keen to adopt other RFID measures. 

Their automation consultants have recommended tracking mail containers 

with RFID tags,15 and the Postal Service recently contracted wireless solutions 

provider ID Systems to spychip postal vehicles so they can be better moni

tored and traced.16 Will postal workers themselves be next? 

PASSPORTS 

. While privacy-conscious consumers had their eye on RFID in consumer 

products, the U.S. government quietly began an initiative to spychip our 

passports. 

"Sure, the public can boycott Benetton or Gillette, but let's see them try to 

boycott the U.S. State Department:' the Feds must have calculated. "Since 

we're not elected, they can't even vote us out of office:' 

Perhaps that was the thinking when the State Department forged plans to 

put unencrypted RFID tags in our passports that will beam stats like our 

name, place of birth, and nationality to anyone with the right reader device.17 

Americans are already at risk when traveling in countries that oppose U.S. 

policies, so we're puzzled as to why our government would want to enable 

kidnappers, thieves, and terrorists to identify us as targets for theft, kidnap

ping, or worse. 

Once again, the decision was made in a bureaucratic context with no 

opportunity for input from the public. Only after the spychipping decision 

was essentially a "fait accompli" did the State Department open a period for 

public comment-and it was immediately inundated with thousands of out

raged letters of opposition. The torrent of criticism has been so relentless that 

the State Department is now reexamining the security issues. IS 
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MONITORING VISITORS TO THE U.S. 

Foreigners traveling in the United States will soon be spychipped, as well, 

thanks to the Department of Homeland Security's United States Visitor and 

Immigration Status Indicator Technology (U.S.-VISIT) program. Foreign vis

itors will be issued remotely readable spychipped identification devices that 

contain their name, country of origin, entry and exit dates, and biometric 

information starting sometime in 2005.19 

Lest you think this is a good idea, you should know that we're likely to 

receive a reciprocal welcome from other countries. Do you want to broadcast 

your nationality when you travel in countries that don't share our govern

ment's views on world matters? 

Border monitoring could become quite an expensive undertaking-botll 

financially and in terms of advancing'the RFID agenda. The government has 

awarded an unbelievable ten-billion-dollar contract to Accenture to develop a 

"virtual border" for the U.S. Visit initiative.2o As you may recall, Accenture is 

the spychip promoter pushing concepts like the "Real World Showroom"-a 

way to allow strangers to scan you to learn what you're wearing and carrying. 

This huge infusion of cash will go a long way towards bolstering Accenture's 

role in domestic affairs. This is worrisome; considering how little attention 

the company pays either to privacy or propriety. 

How will Accenture spend those ten billion dollars? We don't know-and 

neither does the federal government. Accenture landed the contract (costing 

taxpayers an estimated forty dollars for every man, woman, and child in the 

U.S.) without having to specify what they plan to do. But don't worry, there's 

already talk of iris scans, voice recognition, and digital fingerprinting.21 

FIREARMS 

The latest RFID security scheme involves implanting a microchip into a gun 

owner's hand to verify that he or she is authorized to fire the weapon. 

VeriChip (the implant company) has teamed up with South Carolina firearms 

manufacturer FN Manufacturing to develop the "smart gun" that would scan 

the user for an implanted chip before a weapon would fire. 
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But police officers are not too keen on the idea. Though the "smart gun" is 

billed as a security measure, the plan has proven unpopular among the very 

police officers it was designed to protect. A police officer's gun would be use

less if the chip in his hand were damaged in a fight, and his partner's gun would 

be useless to him as well. Worse, there is the potential for savvy criminals to set 

off an electromagnetic pulse weapon (similar to a high-powered microwave 

device) to effectively disable the weapons of an entire police force, while still 

using "old-fashioned" RFID-free weapons to commit crimes themselves. 

Relying on an untested technology in a life-or-death situation makes cops 

understandably nervous. "We have power outages and computer crashes. 

Would you risk your life knowing all the things that could go wrong?" asked 

West Palm Beach police training sergeant William Sandman.22 

Though police officers can still refuse to participate in high-tech gun-dis

abling schemes, soldiers someday could face a court martial if they say "no:' 

Our men and women in uniform may be the guinea pigs for the military's ver

sion of the "smart gun:' According to patent application No. 20020149468 

(SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CONTROLLING REMOTE DEVICES), funded by the u.s. 
government, it is now possible to equip soldiers with weapons that can be 

~overnment photo shows a 
gun stock and an RFID tag that 
might be embedded in it .. 
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remotely disabled courtesy of embedded RFID tags.23 According to the patent 

application, "weapons lost on a battlefield can be easily tracked and enabled 

or disabled automatically or at will:' Of course, if the disabling technology 

falls into enemy hands, our troops could be in a world of trouble. That's a lot 

of faith to put in a spychip. 

It doesn't take much imagination to see how the remote tracking and dis

abling capability could one day be built into self-defense firearms owned by 

law-abiding citizens. Imagine if the bad guys, either on a battlefield or break

ing into your home, had the ability to disable the good guys' guns. We'd all be 

sitting ducks. Of course, the government could also use the technology as a 

convenient way to skirt the Second Amendment and infringe on our right to 

bear arms. 

» INTERROGATION AND CONTROL FROM THE AIR ~~ 

Interrogating \~ 
& Control \ '-./ aeame 
~ 
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THE GOVERNMENT PROMOTES RFID 

Far from protecting the public from the RFID threat, our government is 

actively promoting the technology. Some agencies have been on board from 

the start, such as the Department of Defense and the United States Postal 

Service, both "sponsoring members" of the Auto-ID Center from its earliest 

days. And in 2002, the Auto-ID Center was already meeting with Office of 

Homeland Security Director Tom Ridge.24 

The Defense Department, one of the largest purchasers of goods in the 

world, made a major tactical move to advance the spychip agenda in 

September 2003 by requiring its suppliers to affix RFID tags onto shipments 

headed to DOD warehouses.25 As we've said, it was the government equiva

lent of the Wal-Mart mandate. 

·Not to be outdone, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the 

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) are both encouraging RFID adoption 

through their recently issued "track and trace" guidelines. The USDA has 

called for all food animals tc,> be tracked from "birth to slaughter;'26 while the 

FDA, as we've explained, wants prescription drugs tracked from the manufac

turing plants through to the pharmacies.27 

Lawmakers like U.S. Senator Byron Dorgan of North Dakota are in the 

pockets of big money RFID interests. Dorgan spent federal tax dollars to bring 

RFID tag manufacturer Alien Technology into a partnership with North 

Dakota State University to support "micro-technology research:' It was little 

surprise when Alien later returned the favor by agreeing to build the world's 

highest capacity RFID chip manufacturing plant in Dorgan's state, .bringing 

lots of dirty jobs into North Dakota.28 Welcome to the new economy based on 

spychips. 

By the end of 2004 and the beginning of 2005, major RFID initiatives were 

publicized by a number of government agencies, including the Social Security 

Administration,29 NASA,3o the Postal Service,31 and the Department of 

Homeland Security,32 among others. The volume and fury of these 

announcements reached such a fevered pitch that we knew something big was 

happening behind the scenes. 
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It all became clear when we found a General Services Administration 

(GSA) bulletin titled "B-7 Radio Frequency Identification:' blatantly directing 

4eads of federal agencies "to consider action that can be taken to advance the 

[RFID] industry by.demonstrating the long-term inten~ of the agency to 

adopt RFID technological solutions:'33 Hold on! Advance the industry?! The 

directive was signed on December 4, 2004. 

Apparently, since the spychippers knew they couldn't get consumers to 

sign on, they switched tactics to getting government agencies on board 

instead. Taxpayers have little say in the day-to-day purchasing decisions of 
I 

federal agencies, so it was the perfect place to land high-profile and lucrative 

contracts-right over the heads of the public. After all, how is a citizen going 

to protest the Social Security Administration's use of RFID to keep track of 

files? Not only could government agencies spen4 freely to support the RFID 

industry, but also their deployments would make it clear the technology had 

government-backed legitimacy. Quite a coup. 

U.S. SENATORS Vow TO "PROTECT" SPYCHIPS 

As we know from the confidential documents we uncovered, the RFID 

industry has long been planning to use "top tier" government officials to 

advance their agenda. Apparently, those efforts are now paying off. Not only is 

the GSA openly supporting RFID, but U.S. senators are getting on board, too. 

Rather than looking out for the interests of their constituents, our elected 

representatives are working overtime to protect and promote the interests of 

the RFID industry. 

The latest pro-RFID government missive to leave us reeling comes from 

something called the "Senate Republican High Tech Task Force" which unveiled 

a set of policy programs in the spring of 2005. Unbelievably, one of their policy 

planks was a vow to "protect" RFID. These senators announced they will: 

protect exciting new technologies from premature regulation or legislation 

in search of a problem. RFID holds tremendous promise for our economy, 

including military logistics and commercial inventory efficiencies, and 

should not be saddled prematurely with regulation.34 
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. We were disturbed when we took a closer look at this "task force" of elect

ed officials. Its website describes it as "a conduit for the technology industry." 

But, wait a minute. We didn't elect these senators to represent the technology 

industry; we elected them to represent us. When did politicians become lack

eys for industry instead of "conduits" for the people? CASPIAN doesn't gener

ally advocate legislative controls over RFID (we want labeling legislation only 

as we describe in Chapter Seventeen), but we certainly don't think it is appro

priate for our elected representatives to gush about the technology, calling it 

"exciting:' either. We're betting the lawmakers' exuberance will subside once 

their constituents read this book and learn that the "exciting new technologies" 

their politicians are pushing involve Orwellian-style privacy invasions. 
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THE NIGHTMARE SCENARI[] 

Power kills; absolute power kills absolutely. 

Sed quis custodiet ipsos custodes? 

[Who will watch the watchers?] 

-R. J. RummeP 

-Juvenal, Sixth Satire, 

first century A.D. 

THE HUNTER OR THE PREY? 

There are two ways to look at RFID's extraordinary human tracking abilities. 

Either you embrace the idea of being able to identify and track individuals every

where they go or you recoil in horror at the thought. Your reaction depends on 

where you see yourself in the tracking equation: Are you the hunter or the prey? 

Often, when we give an RFID talk to a group of corporate executives, a 

strange transformation takes place. The same pro-RFID folks who drum their 

fingers on the table and shoot us icy looks before the talk begins will leap ter

rified out of their seats when we're through, saying, "How do we stop this? We 

can't let them do this to us!" It's funny how easily "we, the watchers" can turn 
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into "we, the watched:' In other words, RFID is fine if we're the ones wielding 

it, but not if somebody else is at the helm. 

Nowhere is the predator mentality more dearly articulated than in a 2001 . 

promotional video featuring former MIT Auto-ID Center executive director 

Kevin Ashton (the visionary from Procter & Gamble who started this whole 

thing). As you read the following story by Ashton, see if you identify with the 

predator or the prey: 

I was in Africa last year, and we were in a Jeep tourist thing. [We] came across 

some zebra, and our very amusing African tracker turned to me, the MIT 

guy, and said, "Okay, I bet you don't know why zebra have stripes:' And, of 

course, I knew the answer to this; it's obviously camouflage, isn't it? When the 

guy stopped laughing (which took some time), he asked me, "Okay. Zebra. 

Black and white stripes. Africa. Do you see anything black and white? No:' 

He told me zebra have stripes for a very interesting reason. And the 

reason is that if a predator decides to attack a herd of zebra, what it wants to 

do is singulate one, hunt it down and exhaust it. The reason a zebra has 

stripes is so that when the zebra all run away, it's absolutely impossible to 

keep your eye on anyone individual. So the stripes on a zebra are actually a 

defense against identification. 

That caught my imagination because of what I do for work, where 

identification is the central problem. In nature, identification is a matter of 

life and death. If you can't identify things, you can't count them, you can't 

work out whether or not you can eat them, you can't work out whether or 

not they are friends or foe. 2 

In his usual insightful way, Ashton has neatly summed up the issue. 

Without a failsafe method of identification, a predator can't single out an 

individual, hunt it down, exhaust it-and ultimately eat it. If you're a lion, you 

should embrace RFID. If you're a zebra, you should fight like hell to keep it 

away from yourself and your children. 

Today, our public discourse is almost entirely deminated by the informa-
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tion predators-the lions who want to keep a close watch on everyone else. 

Usu,ally this is framed as a battle where the "good guys" need better technolo

gy to watch the "bad guys." The chorus can be deafening. 

"Stop the terrorists!" 

"Photograph the shoplifters!" 

"ID the foreigners!" 

, "Tag the truant kids!" 

We are inundated with so many messages from the watchers that their 

worldview begins to seep into our consciousness, drowning out our awareness 

of a crucial fact: Once we empower the lions, it won't take much to become 

their prey ourselves. 

Imagine what it would mean for society if RFID actually lived up to its 

promise and made it possible for authorities to single us out as individuals 

and have 100 percent, round-the-clock accuracy about who we are, where we 

go, whom we associate with, and what we do with our time. Imagine that 

ubiquitous RFID, coupled with omniscient databases and an all-seeing video 

surveillance grid, made law enforcement so knowledgeable that no act could 

ever go unobserved and no crime would go unpunished. 

Maybe this sounds good to you. It would almost certainly cut down on ter

rorism, theft, kidnapping, and even petty street crime-all positive outcomes. 

If you identify with the lions, it's a good thing for law enforcement officers 

and Homeland Security offichils and border guards and school principals and 

everyone else in authority to have absolute omniscience. 

That is, of course, unless they've gone bad. 

THE YELLOW STAR 

In the dark days of Germany's Third Reich, Jewish people had become the hunt

ed. The only way they could escape deportation to Nazi death camps was by flee

ing the country, hiding, or blending in with the rest of the German herd, using 

illegal means like forged identity papers and elaborate cover stories. Tragically, 

many failed. But some Jews used their zebra stripes to avoid being singled out 

from the crowd and targeted for destruction. 
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In his book, The Last Jews in Berlin, author Leonard Gross recounts the 

miraculous survival stories of a. handful of Jews who rode out World War II 

from within the borders of Germany itself. Their strategies included going 

underground or posing as non-Jews to escape detection. But regardless of 
how they survived, these rebellious, brave souls had all taken a common first 

step: They discarded the yellow star that identified them as Jews and marked 

them for death. 

Interestingly, after years spent interviewing Holocaust survivors for his 

book, Gross arrived at the same "herd" analogy that Kevin Ashton would later 

use to justify RFID. The crucial difference is that where Ashton identified with 

the hunters, Gross identified with the hunted. Here he describes how Nazis 

singled out their prey from the herd: 

On September 1, 1941, the Nazis had ordered all Jews older than six to wear 

a Star of David over their hearts .... It was a yellow star outlined in black and 

embroidered with the· word Jude . ... They were forbidden to leave their 

districts without permission or to be outdoors after evening curfew hours

policies whose underlying purpose became clear once the deportations 

began. Not only had the Jewish cattle been branded for easy identification, 

they had been penned into stockades where their captors could cut them out 

of the herd for the trip to the slaughterhouse.3 

The "final solution" had been a long time coming. Even before the death 

camps and extermination began, the Nazis had turned Jews into nonentities 

in their own communities, doing everything they could to prevent Jews from 

enjoying the conveniences and pleasures of life. As Gross explains, Jews were 

barred fro~ using public parks and public streets where official buildings 

stood. They were banned from using public telephones or restrooms. Even 

public transit was off limits, except in certain, limited circumstances. Even 

harder to abide, they faced draconian restrictions at stores. Jews were prohib

ited from buying basic staples~ including eggs, milk, cheese, white bread, 

smoked meats, fish, tobacco, and spirits. 
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There's little doubt in our minds that were the Holocaust to happen today, 

the Nazi predators would have done more than issue yellow stars to mark 

their victims. They would almost certainly have tagged every Jew with a 

mandatory RFID implant, preferably deep in the body where it would be next 

to impossible to remove. 

In a world filled with RFID readers, the Nazis could have been far more 

efficient in depriving Jews of access to basic necessities and the stuff of daily 

life. RFID numbers encoded in their chips could mark Jews as social and tech

nological pariahs, causing any doorway, elevator, or appliance equipped with 

RFID-based authentication to shut down when a Jew attempted to use it. In a 

cashless s~ciety where an ID swipe is required for nearly every activity, pay 

phones could be programmed to withhold dial tones, subway gates could 

remain firmly closed, and store equipment could refuse to ring up ''Aryan

only" food like eggs and milk for the "wrong" kind of person. A few keystrokes 

could cut off an entire community from the herd, in a horrific mutation of the 

marketers' "digital redlining" technique. But rather than charging higher 

prices and offering poor service to the "undesirables:' such techniques could 

prevent them from receiving any services whatsoever. 

When the low-tech world goes bad as it did in Nazi Germany, it's a night

mare, but when the RFID world goes bad, the nightmare could permeate 

every aspect of its victims' lives, making camouflage and escape all but impos

sible. RFID could fulfill dictators' wildest evil dreams, providing near total 

omniscience and control over every aspect of society. 

When RFID goes bad, it will be unlike anything we've ever seen before. 

COULD IT HAPPEN HERE? 

Perhaps you think talk of government abuse is a red herring, since, after all, 

we're not living in Nazi Germany. That's probably what Germany's neighbors 

thought, too, until fascist thugs grabbed the reins of power from their legitimate 

governments and began committing the same atrocities they had done at home. 

Had countries like Poland or the Netherlands built up an RFID surveillance 

infrastructure, regardless of how benign their intentions and how many legal 
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controls they had put in place to constrain its use, the Nazis would have seized 

it, removed the safeguards, and quickly applied it to their own abhorrent ends. 

It would be so easy for an oppressor to dominate a population accustomed 

to being watched and controlled by RFID tags and readers in their homes, 

schools, stores, and workplaces. A people docile enough to allow their medi

cine cabinets, refrigerators, cash registers, retail shelves, food, guns, passports, 

mail, work uniforms, car tires, roads, taxis, and subways to be tagged and 

monitored by authorities would be easy pickings for a tyrant. If a people can't 

even fight back against snoopy marketers and their own elected representa

tives, how would they fare against an armed and aggressive enemy? 

That's the problem with power, and why total government omniscience is 

a bad idea. No matter how much you trust your government, giving it 

unchecked ability to observe a.nd control your life is like putting a noose 

around your neck and hoping the guy on the other end never pulls the rope. 

You might think you're handing that rope to Mother Teresa only to find your

self one day staring into the eyes of Lyndie England.4 

Or Adolf Hitler. 

GOVERNMENT: THE DEADLIEST FORCE ON THE PLANET 

Still think it couldn't happen to us? The rise of a bloodthirsty government like 

the Third Reich is anything but an isolated event. Government violence is a 

timeworn reality that stretches back throughout history. University of Hawaii 

professor R.J. Rummel has devoted his career to researching this phenome

non, which he calls "democide;' the killing of people by their own govern

ments. What he has found is breathtaking-and very scary. 

Hundreds of millions of people have been slaughtered in cold blood by the 

very authorities that were supposed to be in charge of protecting them. In 

fact, iIi the twentieth century, people's own governments were four times 

more deadly than all the century's wars combined. Rummel cites examples of 

democi~e from around the globe-from China, the Soviet Union, Germany, 

Portugal, Mexico, Japan, Vietnam, Indonesia, Poland, Pakistan, Turkey, 

Cambodia, North Korea-the list is mentally and emotionally exhausting. 
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20TH CENTURY DEMOCIDE 
(000) 

REGIMES YEARS TOTAL 
KILLED 

MEGAMURDERERS 1900-87 151,491 
DEKA-MEGA 1900-87 128,168 

U.S.S.R. 1917-87 61,911 
China (PRC) 1949-87 35,236 
Germany 1933-45 20,946 
China (KMT) 1928-49 10,075 

LESSER 1900-87 19,178 
Japan 1936-45 5,964 
China (Mao Soviets) 1923-49 3,465 
Cambodia 1975-79 2,035 
Thrkey 1909-18 1,883 
Vietnam 1945-87 1,670 
Poland 1945-48 1,585 
Pakistan 1958-87 1,503 
Yugoslavia (Tito) 1944-87 1,072 

SUSPECTED 1900-87 4,145 
No~Korea 1948-87 1,663 
Mexico 1900-20 1,417 
Russia 1900-17 1,066 

CENTI-KIWMURDERERS 1900-87 14,918 
TOPS 1900-87 4,074 

China (Warlords) 1917-49 910 
Turkey (Ataturk) 1919-23 878 
United Kingdom 1900-87 816 
Portugal (Dictatorship) 1926-82 741 
Indonesia 1965-87 729 

LESSER MURDERERS 1900-87 2,792 
WORLD TOTAL 1900-87 169,202 

This table compiled by University of Hawaii professor 
R.J. Rummel provides a grim accounting of government 
murder in the twentieth century.5 

Though these countries had widely different cultures, languages, and geo

graphy, Rummel found that they all shared one common feature: excessive 

government power. 
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In total, during the first eighty-eight years of [the 20th] century, almost' 170 

million men, women;and children have been shot, beaten, tortured, knifed, 

burned, starVed, frozen, crushed,. or worked to death; buried alive, drowned, 

hung, bombed, or killed in any other of the myriad ways governments have 

inflicted death on unarmed, helpless citizens and foreigners. The dead could 

conceivably be nearly 360 million people. It is as though our species has 

been devastated by a modem Black Plague. And indeed it has, hut a plague 

of Power, not germs.6 

What are we to make of these statistics? Rummd's conclusion goes to 

the heart of the problem. He writes that "the way to' end war and virtually 

eliminate democide appears to be through restricting and checking powe-l' 

(emphasis added). 

SURVEILLANCE Is POWER 

Governments like to assure their citizens that surveillance will make them 

safer, but surveillance is more likely to ensure the security of the regime in 

power than to protect the citizens. Once surveillance tools are in place, go:v

ernments are tempted to use them to identify and hassle people who oppose 

their rule, whether they are members of opposing political parties (think 

Watergate) or citizens acting for peaceful change (think Martin Luther King, 

or, more recently, twenty-one-year-old Sara Bardwell, a member of the group 

"Food not Bombs" that cooks for the homeless, who was recently intimidated 

by the FBI for protesting the Iraq War7). Surveillance by the state has a chill

ing effect on people's willingness to work for social change and root out 

abuse: In a surveillance state, people keep their heads low and conform. And, 

of course, that's just how the government likes it. 

Remember the all-seeing surveillance grid that sounded so good a few 

pages back? Here's what we wrote: 

Imagine what it would mean for society if RPID actually lived· up to its 

promise and made it possible for authorities to single us out as individuals 
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and have 100 percent, round-the-clock acCuracy about who we are, where 

we go, who we associate with, and what we do with our time. Imagine that 

ubiquitous RFID, coupled with omniscient databases and an all-seeing 

video surveillance grid, made law enforcement so knowledgeable th,at no act 

could ever go unobserved and no crime would go unpunished. 

» DOES SURVEILLANCE KEEP PEOPLE SAFE? ~~ 
. _ Y-z::·_->::,,'f:::'~"'" .~., >~:.' ........ --:'.;~" 

~!?iiei;t"~; 
~,~~~~;tothe_te. 'Tht},!I~lla~~,:.wasl1ear (;Qmplete,b~,did;'fl1e 

. ", 

c~;.estat~ keep theSm1¢t~·, ,,' 
, ~:~~fy;:~o~'watclffiil,);q;", 
':*1~i1~7j~e;So~t,;" 

,~'~".~~~.~~~re~~~y,9~:~Jf~.,?:.;"., " .~~~~/~~~:;i~{.;;j~~',· 

Considering Rummel's democide statistics, wouldn't you rather take the 

better odds of risking random crimes than face the possibility of total control 

by a bloodthirsty government? No criminal we know of has managed to mur

der an average of three thousand people per day, every day, for seventy years, 

as the Soviet government did. 

It would take an army to kill seven million people in a single winter, as 

Stalin did with a state-induced famine in the Ukraine in 1932-33. Stalin first 

confiscated all of the Ukrainian's seeds so they couldn't plant crops or store 

food for the winter. Then he sent troops to search barns and cellars for hidden 

grain or hoarded food. Finally, when winter came, he ordered the military to 

close the borders and prevent food from reaching the people. At one point, 

Ukrainian villagers, Stalin's subjects, were dying at the rate of twenty-five 

thousand per day-that's more than one thousand people per hour, seventeen 
I 

people per minute. 8 
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These statistics alone should give us pause before we implement an RFID 

infrastructure that could allow the government to monitor and control every

thing, including our food. 

CHALLENGING OUR BASIC ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT REALITY 

We are standing on the brink of a new era. When RFID proponents refer to 

their new technology as «disruptive:' they are making a breathtaking under

statement. RFID has the power to change our lives in fundamental ways, 

undermining our basic assumptions about the world around us. 

Up until now, maintaining a line between public and private knowledge of 

our physical possessions has been as intuitive and simple as breathing. If some

one else can't see something, can't hear it, smell it, touch it, or taste it, they won't 

know it's there. We have always maintained our privacy through simple physi

cal acts like putting something into a box or a bag where we know it can't be 

seen. Every time you wrap a present, tuck a letter into a drawer, close a door, put 

money under a mattress, or slip something into your pocket, you are relying on 

this basic assumption. It underpins our notions of safety and physical privacy. 

By creating a form of x-ray vision that can see through pockets, walls, and 

wrapping paper, however, the spychippers hope to change all of that. Their. 

technology opens the door to a «transparent society" where everything we, do 

can be monitored, scrutinized, and observed by others. In the future, even 

retreating to your home and locking your door might not shield you from the 

prying eyes of the world outside. The end result could be just as damaging to 

the social world as mishandled nuclear energy to the physical world. And like 
I 

nuclear energy, the fallout could take years to fully recognize. 

The RFID industry is not taking the threat seriously. When someone is 

playing with fire, you want them to acknowledge that fire is dangerous, since 

only then will they be likely to take commonsense precautions. If scientists set 

up a nuclear test lab in a suburb, for example, we'd sure feel better if the 

people in charge acknowledged the dangers of radioactive material and 

encased the building in lead. But frighteningly, the developers and promoters 
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of RFID are behaving more like Alfred E. Neuman-"What me; worry?"

caricatures than responsible stewards of our future. 

Rather than think hard about the world-changing power they are about to 

unleash on society, the RFID peddlers say, "We don't need to take precautions 

because there is absolutely no danger here:' Then, they pour money into PR 

campaigns to "pacify" the rest of us and lobby government officials to shield 

and promote their technology. 

There will always be those who believe the potential socie.tal benefits of 

surveillance schemes outweigh the risks of abuse. However, though there is 

ample evidence that the supposed security "benefits" of mass surveillance are 

quite doubtful,9 the risks of unchecked government control are very real and 

not to be discounted. As the police and other agents of the state increasingly 

tap the power of the retail sector's growing arseq.al of sophisticated surveil

lance technologies, we may soon find ourselves in the totalitarian nightmare 

described by George Orwell in 1984. 

THE SLOW PROGRESSION 

Now that we have the ability to do it, the pressure to require some form of per

manent, foolproof ID for every person on the planet is bound to increase 

steadily. We're already seeing the beginning of this mandate with the Real ID 

Act recently passed by Congress. The starting point will be spychipped driver's 

licenses, building access cards, and student name tags, and the end point will 

be microchips embedded in our flesh. 

Unless we act now, it's just a matter of time before society finds a com

pelling reason to permanently identify and track "captive" populations with 

implantable microchips. First, we'll implant society's outcasts-like prisoners 

and the homeless-justifying it as a security measure. When such chipping 

becomes commonplace and hence "acceptable" in those populations, society 

may expand those efforts to semi-captive populations like the elderly, school 

kids, and the military. Next will come government employees and those work

ing for major corporations. After all, the argument will go, np one's forcing 
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you to do it-although if you don't go along, you can kiss your paycheck 

goodbye. Finally, when most everyone else has been signed up, they'll start 

coming for the rest of us. Nicely at first, then in earnest. 

Not chipped? Is there a problem? Don't you realize you are putting us all 

at risk? 

KEVIN ASHTON: "WE WILL HAVE TO DIE" 

In the same video where Kevin Ashton so clearly defines the crux of the RFID 

argument with his zebra metaphor, he theorizes what will have to happen for 

RFID to be accepted by society. Without skipping a beat, the always cool-as-a

cucumber Ashton tells gathered pro-RFID executives, "We will have to die:' 

After awkward laughter from his audience, Ashton clarifies the seemingly 

outrageous statement. Our generation, he explains, will never fully embrace a 

world where everything can be tagged and tracked. It's just too new. But the 

next generation will. 

Adolf Hitler understood this dynamic well, saying: 

When an opponent declares, "I will not come over to your side, and you will 

not get me on your side:' I calmly say, "YoUr child belongs to me already. A 

people lives forever. What are you? You will pass on. Your descendants, 

however, now stand in the new camps. In a short time they will know 

nothing else but this new community:'lO 

It is up to us to protect our children's generation from accepting unbri': 

dled government power and surveillance. If we embrace spychips today, our 

children and graIidchildren will grow up trained to report their every move, 

activity, and purchase-even the contents of their backpacks and purses-to 

marketers and government officials. If we do not nip this trend in the bud 

now, while there is still time, our grandchildren may not know what privacy 

and anonymity are. Every time they step through a doorway, attend a class, 

enter a library, or even walk in the park, a computer somewhere will be 

watching. 

\ 
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FIGHT BACK! 

[T]he [Nazi] revolution arrived not with a rush but covertly and, at times, 

even comically. There were no battles to fight, no bastilles to storm. Men and 

women fell into the arms of the new Reich like ripe fruit from a tree .... [T]he 

Nazi revolution was orderly and disciplined. But the reason lies not so much 

within the Nazis themselves as in the lack of an effective opposition. . .. 

[M]illions watched passively, not deeply committed to resistance. 

-George Mosse, Nazi Culturell 

The RFID revolution planned by global corporations and governments 

will be nearly imperceptible at first, as the technology slowly permeates ware

houses, then spreads to store shelves, our homes, and then perhaps ultimately 

into our flesh. Because of its silent and insidious nature, the spychipping 

infrastructure could be in place before we even have a chance to weigh in on 

its development. 

Can we afford to cede our anonymity in the illusory hope that the RFID 

network will never fall into the wrong hands? It is up to each of us to ensure 

that comprehensive, all-knowing surveillance systems are returned to the 

scrap heap of history's bad ideas before it is too late to stop them. 
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PULL THE PLUG! 

~' How ytlUCAN HEL.P WIN T.HE RFIO WAR ~ 

Nobody made a greater mistake than he who did nothing because he 

could only do a little. 

-Edmund Burkel 

Find out just what any people will quietly submit to and you have 

found out the exact measure of injustice and wrong which will be 

imposed upon them, and these will continue till they are resisted with 

either words or blows, or both. The limits of tyrants are prescribed by 

the endurance of those whom they oppress. 

. -Frederick Douglass2 

A MESSAGE OF VICTORY 

We don't have to feel hopeless, outnumbered, or discouraged in the face of 

the RFID threat. The good news is that businesses depend on our shopping 

dollars, and this gives us powerful leverage. If consumers don't want spy

chips-and act on that preference in the market-companies will stop using 

RFID, plain and simple. 

This is not a pipe dream. When they hear of RFID, two thirds of people

an extraordinary majority-immediately understand what the technology 

will mean for their privacy and oppose it.3,4,5 Despite media messages to the 

contrary, ordinary people care deeply about their privacy and are ready to take 

221 
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a stand against the erosion of their rights. Americans will not surrender their 

cherished freedoms without a fight-and they certainly won't trade them for 

five cents off a bag of rice or sacrifice them to save a few minutes in a check

out line. We know this because we have received literally tens of thousands of 

e-mails from people concerned about their privacy who tell us they are ready 

to take a stand. "No more surveillance. Enough is enough:' they say. We can 

get this message out through the power of our spending choices and by band

ing together and speaking up. 

We can use the power of the market to put an end to spychips on con

~umer goods. The first step is to identify the companies that are using RFID 

irresponsibly and refuse to shop in their stores or buy their products. We have 

listed the most notorious of these spychipping companies in the box below, 

and we'll keep an updated list at Spychips.com. 

The next step is to get as many other people as possible to boycott the 

products. Talk to neighbors, family, coworkers, and friends. You can also use 

protests, websites, flyers, bumper stickers, posters, town meetings, and more 

to help spread the word to others. 

Businesses can choose to respond to our demands for spychip-free prod

ucts or not, but the market will punish those who fail to pay attention to con

sumer concerns. 

Of course, the flipside of punishing corporations that behave badly is lav

ishing rewards on those that respect our privacy and treat us with dignity. We 

should pledge our business to companies that take a public stand against 

item-level RFID tagging and promise their products will be spychip-free. This 

is the beauty of the free market. When it works correctly, both parties are 

happy with the relationship and everyone benefits. 

THE RFID RIGHT TO KNow ACT 

Boycotts are fine and well, but what about the government? Shouldn't they 

pass laws to protect us from RFID privacy invasion? 

In today's legislation-heavy climate, people immediately look to the gov

ernment to protect them from marketplace threats. But there are two problems 
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~ THE WORST OF THE SPYCHIPPERS ~ 

~~+f9~~~~~R~i.e.s ha.iPast,.Ef~se~~~,()x: fu~ep!~~ t9\}lS~r . 
abUSe-RFID on CODStmler products. . . . 

~ . '. . 
Gillette: Co-founded theAuto-ID Center. H1dspychips in Mach3 razors and 

i#alledalC~sheJr>tosnap:seaetphotos of(:UStOmersat a Tesoostorein 

EDs:tand Installed a similar "smart shelf" in Brockton, Massachusetts. (See 

B~ttGillette.com for details.) Gillette VPDick Cantwell, the form~ 
,.cb;~of tbeAut94P Cen.:ter, ~nWtues to aggressively promote ~tem-:-.. 
l~ tagging of OODStmler goods. Gillette is slated to merge with PrtK:ter & 

:~ble.',~owJ ,toQ'eate th~cwodd'$1;largest~oDSUPler, goods company.,'· 

PrOducts: Gillette razor blades, Oral-B, Duracell, Braun. 

'Wd't;ter 6iGambk:~:fowlded: the:;iiAuto.;niCent~r with GillMte. fli& 
spychips'in Max FactQrLipfin.ity lipsti<;k being sold at a Wal-Martstore in 

Bi~ken 'ArroW" Oklah~una,then secretly vid~otaped women intdacting 

with them. Denied the trial un(i1 proofsurface.d. Designed invasive "Home 

oft1le Future" and "Store of the Future" prototypes. Continues tovocally 

. promote itein-Ievel ~ID tags. Products: Max Factor, Crest, Cascade, Tide, 

Clairol, ~d more. 

Wal-Mart: Issued the now infamousRFIDsupply chain "mandate" to 

,f~m i1:$top;olJ,e.; hWi4red sqppliers4),:;lnvesti,alU1ID. Within a year, the 
-~, ' .' I • ",' .- . " . . 0 

mandate had pJ;ompt.ed hundreds of millions of dollars of investment in 

. ~D ~truCture, laqnchiJi~ the~cent industry. Wa};.Martworkec1, 

with P & G to videotape women interacting with spychipped products. 

Jn$IIed an RFID. "SIIlart shelf" in Bl'Qckton,Massacbrisetts, then denied it 

haci done sQ. Currently, Wal~Mart is. selling item-level tagged Hewlett 

Packard pJ;oducts in seven Dallas-Ft Worth, Texas, stores, in violation of a 

~for ~,in~rat<>riumon item.,level tagging issued ,brthe world's leadini 

privacy and civil hberties experts. 
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.. ;r,sco:,li;urrenjyputti,tlg item-level REID tags on consqJn..er goqds, 

. <;"~ctUd$~Dvri~1or s~ ~t Sto~in En~d. This ~ ofRFiDiS in Vi~la-
;ct~~lU)~.~caU~~,~m(>~d~;tbe tag&~n?t ~led a~,~epo~*of 
~ shle. pihici~ted in "smart shelf" trial with Gillette to photogr~ph 

/J;~~t.Jlicijl~,llP ~~~~~~~. (S~:a~~~TesR?fOm fO~i~e~·;~0;+. 
"~z~,~/ " ·'.~"?2r::': ';:?;::.':-" ..... ?:'~::::: ,'o.-,,!.·, .. ',;' ""'.', . ,;,"" ,'r,<' 

MetrollfraftlNtStlHlohnson Co /ohttson/HenkellP6(;fGiUettelIBM: All 

·.,J:ffV9lv~th~p,o~"FutweStol"e~inlUleinbe~g; Geimai1Y,,~ 
. iusto~ were ~ed store shopper cards with RFID tags hidden inSide, 

••• ~~.~. ~rsdi~twork.; 
.}pM: l!~ds seVe"al nigh~sh patents detailing~ys ~ use JmD to spy 
:,,~p~~. 8as.iferred io ,customers as:"guinea pigs:' 

.. ~,.t S"., anti ~These.anti-theft compames' item;. 
~', ' ' ", ," " J, • 

':~ IUJn'"~ t:a.ggillg" programs violate-our caUfor a moratorium 

.~dvi$te EPC1gl0bal'sown "privacy guidelines." Their "Uberty" portals 

'. J:~uld ~erinw.lun~e~IRFID surveillance infrastructur~ 

'f~~m~an:is to Wa~Ahercrombie & Fitch, Marks & Spencer, Levi

:,,r~~Jm,qide an4:'9ntas~~compames. 
: ~;."., /:<, "!::" '. . < 

with asking lawmakers to regulate RFID. First, there is the lack of political will 

to do it, as we pointed out in Chapter Fifteen. Corporate lobbyists have already 

begun whispering into politicians' ears how much more profitable it will be for 

them to "protect" RFID than to regulate it. But even if we could get lawmakers 

to control RFID through legislation, it would be a bad idea. The reason goes . 

straight to the heart of the new consumer movement: If we're going to fix this 

mess, we'd better start wielding power ourselves. 

Relying on the government to preserve our freedom and privacy is like 

asking a troop of foxes to preserve our hens. It's simply not in their nature to 

do it. While the people will always seek freedom and privacy, government is the 

natural enemy of these aims-a fact the founding fathers of our nation 

understood well when they crafted ways to limit the government's power. 
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Begging the government, hat in hand, to solve our privacy problems for us is 

not only humiliating and ineffectual, but it turns us into a bunch of weak

willed sycophants, too cowed and domesticated to do anything for ourselves. 

-We have to stop petitioning the corridors of power on bended knee, asking 

favors they are unlikely to grant, and instead ourselves become a powerful 

force to be reckoned with. This is how people throughout history have over

thrown tyranny and regained their liberty-not by asking the usurpers nicely 

for their rights but by standing up and claiming them. 

We believe the only appropriate role for RFID legislation is to require that 

companies tell us whether or not products contain RFID tags so we can make 

our own informed decisions about whether or not to buy them. Since spy

chips can be so easily hidden, it's possible that even the savviest RFID oppo

nent could accidentally buy a pro~uct or clothing item containing one. To 

prevent this, we have developed model legislation that would require items 

containing RFID to be clearly labeled. This legislation, the 'RFID Right to Know 

Act, is available at the Spychips website. 

THE RFID RESISTANCE Is GROWING STRONG 

We consumers have had an enormous impact on limiting RFID abuses, and 

we can win the next phase, too. With only a shoestring budget and a staff of 

unpaid volunteers, we've successfully faced down companies like Benetton, 

Gillette, Procter & Gamble, Wal-Mart, Metro, and Tesco-the Goliaths of the 

corporate world-and gotten them to back away from RFID deployments. 

~~ WE'VE BEEN HEARD! ~ 

"'"FjWa1J~~~*e$·'iri~Rua tJili~ MA·sup~~ket~:~-:!·.·····:····· 
~+AN ~4.other$-haveforcedr~tP feel~ p~:or ~.tb~wtat1l. ••.. ' 
'ExJ~ ~ co@sionsas privacyadi~aitesA~ theif~iriusck~»;' . . .... 

, -. -~ 

~-; 

~BusinesS Week. March 2604.6 
.~_ /',;, , , 'C " 
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Recall that Benetton canceled its clothing tagging plans just weeks after our 

boycott was launched, Gillette's photo-snapping "smart shelves" disappeared 

from Wal-Mart and Tesco stores overnight, and Procter & Gamble has kept a 

low profile since their secret lipstick tagging webcam scheme was discovered. 

And CASPIAN is not alone. We've been joined by dozens of the world's 

most prominent privacy and civil liberties organizations in condemning 

item-level tagging and calling for a more open debate on RFID. 

Citizens have. begun to fight back against the government's plans to use 

spychips, too. In the spring of 2005, Bill Scannell spearheaded a campaign 

at his RFIDKills.com website to oppose the RFID tags being planned for 

our passports. In just days, the website generated over two thousand letters 

to ~e State Department as people from all over the nation wrote to voice 

their opposition. In response, the government announced that it was 

rethinking security issues associated with the unencrypted RFID chips it 

had planned.7 

In San Francisco and Berkeley, Peter Warfield of the Library Users 

Association and Lee Tien of the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) have 

turned up the heat on public libraries wanting to spend hundreds of thou

sands of dollars to spychip books. And, of course, we can't forget the coura

geous families who just said "no" when the Brittan School in Sutter, 

. California, wanted to hang spychipped tracking cards around students' necks. 

Together with privacy organization EPIC and the ACLU, they forced a hasty 

end to the program. 

Opposition to RFID spans the globe. "The Position Statement on the Use 

of RFID in Consumer Products" has been translated into several languages, 

including Spanish, German, and Japanese. Organizations like Liberty, the 

National Consumer Council, and Privacy International have all weighed in on 

the RFID debate, educating consumers and decision-makers in the UK. And 

our U~ sister organization, NoTags, has protested Tesco's spychipping and 

spread the word through the British media. 

Privacy advocates in Spain, France, and Australia have wage4 educational 

campaigns, and, of course, a coalition of German consumer groups led by 
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FoeBuD braved a nasty snowstorm to protest at the Metro Extra Future Store. 

Their overwhelming opposition forced Metro to recall ten thousand spy

chipped loyalty cards. 

Finally, we're encouraged by the fact that the people involved in the RFID 

industry are themselves consumers and parents, too. While we may be tempt

ed to think of them as slavering control freaks (and some of them dearly are!), 

the truth is that most people implementing RFID systems today are focused 

on earning a living. Most have never really thought about the societal impli

cations of what they do or considered that the same technology that allows 

them to track a warehouse full of paper towels could someday be used to 

enslave future generations. Once they learn the truth about RFID, we believe 

that many people within the industry itself will begin to demand better 

accountability and societal safeguards on the technology. 

You CAN FIGHT RFID, Too! 

One of the most common questions we hear from new CASPIAN members is 

"What can I do to make a difference?" The answer: Lots! 

You can start small with a few easy actions, or dive into some serious 

activism with both feet. We've compiled a list that offers a range of activities 

so you can pick and choose what you feel is right for you. You may want to 

start small and get your big toe wet a few times before jumping into the deep 

end of the pool with us. 

SMALLSTBPS 

Following are some first steps every concerned consumer can take to protect 

his or her privacy and take a part in the fight against RFID: 

Avoid buying products from companies that promote RFID. By withhold

ing your shopping dollars from companies that support spychipping, you'll be 

exerting market pressures on them to behave responsibly and sending a pow

erful message to others, as well. (Remember, the Spychips website keeps an 

updated list of companies known to be involved with RFID.) 
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Pay cash for purchases. Paying for your purchases with anonymous cash 

. (and without submitting a form of identification, like a loyalty card) is one of 

the best ways to protect your privacy. Using cash will also help send a message 

that we need and want to use cash. If we don't use it, we could lose it. 

Do not shop at stores that require frequent shopper or "loyalty" cards. As 

we pointed out in Chapters Five and Fifteen, that's akin to opening your door 

to marketers and government agents to let them know exactly what you've 

purchased over time, painting an intimate portrait of your life. Instead, seek 
I 

out privacy friendly stores that do not require a card. 

Pay cash at the toll booth instead of using an automatic toll transponder, like 

a "FasTrack" or "EZ-Pass" automatic toll payment device. As we point out in 

Chapter Eleven, those toll tags can be tracked miles from the toll booth. If you 

must use a toll tag for roads that offer no other option or because of the hefty 

premium charged for cash payment, consider keeping Your toll tag in an RF 

shielded pouch when you're not paying a toll. Someone has suggested attaching 

the toll tag to the windshield with Velcro so it can be removed at will. 

Give up something you love. Giving up just one product manufactured by 

an RFID-promoting company can have an impact and give you the satisfac

tion of knowing that you are doing your part. You might want to select a prod

uct from a line known to have contained RFID devices, like Gillette razors or 

Procter & Gamble makeup brands. If you're at a loss for what might be a good 

substitute, visit the Spychips.com website for suggestions. We also have infor

mation about products made by the spychippers, so you can see what items 

you might like to avoid the next time you shop. 

Deactivate or remove any RFID chips on products you buy. If you absolute

ly must buy a product that contains a spychip, be sure to deactivate or remove 

the chip-preferably, prior to leaving the store. 
, 
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Teach your children the value of privacy-both in words and through your 

actions. If you take steps to fight RFID, let them know. Your message will 

remain with them as a lasting reminder about how important it is to fight for 

privacy and civil liberties. Both of us keenly remember the boycott launched 

against Nestle in response to its unethical methods for marketing baby formu

la to third-world mothers.8 While we were very young at the time, our mothers 

made a point of telling us and explaining why we wouldn't be buying Nestle 

products-something we remember vividly to this day. * 

MODERATE STEPS 

Following are some steps that take a bit more thought and effort but payoff 

richly in the fight against RFID. Consider doing one or more of these after 

you've mastered the smaller steps: 

Write to companies that promote RFID and tell them how you feel. 

Companies are in existence because of consumers-not the other way 

around. (Though sometimes it can feel like we're not in control!) When com

panies and their boards realize that consumers object to their invasive prac

tices, they'lliisten-or they'll perish. 

Write to your newspaper editor, or to your favorite blogger, commentator, 

radio host, or TV news anchor. Let them know that you object to RFID, and 

share a copy of this book with them. 

*Back in the seventies, Nestle hired women without any special training to pose as nurses and 
give away samples of baby formula to mothers in third-world countries. Because their milk 
dried up during the sample period, the mothers were forced to buy formula from Nestle after 
the freebies were gone. Poor mothers tried to stretch the formula by mixing it with unsanitary 
water, resulting in thousands of infant deaths from disease and malnutrition. In response, a 
worldwide boycott was launched against the company, and the World Health Organization 
instituted ethics rules on the marketing of breast milk substitutes. Today, Nestle is deeply 
involved with initiatives to tag its products with RFID. 
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Discuss the issue in your organization or company newsletter. Pick a single 

topic from this book, or do an overview. No matter what you write, it will be 

news to most of your colleagues. 

Participate in an RFID protest. Visit the Spychips.com site to learn about 

planned protests. (If there isn't one planned in your area, you might want to 

skip ahead to bold steps to learn how to organize one yourself.) 

Return unused products you've purchased from companies that promote 

RFID, and be sure to explain why you're returning the products. Why run the 

risk of taking home an unlabeled spychip? Your product return will send a 

powerful message to the spychippers-renounce RFID or lose your cus

tomers. In some cases, returning products can be even more effective than not 

buying them in the first place. 

Educate your kids, family, friends, and coworkers about the dangers of 

RFID. Loan them this book-or better yet, buy them a book of their own. 

Send us your tips about RFID devices you've found-in consumer products, 

so we can tell others. But first, be sure that what you've found is not an EAS 

anti-theft device. You can usually tell by looking for the telltale microchip 

attached to an antenna that gives away a spychip. Or, if you enjoy watching 

executives squirm, try asking the company, "Hey! Is that a spychip in my 

underwear?" 

Write to your state and federal lawmakers. We have a right to know when 

products contain tracking devices that could jeopardize our privacy or violate 

our principles. Tell politicians you want them to enact labeling legislation like 

our proposed RFID Right to Know Actthat will allow us to make our own deci

sions about RFID. Need help contacting your representatives or crafting a let

ter? Visit Spychips.com for tipl> and links for reaching out. You can also refer . 

lawmakers to the website, or better yet, send them a copy of this book so they 
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can read the truth for themselves. But, while they can help us with labeling, 

remember not to depend on them to solve the problem. This fight is up to us! 

BOLD STEPS' 

Organize a peaceful RFID protest. Let retailers and manufacturers see evi

dence of consumer displeasure with their plans. We'll even help you get the 

word out if you tell us about it in advance. 

Wear an RFID protest T-shirt in public places and share the news about 

RFID with people who express interest in your message. You'd be amazed how 

interested people are in the topic if you give them a chance to talk about it. Be 

sure to do your homework first so you can answer questions that will 

inevitably arise if you wear aT-shirt in public. 

Join us in tracking RFID patent developments. It's tough keeping up with 

the huridreds of RFID patent applications filed every year. It would be helpful 

if we could find some volunteers to follow developments and get the word out 

to the public. After all, eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. 

Organize a speaking event. You can contact our publisher, Nelson Current, 

for information on how we might help you motivate large audiences to get 

involved in fighting RFID. You can also reach us at our website, Spychips.com. 

Buy us billboard space. Depending upon where in the country you live, a 

monthly billboard rental starts at about one thousand dollars. If that's out of 

your price range, consider printing up a few flyers from our website and post

ing them on community bulletin boards at laundromats, supermarkets, col

lege campuses, churches, and other sites that accept such postings. 

Donate money. CASPIAN does accept gifts to fund its ongoing work. 

However, CASPIAN is not a SOIc3 charitable organization, meaning that any 

gifts are not tax-deductible. The requirements for IRS tax-exempt status give 
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the government the power to dictate and control an organization's activities. 

Obviously, being under the thumb of the federal government would run 

counter to both our mission and our philosophy. Since our founding in 1999, 

no one associated with CASPIAN has drawn a salary from their work with the 

organization. What we have accomplished to date, we have done through 

grassroots volunteers who've made individual gifts of time, .effort, and money. 

JOIN WITH Us 

RFID is a troubling technology with frightening implications. When people 

first learn what's coming, they can have one of several reactions. They can 

cover their ears and hum, denying the reality of the problem. They can admit 

the problem, but shrug their shoulders in resignation, believing there is noth

ing they can do to stop it. Or they can roll up their sleeves and take action. 

If you choose the latter course, we want you to know that there is an entire 

community of concerned citizens just like you who have joined CASPIAN. We 

have thousands of members in over thirty countries around the world who 

oppose invasive retail strategies like loyalty cards, retail surveillance, and 

RFID. Members come from all positions on the political spectrum and all 

walks of life. To join CASPIAN, you simply tell us that you agree with this 

basic statement: "It is wrong to spy on people through the products and serv

ices they buy:' 

CASPIAN is a peaceful organization and does not advocate illegal or vio

lent acts. We come together to support each other as we work to create posi

tive changes in our communities and stores and spread news of a consumer 

revolution. We believe in using the power of the market-through our dollars 

and words-to achieve our ends. 

You can learn more about joining CASPIAN and signing up for the free 

CASPIAN newsletter at our website: Spychips.com. There you'll also find up

to-date news about RFID and our. ongoing work to keep spychips off con

sumer items. 
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TOGETHER WE CAN CHANGE THE COURSE OF HISTORY 

Though they seem huge and intimidating, corporations are actually quite 

simple. They behave in predictable ways. Nearly every action they take

includins. the adoption or rejection of privacy-invading technologies-is 

done to maximize profits. If their actions don't serve the mighty bottom line, 

they'll go out of business. 

Since corporations depend on us, the customers, for their profits, we ulti

mately control what they do. Corporations are like puppets on a string. They 

dance to the tune of our dollars. Or you can think of them as plants growing 

towards the sunlight-they bend towards the money source that flows from 

our wallets. When we nourish them with our money, they grow in directions 

that are profitable for them. Conversely, if we withhold our shopping dollars 

from a company because of something it is doing, that action will become 

unprofitable and will quickly be dropped. Like a plant cut off from sunlight, 

the company will be forced to change direction until it reestablishes a benefi

cial relationship with' consumers and their pocketbooks. 

This is where the power of numbers comes into play. While each of us can 

make a difference working independently, when we pool our resources we can 

move mountains. By collectively spreading the word about RFID and with

holding our money from businesses with a spychipping agenda, we can force 

seemingly unshakable global corporations to honor the wishes of the two

thirds of the population that objects to RFID. 

Once the mega-businesses feel the economic-impact of privacy invasion, 

they'll stop forcing their suppliers to adopt the technology. And, of course, 

once businesses find spychipping an unprofitable venture, the politicians who 

are supporting their agenda will fall in line. If we join together to take a stand 

against RFID, we can prevent spychips from invading our stores, homes, and 

bodies. Together we can change the direction of business, and, in so doing, we 

can change the course of history. 





Things change at a breathtaking pace in the world of spychips. After sending 

the final manuscript to our editor, we ran across several new developments. All 

are disquieting, as is the way with this technology, but we had a few belly laughs, 

too. 

Remember that taxpayer-funded relationship between North Dakota State 

University and Alien Technology? It's already begun to bear fruit-or rocks, that 

is. Their union has spawned RFID-enabled artificial rocks that listen. 1 They 

look like ordinary rocks, but they've been hollowed out and equipped with 

high-tech sensors capable of detecting oncoming footsteps from up to thirty 

feet away. Reportedly, the military is looking forward to dropping the devices 

from aircraft to sense approaching armies, but it doesn't take much imagination 

to see how that invention could be abused. One day soon, we may be taking a 

second look at the garden-variety rocks in our own backyards, wondering if 

government-funded spy chips have invaded the suburbs. 

Recent events have also confirmed a new trend for high-ranking govern

ment" officials: Retire from government service and cash in with a cushy board 

position in the spychip industry. Former Secretary of the Department of 

Homeland Security Tom Ridge joined the board of Savi Technology, the 

primary RFID technology provider for the Department of Defense, just fout 

months after resigning from his cabinet post.2 Following in his footsteps, 
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Former Secretary of Health and Human Services Tommy Thompson joined the 

board of Veri Chip Corporation, makers of the human RFID implant, just as this 

book was going to press.3 

As we know, spychips have already invaded our nation's highways, and we 

wanted to provide a bit more evidence. So we headed down to Houston to snap 

some last -minute photos and see the latest in highway surveillance. While there, 

we dropped into an EZ-tag store and asked for a copy of their privacy policy. We 

spent half an hour cooling our heels in the lobby while staff combed their 

computers and made frantic phone calls. Eventually, they told us the privacy 

policy must be in storage--on microfiche-and that it would take some time to 

retrieve. Rather than grow cobwebs waiting, we left them our e-mail address. 

We're still waiting. 

Here's a story that had us rolling on the floor. In a hilarious turn, IBM is 

offering its expertise as a privacy consultant.4 Isn't that a bit like having Enron 

executives teach accounting classes? Believe it or not, the same company that 

applied for a patent on its notorious "person tracking unit" now claims it can 

help other companies adopt "privacy-optimized RFID solutions" and develop 

communication and education programs. Just what we all need-a little "re

education" from IBM. Attention potential IBM privacy clients: You'd do better 

to throw your money down a rat hole than rely on these guys for privacy advice. 

Once again, thanks for the laughter, IBM., 

And in a final story, we got word that Levi-Strauss is spychipping clothing at 

a store in Mexico.5 Why Mexico? We'd like to know, too, so we sent their CEO an 

open letter asking for details. A month later, we still haven't heard anything. In 

the meantime, we're keeping an eye on their south-of-the-border shenanigans 

so we can tell you if it's time to ditch your Dockers. 

We'll keep you posted on these and other breaking RFID developments at . 

our website: Spychips.com. See you soon. 

Katherine & Liz 
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